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CHArTER I 

THE PROBIEl-I 

~ckground for the Study 

Today, more than ever before, schools are overcrOl'lded. This 

overcro1'1din1! further complicates the problem of handling individual 

differences in the classroom. Educators are vainly seeking uays to 

cope 't'l'ith these individual differences. 

For centuries, the common method of teaching has been that of 

lecturing to the student and assigning him outside reading. The 

student did not usually knm·r whether he understood the material he i-."8.S 

studying until the next day, sometimes even days and weeks later when 

he t'las tested. It is possible that the student•s lack of knOliledge of 

his progress caused anxiety and depression until he took a test. 

Continued frustration was likely to ensue until his test was final~ 

returned with the grade marked on it. 

In recent years, tnen like Skinner and other educational 

psychologists have been studying new applications of old theories 

and laws of learnitlg. 1 
~laking new applications of the law of "effect" 

and the reinforcement theory, 2 authors are now writing texts tr~hieh are 

lcharles E. Skinner, ElementOJ: Educational Psychology, 
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950 , p. 227. 

2J. ~·I. Stephens, Educational Psychology, (New York: Henry 
Holt a.i1.d Company, Inc., 1956}, P• 279. 
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entirely nm.; in the mechanics of presentation. . The basis of these 

mechanics is called progrrumrred instruction. 

The entire text in a programmed-instruction type of presen-

tation is uritten in frames. Each frame contains three parts. It 

(a) presents one minute bit of instruction, (b) asks a question based 

upon the understanding of the instruction, and (c) provides a 

reinforcement (the ansuer) • After the learner finds himself to be 

riGht in his response, he proceeds to the next frame, 1'1here he is 

given more information which builds upon the infol~ation presented in 

the previous frame. 

Statement of the Problem 

Hu.ffman has recently completed a business mathematics text 

in programmed form. 1 Ilia text was developed for post-high school 

students and college freshmen. The problem for this stu~ is to 

adjust "Part I" of Dr. Huffman's progrc.mmed mathematics text to ·a 

level of comprehension suitable for high sChool students of low 

ability. This adjustment 1'10uld enable a high school student of low 

ability to work at his own rate of speed. Programmed instruction 

would also enable the fast learner to work ahead of the class and 

cover more material than he would ordinarily if he were forced to 

lnarry Huffman, Coller,e Business J.Ia.themati.cs, Part I, 
"Rebuilding·the Fundamentals," (New York: The Center for ProgrB.mmed 
Instruction, 1961} 
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progress with students of average ability. The adjusted text would 

provide the teacher t'l'i th a tool for taking care of individual 

differences in the classroom. 

Tl1ree Needs for the Study 

T~e Need to Pr~de for Individual Differencea.--Dernardl 

indicates that in a classroom, regardless of the grade level, the 

teacher will be faced by perhaps thirty or more students; and each 

student \dll have many individual difficulties in learning. 'l'he 

teacher's t<~ords of advice a.nd instruction will be quickly grasped by 

some• Some will not even know uhat he is speaking about. Some of 

the students vTill quickly and eagerly perform the assigned tasks 1ori th 

precision and confidence in their results. Others tdll struggle 

along, vertJ unsure, frustrated, and dejected at the thought of making 

a low mark on their work. Still others will not even attempt to do 

the i'!Ork because they kn.0\'1 they can never attain the goal set up 

for them by the teacher. 

Of course, in many instances, teachers do everything possible 

to handle these individual differences. Smith2 said that there is 

lnarold Wo. Bernard, Ps:vchology·or Learning and Teaching, (Neu 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1954), P• 222. 

2nenry P. Smith, PS:£chology in Teaching, (Neli' York: Prentice
Hall, Inc•, 1954), p. 292. 
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probablY no school in the countr,y that fails to make "some" provision 

for individual differences. During the past two decades, the trend 

has been t~.rd making more and more provieions in the classroom for 

these individual differences. With increasing emphasis on improved 

professional training of our teachers and with continual improvement 

of instructional materials, we can expect this trend to persist. 

Increased ComEutations Nec~ss~ in Business.--Today, there is 

a growing demand for statistical recorda in business and industry, 

which is partly caused by local and Federal legislation concerning 

tax records, social security, and other regulations. To do these 

computations, there is an ever increasing influx of young people into 

our modern business offices who are often ill-prepared to meet the 

demands of their employers. Business needs more young people 'trho 

have developed computational skills. 

The Need for Business t-iathematics in_yocational T.:r:a.iniPJ$.-With 

the emphasis on mass education today, some students are being "pushed" 

thro~gh our high schools vri th insufficient knowledge of basic 

mathematics. The teacher of business education feels obligated to 

help students in his program supplement their knowledge of business 
. ' 

mathematics. Upon graduation from high school, students going out to 

earn a living in the clerical field need a good business mathematics 

background. Employers in our communities expect business education 
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students v1hom they hire to have a practical '1-iorking kno•·rledge of 

business mathematics. An important characteristic of programmed 

instruction is that each student works at his own rate of speed. 

Therefore, the business mathematics student, using progTammed 

instruction would not hold back the class if he is a slow learner. 

If he is a fast learner, he '\~."ill not vlaste his time iiai ting :for the 

class to catch up with him •. 

.Qbject.:i:Yes of the Study 

As a basis for the rtudy, two major objectives were estab

lished as follows: 

1. The first objective of the experiment was to adjust 

Huffman's programmed business mathematics text to a level of 

comprehension of high school students of below average ability so 

that their completed work, without a teacher's help, would be 

approximately 95 per cent accurate. 

2. The second objective of the study was to determine whether 

students could retain the material covered in the programmed text. 

This objective was achieved through intermediate tests given to each 

student-editor throughout the unit~: 
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Delimitations of the Study 

The study was delimited as~follows: 

1• The student-editors vho participated in the study were 

restricted to seniors attendin~ Churchland High School. 

2. Each student-editor was a business education major. 

3• A panel of only three student-editol~s worked on the 

programmed unit at any one time. 

4~ A total of fifteen student-editors (five panels) 

participated in the study• 

5. The programmed unit in business mathematics was a 

review of the fundamentals of addition, subtraction, multiplication, 

division, fractions, and decimals. 

6·. Students with intelligence quotients ranging from 79 to 

100 participated in the study. 

Definition of Terms 

Cue (or Prompt)s CUes are devices used within a frame to 

give hints as to what response is needed to successfully complete 

the question or problem in the frame. 

Frame: Each frame is divided into three parts: (a) a step 

of instruction·, (b) a step to determine understanding of the 

instruction, and (c) a reinforcement (provision for immediate 

answer to the question). 
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Or:iginal Proe;ra!!: A series of 432 fra.rlles on the fundamentals 

of business mathematics, developed by Huffman for use by post-high 

school students and college freshmen. 

Programmed Instruction: This is a method of instruction in 

which a body of knoi'Tledge is broken down into small stepa, each 

containing a minute fact or bit of instruction. Each step builds on 

the knowledge of the previous step. A student should be aole to 

handle a programmed text irl.th n.o assistance. 

Panel: A panel is composed of three student-editors. 

Revised Program: The program adjusted by the writer from 

Huffman's original program. 

~dent-Editor: The student-editor was a senior attending 

Churchland High School, enrolled as a business major, and ~m.s 

below averaee ability (Intelligence quotients ranged from 79 to 100). 

Section: The programmed unit used in this study was broken 

do-.m inJ.:;o six sections: addition, subtraction, multiplication, 

division, fractions, and decimals. 
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CHAPrER II 

REVIEW CJi LI'1'ERATUBE 

An Introduction to the Review 

In this chapter the 1n-i ter will summarize the early develop

ments of Pressey and Peterson in progra.mned learning. Recent 

developments by B. F. ffidUocner will be discussed and a comparison ot 

Skinner's and Pressey's methods will be made. Finally, the writer 

will give a brief analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of 

programmed learning as discussed by various educators. 

Ear~ Developments in Programmed LearninPa 

Professor John Blyth of Hamilton College points out that 

programmed instruction combines: (a) the Socratic method-teaching 

by asking questions and (b) the Cartesian method-analyzing a pro)Jlem 

into its smallest parts and proceeding from the simple to the complex.l 

Cgntribut.:l,.ons of .SidnGlJ!: L. Press~ 

Sidney L·· Pressey seems to have invented the first teaching 

machine in 1924• Ris machine used a multiple-choice keyboard. The 

machine was about the size of an ordinary portable type~r.riter, bat 

1Jay w. Stein, "!~lachine Teachers for Your School?" ~ 

Rotarian, No. 3 (Evingston, Illinois: September, 1961), P• 37. 
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much simpler.l It had a. small window through which the student 

could read a partial statement. Next ·to the statement would be 

found four possible word choices~ one of which would correctly 

complete the partial statement. The student pushed a key corre-

spending to what he thougM; was the right a...'1swer. If he was right, 

the machine automatically tur~ed up to the next question. If he 

pushed the wrong key, the ma.chine did not advance to "tihe next 

question. When he finalJ.y pushed the rig...h.t key, the machine then 

advanced to ·the next question. 

Even tho~1 the chief purpose of Pressey's firot machine was 

-lio test • he maintained that it could also be used as a teaching 

device.2 

Contributions of J. c. Peterson 

One of s. L. Pressey's former students and his brother, J. C. 

Peterson, contributed a simplified variant to Pressey's multiple-

choice response apparatus. They used a self-scoring "chemo card." 

lsidney L. Pressey, "A Simple Apparatus Which Gives Tests a.nd 
Scores--a.:.ild Teaches," School and Society, XXIII (March 20, 1926), as 
reprinted in Teaching W~ehines and Pro~rarnned Learning, (eds.) 
A. A. Lumsdaine e..nd Robert Glaser (Washington: National Education 
Association, 1960), P• 35. 

2B. F. Sl.~.d.nner, "Teaching Machines," Science, CXX"viii (Octo
ber, 1958), as reprinted ~1 Teach" Machines and Pro r~~ed 
Learning, (eds.) A. A. Lumsdaine and Robert Glaser Washington: 
National Education Association, 1960) 0 P• 138. 
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"This 'tms used in an early experimental comparison to assess the 

value of immediate knowledge to test results irhich it provided.111 

Peterson called his device the "Self-Instructor and Tester •• "2 In 

one of his articles, Dr. Peterson stated: 

In its simplest form this device consists of 
one or more sheets of multiple-choice questions whose 
correct and incorrect answers are treated with two 
matched moisture-sensitive inks which t~1 to con
trasting colors l"then moistened.· In using this device, 
the learner reads each question, chooses from its 
alternative answers the one he deems correct, and 
touches it ~rlth a strip of·moistened felt. If he 
chooses the correct answer, it changes immediately to 
a predetermined color, say blue; if incorrect, it · 
changes to a different predetermined color, say red. 
This change of color simultaneously records his 
response and shows the learner ~1hether his choice of 
answers was correct or incorrect.~ 

Peterson's contention was that his self-instructor and tester 

could "be used both as a means of guidance in learning and as a means 

of improving speed and accuracy in oooring tests of what has already 

been learned."4 

1A. A. Lumsdaine ru1d Robert Glasser, (eds.), "Pressey's Self
Instructional Test-Scoring Devices," Teachin- r•Iachines ond o a.mmed 
Learnin,g, (1iashington: Iiational E~uoation Asnociation. 1960 , !>• 33. 

2J. e. Peterson, "The Value of Guidan¢e in Reading· Information,n 
Transactions of the Kansas Acafler;y of Sc_ience, XXXIV, 1931, as 
reprinted in Teachin_g .Machines and ProgrammEtd Learning, (eds.) 
A. A. Lumsdaine and Robert Glaser (waru1ington: National Education 
Association, 1960), p. 52. 
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l!•J. Skinner..,!_s Recent De;v,eloments 
~ Prog-rammed Learnin« 

B. F. Skinner, an educational psychologist at Harvard, 

developed a programmed. teaching machine in 'vhich the answer is eon-

structed by the learner. Under a glass uindow, on Skinner•s machine, 

the learner reads an item to 1thich b.e must make a response. llext to 

the glass 1dno.ow is an open 11i.ndow where the learner can write his 

response. :Then he pulls a lever which reveals the correct a.tlS\'Ter, 

and at the same time pushes his answer under a sheet of glass so that 

he cannot erase. 

Skj_~er•s "response-construction" type of prog1~ammed learning 

has been adapted to programmed texts. In the text :f'orm of program, 

instructional matter is broken down into very small steps called 

frames. In each frame is presented a bit of information; a question 

is asked pertaining to the information; and a space is provided for 

the learner's written response. The ans•rer to the question appears 

under the frame. The learner keeps the anmter covered \ori th a mask 

until he has l~itten his response to the question. Tie then slides 

-the mask do~m and checks his response \dth the correct ansvrer. Then 

the learner proceeds to the next frame and repeats the process. 
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A Comp~ison of Slcinner1s Method wit~ Pressey's 
Method of Prpgrammed Learnip.g 

Skinner's method1 :1'eat-ures "short-answer'' questions requiring 

a constructed (usually wri t·ten or draun) response. He uses program-

med material structured in small, ttell-ordered steps made suffic-

ientl1 easy so as to assure the maximum of correct responses from 

the student. Skinner's method serves chiefly as a learning instrument~ 

Pressey's prinoiples,2 on the other hw1d, present multiple-

choice questions which evoke "recognition" type responses. P:ressey 

used programmed materials with varied sequences which permitted some 

errors in responses. This method was chiefly used as a testing 

device. It could be used, hol'rever, to teach. In this case it was used 

primarily to supplement classroom instruction in standard textbooks.3 

§.ome Advantages and Disadvantage_§ 
or Proeyamm.ed Learning 

One of the most bitter arguments against prOBrSL~ed learning 

was summed up by Kvara.ceus lrho said, 

Unfortunately few personal, social, economic or 
political problems that are met in everyday living tend 

lElaine Exton, "Teaching )Iachines, Fad or Here to Stey?" 
!ffieriCWl School Board Journal, CLI (September, 1960), p. 19. 
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to be clear, simple or categorical. • • • These levels 
are still outside the reach of most self-learning 
devices and ·tbe:reby pl.9.Ce a low ceiling on l-rhat is to 
be masteTed•"l 

In contrast to what Kvaraceus may think, ~ people feel 

that the opportunity to deal with these Personal, social and 

economic problems may be even greater when using programmed 

instruc·tion• Huffman said, 

Because students are required to be active • • • 
the teacher thus has a more creative roll. • • • The 
teacher typically will conduct discussions from time to 
time and provide reviews with students. When discus
sions are conducted, all students will be confident 
because they will have a common bacl~ound from which 
to draw in order to par·tieipate in discussionse2 

It is during these discussion periods that personal and social 

problems are brought out• Therefore, students should be able to grow 

more from a personal and social standpoint because they will have a 

basis from which to contribute to class discussion. 

A second big fear caused by programmed instruction is that the 

machines may completel1 take the place of teachers in the classroom• 

People w·ho follow this li11e of thought state their argument somer;hat 

as follotTs: 

We should be concerned with the threat of 
emotional desolation that may be artificiallY 

lwm. c. Kvaraceus, "Future Classroom--An Educational Automat?~ 
Kducational Leadersbi~! XVIII, No. 5· (Februar,y, 1961), p. 289 

2Harry Huffman, "Seventeen Q~a and A • s About P:rogrnm.med 
InstZW~.lction," Business Teacher, XXXIV, No. 4, (February, 1962), P• ll• 
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produced by crowding the teacher out·of the classroom 
and learning laboratory, thereby converting immature 
human beings into mereintellectual machines.! 

l·lany educators seem to follOi<l Exton's line of thought: 

Teaching machines will not replace the teacher. 
~ • • Hany of the more routine aspects of coaching the 
student and testing his ability can be turned over to 
teaching machines • • • this will free the teacher to 
give more of her time to the individual students, 
includine the gifted and retarded, and to projects and 
activities utilizing more fUlly the abilities of a 
skilled instructor.2 

Another argument against programmed learning uas that students 

with superior ability may be held back ~Ti th small steps used in pro-

gr~~ed units. One article in Know-H~ stated: 

W'ri ting responses is more generally useful to 
pupils of lower academic ability than their more able 
classmates. Contradictory though it may seem, stude~:i;a 
't'Tho are superior in verbal skill and better able to 
handle abstractions can actually be hindered by having 
to write responses to each frame in a text. Why? 
Because each frame advances knowledge only fractionally, 
but rapid learning students often like to move ahead 
in large steps.3 

Of course the a~swer ·to this problem would be to use a branch-

ing program. In this type of program, when a student gets a right 

anmfer to a problem, he is told to skip several frames. If on the 

other hand, another student l'm.s to :miss the same problem, he t-rould 

lKvaraceus, .22• .£!!., P• 292. 

2:n:xton, QJ2.·• £.ti•, P• 19. 

'i'Proe1•ammed Learning-What Teachers are Saying About It and 
Do:i.itg about It," Know.;.IIow, (Ih:rt; Yol~k: Associated Public School Sys
tems, Hay-June, 1962), P• 5• 
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have to con·tinue in the same sequence 't'Thich gives more drill on the 

type of problem missed. Wittig explains his success 'L'Ji th the branch-

ing type program i."'l z.::.n ex:perimant at Sligo Junior High School, 

l·Iontgomery County, Ha.ryla.nd. 

I have been using a branch-type program, • , • 
Once I beg~ • • • the difference in the abilities of 
students beoo.me qt;.ickly apparent. Several pupils sped 
rapidly ahead, while their classma·tes lagged behind at 
various stages.l 

There l'lere many advantages of the program suegested for ·the 

learner. One argument f~r the slow· learner tras stated by a social 

psychologist: 

Perhaps the most important aspect of the 
teaching devices mentioned above is that they offer 
students alienated from the educational lrorld an 
educational experience devoid of public shame: If 
the student makes a mistake, he l::nOliS it and the 
teacher knot-ts it, but other students will not. 
Thus, the opportunities to "like learning" are 
enormously increased.! 

Sierles, a teacher of economics at Samuel J. Telden IIigh 

School, BrooklYll, New York, gives a digest of problems and soluti0ns 

of the slow learner as follows: 

(a) The slo\f learner understands more than he is able 
to express orally or in~iting• 

~lution; Problems and questions can be presented 
in the fo:rm of mu.ltiple-choice and other· ob,jective
type questions l'Thich he is able to grasp• 

1Lester Wittig, "Uns·Jra.mble Ability Levels," Knoti-How, (New 
York: Associated Public School Systems, Nay-Jtme, 1962), P• 7. 

21ferbert ·E. Krugman,· "Education and' the H-ew Leal'".aing Devj.ces, tt 
N• E; A• Journ~, LXI, No. 4, (April, 1962), P• 56. 
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(b) His motivation for learning is limited as compared 
with that of other pupils. 

Solution: To stimulate interest and attention, a short
ansi·rer test is given to the class at the end of the 
lesson. (Testa are an effective stimulus learning for 
all pupils, but.the immediacy of testing is essential 
for slow students.) 

(c) This type of pupil is success starved. 

Solution: The learning problems and tests are so framed 
as to guarantee frequent success. 

(d) Tie is a poor reader and finds learning from t~tbooks 
too demanding for him. 

Solution: He is given a printed course of study in 
which the units of work do not require prolonged con• 
centration and discussion. 

(e) Slow learners find it difficult to follow an extended 
classroom discussion. 

~lution: The course of study presents the subject in 
the way a tutor t-rould teach an individual pupil. 

{f) The slo-vr learner L: easily bored and prone to daydreaming. 

Solution: The modified program keeps him busy throughout 
the lesson. Interest is stimulated because of the antici
pated. test at the end of the lesson.l 

From the literature available to this writer, it appears that 

the advantages of programmed instruction, if used properly; far out-

weieh the disadvantages. 

lSamuel Sierles, "The Slow Learner Can LearnL" The Clearing 
House, XXXVI, No• 6 (February, 1962), PP• 361-2• -
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CRAPrER III 

TTIE METHOD OF PROCEDURlil 

Introductign to the Procedure 

Qollege Business 11athema~ics, Part I is n programmed unit 

in "Rebuilding the Fundamentals" of business mathematics, This 

textbook was developed by Dr. Harry Huffman; Head, Business Education 
. . 

Department, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia. One 

ot the purposes for Huffman's progranm1ed text uas to provide post-hiBh 

school and college students with a tool for remedial work in the 

fundamentals of business mathematics. The purpose of the writer in 

the study Has to adjust the program to a level of comprehension in 

order for high school students of low ability to do remedial work in 

business mathematics. 

In order to familarize himself tiith HUffman's program, the 

writer 1·rorked through the original unit. The unit was comprised of 

4:32 frames broked dol'm into six sections. The various sections are 

outlined below. 

Speed and Accuracy in Addition (58 frames). 

Speed and Accuracy in Subtraction (23 frames). 

Speed and Accuracy in Multiplication (100 frames). 

Speed and Accuracy in Division (59 frames). 

Speed and Accuracy in Using Common Fractions (87 frames). 

Speed and Accuracy in Using Deciritals (105 frames). 
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Construction of Tests. for the Programm~d Unit 

After carefully t·rorking through the programmed unit, the 

writer constructed six tests to measure retention of concepts pre-

sented in the six sections of the programmed unit. The tests were 

sent to Dr. Huffman, author of the original program, for criticism. 

Huffman's suggestions were incorporated into the· tests. (The six 

tests as reconstructed by Huffman are included in Appendix c.) 

.~eparation of the Programmed u~.--In order to facilitate 
-revisions, additions, and deletions of the original frames as the 

writer deemed necessary, each frame in the prograt"ll!led unit uas 

pasted to the bottom of a 5" x 8" card• The anm~er to the question 

or problem to be solved was pasted to the top of the succeeding 

card. The cards were placed fo.ce down so that the student could 

not see the answer \1lltil he had listed his response on the 

answer sheet. 

Selection of Student•Editors.--The fifteen student-editors 

participating in the experiment uere selected from three classes of 

the wri ter• s office training program. Only thosa students l<tere 

picked uhose intelligence quotient v1as 100 or belo'"· Permission 

was obtained from the school principal to include personal data of 

student-editors in the study. (See Appendix D) 
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Qqmposi tion and Scheduling of ·~he Panels.--The fifteen stu

dents participating in the experiment were divided into five panels; 

three students to a panel. One student was selected from each of 

three office training classes to make up one panel. 

The \iTi ter estimated that from 15 to 20 hours would be needed 

for a student to complete the program and the six tests required 

after each section of the prograrr~ed unit. 

The office training class vas set up on a five-hour rotational 

basis. Four rotation periods were set aside for those students par

ticipating in the study, a maximum of 20 hours. If a student finished 

before the four rotation periods w·ere up, he was assigned to an opt

ional work station, therefore, wasting no time at the end of the 

progr8.11'lmed unit. 

Preparation of the Answer Sheet.--The original program pro

vided space for a response after each question on a frame. Because 

the experiment was set up on cards to facilitate revisions and adjust

ments, all students had to use the same set of cards. They were not 

permitted to write responses on the ca:rds, Therefore, an a.ns't-rer 

sheet vms provided for each student. (See Illustration on the fol-

10\i'ing page•) 

The answer sheet called for information in addition to the 

response. At the top of the answer sheet, sp-::~.ces '1-tere provided for 

the student's name, the date, and the number of the first and last 

frmnes completed during the period;. 
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!LLUS'rRttTION 1 

Answer &boet for Responses to Questions 
on the l~gra~ed Unit 

Name·---------------·------------
Dnte ____ . __________________ __ 

Began with Frame Number ---- Ended with Frame Number __ _ 

Fra.rile Answers Use this Space to Work COl'llments No. Problems if Necessar., -·· 

,...._......._-...--__..... 

-

·--I -
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The body of the anm1er sheet was divided into five columns. 

The columns included a space for frame numbers, responses, vrork 

space for problems, and a space for comments on each frame. 

Procedure for Collecting the Data 

Procftdures for ~e Student-Edit2t, 

~diting tjl.e Progra.mrt!,ed Unit.-The student-editor studied the 

information contained on each frame. Tie read the question pertaining 

to the frame and recorded his response on the answer sheet. In the 

column provided, the student also recorded the frame n1wber. If it 

was necess~J for the student to make calculations, a space was so 

provided on the ans'i'rer sheet. .All calculations had to be next to the 

appropriate response. The student l'l'as not allowed to do any calcula

tions on scrap paper. After recording the answert the student dropped 

the card, face doun, in a tray supplied for that purpose. Tie then 

picked up the next card 1-rhich was also face dovn. At the top of this 

card the correct response 1·ras supplied. to the previous frame. If the 

response vras wrong, a red cross mark was made next to the response on 

the ans1-rer sheet. After checking his response, the student was 

encouraged to make comments, applicable to the frame just completed, 

in a space provided on the answ·er sheet. After making his comment, 

the student "V1ent to the next frame. 
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~aking Intermediate Tests to Meg.sure lletention.--At the end of 

each section of the programmed unit (addi·tion, subtraction, etc.), the 

student was ad.ministe1•ed a test ·to measure rErbention of concepts 

covered in that section. The results of the tests were used to aid 

the writer in revising the !)rogram. 

~edure of the Researcher 

!Qj;_ivatilm ~nt-EditQ!'.!.-In order to get the student to do 

the best job possible on the program, the researcher explained to the 

stude!lt that he uould receive remedial value from participating in the 

study. The student was told tha:b he was par-ticipating in an "impor

tant" experiment which would have lasting value to r.im and other 

students. Honesty was stressed. The student-editor was informed tha.t 

a:rry wrong response on the answer sheet would not count against tr..im; 

that in fact, it would be of much value in the experiment. Copying of 

responses without reading the information in the frame would tend to 

lessen his understanding of the concepts in which oase he might be 

unable to make a high score on the intermediate tests. 

Orienting the Student as to Prooedure.--The researcher made it 

a point to go over the first few frames with the student in order to 

make sure that he fully understood the correct procedure. 

Catalogkns Incorrect ~esponses.--Each day the answer sheets of 

student-editors were colleo·ted by the researcher. The ansr:er sheet 

\vas checked for errors. A card catalog was set up to keep a count of 

errors m2~e il1 each frame. 
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When the reseacher discovered an incorrect response, he 

checked the catalog to see if the answer had been missed by a pre

vious student. If so, he put the editor's assigned number by the 

response missed. If an incorrect response had not been recorded on 

that f~ame, the researcher made out a card for the frame indicatulg 

the error and the number of the student making the incorrect response. 

This card uas inserted into the catalog of incorrect responses. 

A record nas also kept on a "student comment sheet" of all 

co!ll!!lents made by an indi vid.ual student • 

After all errors had been recorded, the answer sheets and 

comments vrere stored in individtw.l folders for each student. 

AnalyziQg Incorrect ~~spo~.--As a panel completed a parti

cular section of the programmed unit, incorrect responses were com

pared and analyzed to determine the cause of the erl•orse Comments 

by students were also considered in the analysis. 

Writing New Frames.-Data gathered from the analysis of 

incorrect responses were used as a basis for making changes, addi.,..• 

tio~~~. or deletions of frames in the original program• 

As new frames were i-Tri tten, they were typed on a master set 

for duplication. A copy 'ttTD.s fo!'i•rarded to Dr. IIuffnan, author of the 

original program, for criticism• 

Another cop,y was cut into strips and pasted to colored cards. 

Colored cards 1·rere used to furnish the researcher 1rl th a means of 

immediate identification of changes or additions to the original 

program. 



Number System fpr New Frames.~he original frames in the 

programmed unit were numbered from 1 through 432. A method was 

devised to insert new frames \r.ithout changing the original frame 

number. The writer also included in the numbering system lettered 

symbols to indicate whether the new frame preceded or followed a 

particular original frame and when the change was made. Illus

tration 2, on the following page, interprets the symbols used in 

the revised program. 



Syrabols 

A, D, c, or D 

c 

r 

Hyphen and a · 
nmnber ( -1, -2, 
-3. -4, ete.) 

p 
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ILLUSTRATIOll 2 

B,ymbola Utilized on Revised Frames 

Interpreta~ion of Symbols 

A capital letter immediate~ following the frame 
number indicates which panel of students prompt
ad the change in the original frame or the addi
tion of the new frame. 

A "c" (for cue) preceding the frame number, indi
cates that a uord in the original frame has been 
underscored, put in quotes, or typed in upper
case letters to act as a prompt. 

An "f" (for following) preceding the original 
frame number indicates that this frame has 
been added to follow the original frame in 
order to strengthen concepts in the preceding 
frame. 

A "hyphen and number" following the original 
frame nv.mber and panel symbol, indicates how 
many and the sequence of frames that have been 
added :!i:c ·the original frame. (This symbol is 
used only '.i'hen more than one frame is needed 
in addition to the original or revised frame.) 

A "p• (for precedes) preceding the original 
frame number indicates that additional frames 
have been added to precede the original frame 
in order to introduce the original or 
strengthen the concept of the original f'rame. 

An "x" preceding the frame number indicates 
that the original frame has been removed and 
that this revised frame has been substituted. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE ANALYSIS 

Introduction to the Analysis 

~e analysis of this experiment consists of five parts corre

sponding to the five successive panels of student-editors partici

pating in the study. Each part includes three tables. The purpose 

of the first table is to give a breakdown of the errors made by 

each student in the various sections of the programmed unit and to 

reflect the percentage of errors made by the individual student on 

the entire program. In addition, the table reveals the total number 

of errors for each section made by that particular panel, the total 

responses possible, and the per cent of errors for each section by 

the panel. Begii.u1ing with Panel Two, this table also reflects the 

decrease or increase in percentage of errors made. 

The second table in each part of the analysis shows the 

results of the intermediate tests. This table reflects each panel 

member's individual grade and the average grade of the panel. 

Beginning with Panel Two this table also reflects the decrease or 

lltcrease in scores of the intermediate tests. 

The third table found in each part of the analysis, with the 

exception of Panel Five, gives a breakdown, by section, of the number 

of changes made in the original frames of the program. This table also 
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reveals the total number of frames and responses added to the program 

as a result of an analysis of e,ach successive panel. 

The programmed unit undertvent four revisions. After each 

pallel completed the unit, tdth exception to Panel Five, the writer 

analYzed the errors of each student and made such revisions in the 

program as he determined necessary to decrease the error rate of 

succeeding panels. 

Examples of significant changes made in the frames of the 

original program and those frames which vTere ad(led to the program 

are shown in iDustrations throughout the analysis. 

Anabysis of th§ Work o~ Pgnel_One 

Table I reflects the per cent of errors for each section of 

the Programmed Unit in Business Mathematics to be above the maximum 

five per cent error rate of responses set up for this experiment. 

OnlY one student-editor, Rosie, came trl.thin the established error 

rate. 

As shotm in Table II • the average grnde of the panel on the 

six intermediate tests \'Tas 78.2. Carolyn had the lowest average with 

65.0 and Rosie was highest with 81.8. Considering 70 as a passing 

grade, Carolyn failed three sections of the intermediate tests. Her 

lowest score was 28 on ·the decimals section. Rosie failed on11 one 

section, makin« 69 on the fractions section. The lowest section 

average was in decimals with 61.3. This section reflected an error 

rate of 7.84 per cent for Panel I. The next low·est average grade was 



TABLE I 

Number and Per Cent of Errors 
Made by ?anel One 

Sub- Multipli~ Total 1' Errors in 
Student Addition traction cation Division Fractions Decimals Errors 708 Possible 

__(j.!.)!_ (197)ol: qo1J* (154)~ (W.l: itao]! 
Responses 

(110)* - by Student . 
Carolyn 7 5 35 21 18 29 115 14~74 

·Cheryl 8 0 9 6 10 10 43 5.51 

Rosie 14 l 8 2 0 5 :;o :;.as 
-t::=-
0 

.'Total Errors 29 6 52 29 28 44 188 

Total Possible 
Responses for 330 93 591 303 462 561 2340 
Three Students 

%Errors in 
Total Possible 
Responses 8.79 6.45 s.ao 9.57 6.06 7.84 a.o:; 
by Section 

*Number of actual responses required of each student. 



TABIE II 

Test Scores for Members of Panel One 

Name Addition Subtraction r.lultiplication Division Fractions Decimals. Average 

Carolyn 79 70 64 28 

Cheryl 86 100 89 92 86 

Rosie 79 100 100 69 70 81.8 

Average 81.3 70.0 82.0 61.:; 78.2 
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in the multiplication section which reflected next to the highest per 

cent of errors. 

Table III shows that 18 frames uere added i.Tl this revision. 

However, nine of these ad;~.ed frames were consecutive. They were in 

the sequence which taught short outs in multiplying fractions. (See 

Illustration 19~) 

The majority of changes were ma.da by rewording the original 

frames. Other frames 1vere revised by eiving cues or prompts to 

important r1oxds and terms. Still other changes l'Tere made in the 

s·Gructure of the frames in order to separate statements of fact from 

questions nnc1 problems i'Tithin the frames. Table III sho-rrs that 39 

frames 't'l'ere revised in these ways. 

The average intelligence quotient of student-editors on F.anel 

One lias 94 .• 3. The average English grade for the first three years in 

high school lras "D." The average mathematics and algebra grades \-Tere 

"D minus." These indj.vidual scores and those on "Sequential Tests of 

Educational Progress," and others can be found in Appendix B. 

The First Revision 

Building Spee~ a~d Accuracy 
in Addition 

When to Round to Tens* Hundreds, or Thousands.--Tr~oughout 

the sequence of frames which dealt ui th ro1mding numbers in order to 



W I ~Qtign 

Adc1ition 

Subtraction 

I>iul tipliea tion 

Division 

Fractions 

~oima.ls 

Totals 
............,.....,. 
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TABIE In 

Number of Changes and Additions 
Mada in the First Revision 

Number Changes Made rrotal !'lumber 
i;l!, Or,iginal Frames Frames Added 

8 2 

' 
1:5 0 

4 0 

10 

3 

36 18 

Total llumber of 
.~es.Jaqnses Added. 

4 

4 

2 

0 

17 

5 

32 

............,_.-~--
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estimate totals, there appeared eleven frames with ~roblems of the 

folloi'rine nature: 

10;295 
4;625 
5;132 
3,276 

87 
267 

The problem in this type of frame was to have students round, 

"u.'l'lifor.mly," to either tens, hundreds, or thousands and add the rounded 

numbers in order to obtain an estimated total. 

or eleven frames in this type of problem, the first panel of 

three students missed a total of sewen problems. Each student on the 

panel missed at least one problem in this sequence. 

After analyzing errors of Panel One, it -vras determined that 

the reason for missing these problems was lack of "uniformity" in 

rounding to tens, hundreds, or thousands. Therefore, the writer 

added two frames, placing them in ~i'ha t he considered strategic sequence. 

He Also revised one frame which presented sufficient information, but 

lacked in clarity. 

Illustration 3 shows the added Frame f9A. This frame was 

added to emphasize to the student "when" to round a group of figures 

to tens. 

Illustration 4 shows Frame pl9A. This ~rame was added to 

emphasize to the student "when" to round a group of figures to 

hundreds. 
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ILLUSTRATIOl'f 3 

When to Round to Tens 

ADDED FR.Alm 

94 
16 
74 

'12:3 
... 2.416 

Most of the numbers in the problem to the 90 
left are in tens. Therefore, all of the 20 
numbers in the problem should be rounded 70 
to tens as shovm at right. '120 

. _2i42Q... 
(estimated ansuer) 2,720 

All the numbers in the follot-Til15 problem are rounded 
to _ ? (tens, hundreds • thousands) 

824 
62 
T3 
65 

The estimated. answer is ------·• 

tens lQ2Q 

f'9A 
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ILLUSTRATION 4 

When to Round to Hundreds 

When estimating a group of numbers_ und most of the 
numbers fall between 100 and 999; all of the numbe~s 
should be rounded to ~ds. 

pl9A 

7e 
196 
7Zl 

1,430 
121_ 

In the nroblem to the left, all the nUlllbers should be 
rounded- to ? (tens, hundreds, or thousands) 

The EsrntATED total is -----· 
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The original Frame 24 s·..£ficiently explained the concept of 

"when" to round figures to thousands. However, in Problem One, 

Cheryl indicaJced that she did not fully understand what was being 

presented.. She stated that; "I did not vnderstand i.Jhat 'inclusive • 

means here." 

Therefore, the writer attempted to clarify the frame in 

t~~e ways. ITe began by breaking the first relative~ long sentence 

into two short sentences. Since each sentence stated a fact, they 

were set apart by a spo.ce bet\-reen them in order to reduce confusion. 

Secondly, in revising the sentences, the writer excluded the 

word "inclusive" which gave Cheryl some trouble. 

Third, the question in the frame was separated from the 

statement of fact preceding it. 

Illustration 5 shows Frame 24 as it originally appeared and 

how it appeared af·her it 1rras revised. 

Nleula.r Afidition ~o Increase Aocuragy.-Students in Panel One 

made a high percentage of errors in angular addition. llowever, the 

cause of the error was not through lack of understanding the concept 

of angular addition. Incorrect responses resulted from errors in 

addition. 

It was observed that the three frames used for practice in 

angular addition were relatively long problema for the caliber of 

students who participated in this experiment. For example, in Frame 

4 7, the otudent had to add eig·ht numbers lli th five dilP, ts in each 



ILLlJS.rRtl.TIOll 5 

TRhen to Round to Thousands 

ORIGTifAL FRANE 

When rounding to thousands, round numbers less ·than 500 24 
to 0 thousands and round numbers from 500 to 1,499 inclusive 
to 1 thousand• Similarly round numbers between 1;500 and 
2,499 inclusive to (no.) thousands. 

2 

When rounding to thousands~ round numbers from 1 through x24A 
499 do1>,m to zero thousands. 

When rounding to thousands, round numbers from 500 through 
lt499 to 1 thousand. 

Slllilarly, rou:ad nmnbera . f:r.•om l, 500 through 2 ,4 99 to 

------ thousands• 

2 
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figure. In Frame 48, there w·ere nine numbers with seven digits in 

each figure. Frame 70 used eight numbers with six digits each. 

In these three frames of angular addition, there were a 

total of six wrong responses by Panel One. Each student made no 

less than one incorrect response. Therefore, the problems in angu-

lar ad.di tion 't'rere shortened to increase the chances of correct 

responses. This would have the effect of creating positive moti-

vation. An example of these revisions is shown in Illustration 6. 

]~ld~g Sneed and Accuracy 
in Subtraction 

!P,Rroxi~ting Answers in Subtraction.-The purpose of Frame 

62 was to elicit a recall of the term ttrounding." In Panel One, 

Carolyn comuented that she " ••• just couldn't think of. what the word 

was." The writer checked and discovered that the term had not been 

used since Frame 24. Also, due to 't'leok-enda and a cou:nle of absences, 

a poriod of eight days had elapsed since she had. used the ':rord. in the 

programmed unit. Therefore, a prompt was added to Frame 62 as shOiill 

in Il:i.ustration 7. 

Roundin« the Smaller Number Fir~.-~he purpose of Frames 62 

through 75 was to pTesent the concept of rounding the subtrahend 

before rou...nding the minuend s.nd to round them to the same extent. 

The student was required to explain the procedure by usincr such terms 

and phrases as: "smaller number, larger nucrber, same extent, and to 

the same extent." 
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ILLUSTRATION 6 

Shortening Length of Problem 
in Angular Addition 

Add the problem at the right by angular addition; 
verify the correctness of each colunm by adding 
in the reverse direction• 

35467 
4684~ 
56789 
46246 
78965 
54175 
68987 

' 455.096 

REVISED FRAME 

Add the problem at the right by angular 
addition; verify the correctness of each 
column by adding in ·the reverse direction~ 

Show the total or each colu~ of figures in 
angular fashion on the work space of your 
ansHer sheet. 

...§1..6_24. 

3546 
4684 
5678 
4624 
7896_ 

47 

x47A 
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ILLUSTRATIO!{ 7 

Using Introductor,y Sentence as Prompt 

ORIGTI'lAL F.RMJE 

Estimates of differences in subtraction are made by 
--------- numbers as you did in addition. Since 
only two numbers are involved• care must be taken in 
choosing hott to round the numbers. 

(no.j 

two __ .... 

You remember that in estimating addition problems the 
numbers were rounded. · 

Liket~se, estimates of differences in subtraction are made 
by numbers as you did in addition. 

Sinee only two numbers are involved in subtraction, care must 
be taken in choosing how to round the numbers. 

(no.) 

t:ounding 

62 

:a:62A 
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In Frame 63, the student was asked to show how· to round the 

larger number to the same extent as the smaller n~ber b1 the problem 

given. In Frame 68 the student t•TaS asked. to show the rounding of 

both minuend and subtrahend and to estimate the difference. 

Because this sequence 't'l'as broken by a review frame in angular 

addition and the student was allowed to practice the complete concept 

only one time before his train of thought l':as broken, the >·Triter 

believed these to be the reasons for Carolyn's wrong response in 

Frames 73 and 74. 

Therefore, another practice problem was added before break

ing the thought pattern in this ooncept. The change is shown in 

illustration 8. 

In addition to the errors in Frames 73 and 74, as a result 

of failing to round properly, problems missed on the interr.uediate 

test on subtraction further bore out the •vriter's conviction that 

the student should be provided additional prompts before allowing 

him to estimate. Therefora, Illustration 9 shows two frames t>l'hich 

uere added to precede frame 71. 

The first frame makes use of prompts to stress further the 

concept in rounding smaller and larger numbers in subtraction. In 

the second frame, the 'I'Tri ter used the ens\·Ier as a prompt to show 

exactly how the subtrahend and mil1uend were rounded to get the cor

rect estimate. Completion of these frames should enable the student 

to work the remaining problems in this series 'i·Ii thout error. 
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ILLUSTRATION 8 

Practice in Rounding in Subtraction 

ADDED FlWlE 

Shou the rounded numbers 
of the problem at the right. 

Problem 

548,752 
- 8,?36 

Estimated Answer: ------~ 

549;000 
-8,~ 
541,000 

Rounded To f69A 
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ILLUSTRATIOl~ 9 

Adding Frames which Utilize 
Prompts to Stress Comcept 

-...------------------------------.-..--.-
ADDED FIWlES 

When estimating the differenoe between $1,626.25 and p7lA-l 
$895.60; iie first round the SMALLER figure to __ _ 
hUJ.'"ldred. 

Therefore, the ~~ER figure must nlao be rounded to hundreds 
and would be read as hundred. 

In the problem at the right, 
show how each figure would be 
rounded to find the estimated 
difference. 

Problem 

$1,626~25 
- 8~5.60 

Round To 

Estimated answer: ----> 

Sl,6oo;oo 
- 900~00 

$ 700i.OO 

·=- ---

p71A-2 
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!Min..S a Pronrot to Elicit a Term.--It 'I'Tas the intention of 

Frame 87, as sho"t"m in Illustration 10, to elicit the word "annexed.." 

In Panel One, Carolyn responded 'I'Tith the word "added." The uording 

of the frame t-Tas not changed. Eowever, the writer inserted a cue by 

means of an underscore in the frame to prompt the student on the 

term "annexed.u There were no further urong a.nstoTera for this frame 

by any of the students on succeeding panels. 

~bstitutipg a Statement for an Imnlication.--In her comments 

in Panel One, Carolyn llad this to say about the original Frame 92, 

as it ia shown in Illustration 11. "The question doesn't ask what 

the incorrect partial product should be." 

As the question toJas stated in the original frame, it "implied" 

that the student should put down the correct partial product, Row-

ever, the student cUd not comprehencl the implication. 

Frame 92 was revised, as shown in Illustration 11, to state 

more clearly exactly what response is desired. 'l'here trere no further 

questions or comments as to the intent of the question in this frame. 

~ning T~inoloror.-Three responses \Terc asked for in the 

original Frame 93, as shot~ in Illustration 12. Student-editors in 

Panel One made four incorrect responses on this frame. 

The revision was made on the basis of the comment made by 

Cheryl in Panel One. She comr.nented, "the nord 'auo.it' has not been 

used before. I am not sure i.Yha t it means." 
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ILLUSTRA.TION 10 

The Addition of a Prompt to Elicit a Term 

ORIGnrAL P'RA!m 

10 X 89 = 890 87 

In mathematics when 0 is placed to the right of a number, it is 
said to be annexed. Thus; one zero to 42 results in 420. 

annexed 

llli"'VISED FRAME 

::&:0 X 89 = 890 

In mathematics when 0 is placed to the risnt of a number; 
it is said to be a;tul~Xed. 

Thus; one zero----- to 42 results in 420• 

annexed 

c87A 

~-·~-------------------------------------------------------------
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ILLUSTRATION 11 

Substituting a Statement for 
an Implication for Clarity 

Which partial product, if any is in error? ------

6,742 
X78 

92 

53936 
4519,4. 

505,876 
Obtain the correct answer:. ____ _ 

~1194 shou1d be 47.194 525,876 is the correct answer. 

REVISED FRAME 

Is one of the partial products below in error? ---oor--·• 
{yes/no) 

:a:92A 

6,742 
:a: 78 

53 936 
.42A.9L. 
505,876 

The partial product ___ should read __ _ 

The CORREC'.r answer to the problem is----

Yes 
45,194 should read 4 7; 194 
525,876 (is the correct answer) 
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Since understanding of terminology is a secondary purpose in 

this tm.it, the frame was revised to define the term "audit" as it 

appears in Illustration 12. 

Revision of Preceding Frame to Elicit Correct Response in 

Next Frame.--In the original Frame 97, the question was asked, "Are 

$ signee omitted?• Carolyn made this comment& "The question asked, 

'Are dollar signs omitted?' It didn't ask if they were supposed to 

be, or if they were omitted in this problem. It wasn't clearly 

understood." 

Cheryl also gave the wrong response to the question in this 

frame. ln order to make the student more secure in his response • 

the researcher inserted additional information in the preceding 

frame which would explain why dollar signs were not used on invoices. 

The reason for using the original Frame 96, as shown in Illustration 

13, was that it presented a simulated invoice. After this revision, 

no error was made on Frame 97 by members of succeeding panels. 

Determining When to Round to Tens 1 .rhmdreds 1 or Thousands.

Frames 102 through 134 were used to develop the concept of estimating 

the product to a multiplication problem. Panel I made 15 errors on 

28 frames requiring the rounding of factors. 

Upon analyzing the work of the panel, it was concluded that 

the errors made were due in part to the fact that the student did not 

understand when to round to tens, hundreds, or thousands. (The I'eader 

will reme;flber that this problem was encountered in addition.) 
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ILLUSTRATION 12 

The Revision of a Frame to Define a Term 

ORIGINAL FRAME 

Check each partial product belov and correct errors, if any. 93 

S947.62 
X827 

663334 
189424 
~8196_ 

783,771.74 The audited answer is ------

189.424 should be 189,524 
A.nswer: $783,681,74 

REVISED FIWlE 

758,196 should be 758,096 

Check each partial product below and correct errors, if any, x93! 

$947.62 
X 821 

6,633·34 
18 942 4 

758"196" 
783,771.74 

AUDIT means to check and verif,y 
or correct. 

The audited anStfer is------

189;424 should read 1891524 
758,196 should read 758,096 
AUDITED ap.swer i§ $783L681174 



ILLUSTRATION 13 

The Revision of a Preceding Frame to Elicit 
the Correct Response in the Next Frame 

ORIGirl.AL FIWlE 

Audit this invoice: 

Sold to: 

6 
6 

San PedtQ Co1le~ 

BORDON FURlJITURE C014PAUY 

Double pedestal desks 
St-tivel Chairs 

No Errors 

REVISED FRAME 

Audit this invoice: 

Sold To: 
San.Pedro College 
l!_os An@les. Cali,fornia. 

September 6, 19_ 

127.50 
75.40 

September 6. 1961 

BORD01i FURNITURE COI:J.PANY 

6 
6 

Double pedestal desks 
Swivel Chairs 

127.50 
75.40 

765.00 
!52.4Q 

1,217.40 

x96A. 

NOTE: To ~ ~. dollar signa should be omitted from an invoice • 

No er~r~o~r~s ____________________ ___ 
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The writer added information to three frames located in 

strategic positions throttghout this series to develop an understand

ing of tl1is concept. 

The original Frame 106, as sholm in Illustration 14, was 

chosen to develop the concept of' "when" to round to hundreds because 

it was the first frame in which the student '"'as elicited to round 

to hundreds. This practice was follot-1ed throughout the revision of' 

these frames. Revised Frame loG appears in Illustration 14 and shows 

the explanation of' rounding to hundreds. 

The concept of 't-then to round to tens was developed in Frame 

111. The revision appears in Illustration 15. 

The concept of' rounding to thousands was explained in Frame 

132. The revised form of this frame is shown in Illustration 16. 

~ermining When a Product is Reasonable.--In the original 

Frame 129, the student was required to determine if' a product was 

reasonable. There was no explanation of what constituted a reasonable 

product prior to this frame. Carolyn missed the question. 

Cheryl and Rosie missed a similar question on the multipli

cation test. Therefore, Frame 129 was revised, as shown in 

Illustration 17 • to explain to the student to what extent an answer 

may be considered reasonable. 

U.§ing a Prompt, to Elici,t the Corre2t ~es:29nse.-The purpose of' 

the original Frame 162 was to motivate the student to figure out the 
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ILLU3!MTION 14 

Determining When to Round to Hundreds 

ORIGINAL FR!Ut!E 

The other tecl1nique for estimating the product is based on 106 
rounding each factor both up and down. 687 lies betw·een 
600 and 700. 426 lies betl'reen and • 

!00 500. 

REVISED FRAME 

The other teclmique for estimating the product is basad on xl06A 
rounding each factor both up and down. If the number to be 
rounded is from 100 through 999, round up or down to even hundreds. 

687 lies be'h-reen 600 a.nd 700 

426 lies bett.reen __ e.nd .... • 

.400 500 
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ILLUSTRATION 15 

Determining t4hen to Round to Tans 

ORIGINAL F RA!ilE 

Obenchain has weekly take-home pay of $9:;. 78. What would be 111 
the lo~r£~r estimate ot his ·1;otal take-home pay for 42 weeks? 

§.2,600 

I£ a. factor is less ~ 100, that factor is rounded 
up and down to even Rns • 

Campbell has weekly take-home pay of 93•78. What would be 

xlll.A 

the lovrer estimate of his total to.ke-home pay for 42 weeks? __ _ 

§3,600 
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ILLUATRA.TION lG 

Determining When to Round to Thousands 

ORIGINAL FRAME 

132 For the problem 1,247 X E11 =• the lower estimate .. ::ts .....,__ 
and the upper estimate is • The e:.t:aat product is---· 
(Hint: Round 1,247 to thousands and 87 to tens.) 

§Q.OOO lBQ;OO.Q 

REVISED FRAME 

It a factor to be rounded is·in the thousands it should 
be rounded to even thousands, 

xl32A 

In the problem 2,375 X 65a 2,375 is rounded to 2,000 for 
the lower estimate and 65 is roundGd to 60 for the lower estimate~ 

For the problem 1,247 X 87 =• the lower estimate is 

The upper estimate is -----·• 

The exact product is -----·• 

80,000 180,000 l08,4§9 

----· 



ILLUSTRA'riON 17 

Determining When a Product is Reasonable 

ORIGINAL FRANE 

Computation on an invoice: 129 

2,869 A•l516 tubes 

B.y estimation, determine whether the extension is (reasonable/ 
unreasonable). 

;unreasgnable 

REVISED FRAME 

It the product of ~o factors falls between the upper 
and lower estimates, it is considered to be reasonable. 

Qgmputa~~on on an !Rloice: 

2,869 A-1516 tubes 

Estimate the extension. Is the extension reasonable or 
unreasonable? ______________ __ 

xl29A 
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procedure for a shortcut of multiplying by 9~. Cheryl was not able 

to determine the correct procedure. After discovering that she had 

made the torrong response, she asked the writer to explain the proced-

ure to her. After the explanation the student made the following 

comment: "The 'B' part needs to be explained. It does not say 

that 1,341 should be multiplied by 2 then subtracted from 1,000 times 

itself.• 

Cheryl and Rosie also missed a similar problem on the test 

regarding the 998 shortcut rule. Therefore; the frame was revised, 

as shown in Illustration 18, to give an additional prompt as to the 

procedure to use for this shortcut method. 

~lding Sneed and Accura£l 
with Common Fra~ions 

Develo,pinp; a Sho,rlgut Hethod to Find the Product of Fractiogs. 

--In Frame 303 the student was to make an estimation in which the pro

cedure involved mul~iplying f x 24. On this frame and succeeding 

frames of this kind, the writer, in studying the answer sheets of 

Panel One• observed that the students, in arriving at the answer, 

were making various kinds of unneoessar,y c&~eellations in their com-

putction. This procedure took an undue amount of time lfith the result 

that Cher,yl got confused to the poin~ of giving an incorrect response. 

Speed 1~as one of the primary concerns of the programmed unit. 

Therefore, an effort was made to show the student a much simpler and 
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ILLUSTRATION 18 

Using a Prompt to Elicit the Correct Response 

ORIGINAL FRAHE 

Using the shortcut for multiplying by 999 and a similar one 162 
for 998, do these problema: 

(a) 999 X 1,245 = 
(b) 998 X 1,341 = 

1,243,755 

------------·---------------------------------------------------

Using the shortcut for multiplying by 999 and a similar ond xl62A. 
for 998 do the problems below. 

(llint: The shortcut rule for 998 is similar to the rule for 98.) 

(a) 999 X 1,245 = 

(b) 998 X 1,341 = 
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much faster method of performing the particular calculation in their 

heads. The process used to present this particular method, as shoi'm 

in Illustration 19, was somewhat long. However, the success of 

succeedil1g students with this procedure caused the writer to hesitate 

in attempting to shol'"ten the explanation any further. A total of 

nine frames were used to develop the procedure and these ad.oed fra.mes 

were situated to precede Frame 303. 

In the process of developing new frames to precede Frame 303, 

the :researcher took the opportunity to review the stude11t on 

terminology of fractions. 

Defining the Term "Inverted. "-Before completing :Frame 313, 

Cheryl wanted to be sure that she knew \that the term "inverted" 

meant. Therefore, she asked the instructor to define it for her. 

TlLis frame was not missed by any student on Panel One. nowever, the 

writer decided, in anticipation of other students not being sure of 

the term, to give a definition which would suit the purpose of' this 

frame. The revised frame showing the definition of "invert" is 

shown in Illustration 20. 

Decinal Fractions 

The Placeme~t of Degim~ls in Couzerted Fractiong.-Jrhe intent 

of Frames 352 and 353 lras to demonstrate where the decimal falls when 

converting a common fraction such as .l..5 or .l..2 to a 3-place decimal. 
. 1 3 

In this type of problem, one or more zeros may precede the first 



ORIGINAL FWlE 
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ILLUm'RATION 19* 

Developing a Shortcut Nethod to 
Find the Product of Fractions 

When estimatingj;he product of fraction problems like t X 17t , 

tl~~X 18 = G fQr the estimated product. 

t X 24t= ----(estimated product). 

~--------------------

FRA!".lES ADDED TO PRECEDE TBE ORIGINAL FRA!!.IE SHOWli ABOVE 

When multiplying a proper fraction like ~ x 15, we .need only 
to divide 15 by 3, the del'lom.inator of the proper fraction. 

~IPLE: t : ¥- = 5 

It would be easier and much faster to say 15 ~ 3 = 5J or 3 ~ • 
Find the answer to this problem by the fast Etethod. 

t X 12 = • (Show your work on the answer sheet. ) 

The numerator of the fraction lis ----·• 
3 

L------------------------
*This illustration is continued on the next page. 
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(ILLUSTRATION 19, Continued)* 

When multip~-a number, such as 15, by a fraction ~dth 
a. numerator of 1, such as 1 , we simply divide 15 by the 

3 
--------------- of the fraotion. 

~.nominator ( ".3.~t 'Vrlll do,) 

If we wish to multiply a number by a proper fraction 
whose numerator is 1, we simply the 
number by the __ of the fraction. 

denominator 

l.2 by 4 

Work the following problem the quick way and show your 
work. 1 

6 X 18 • 
i•H'· '.(·*N· *V.--);.*·:, >.· -lt--!t··X·*~d~-*K· **X ***·i: -l(·)H; *-11·~)<.< '~*I!{***·:Hh~ -)(-·}H1f:;(· -X ·X·IH~--lHI .. lH-***~·'A-*-><-!H~ ** 

Work the following multiplication problems the quick 
'tray in ;;,rour head. 

tx 14; ~ X 45. 

*This illustration is continued on the next page. 
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(ILLU&.rRA.TION 19; Continued) 

·---------------------------·--------------------------~----------
When es·bimating :products of mi...~ed numbers, such as ·17t, 
round the mixed number to the nearest whole number. 

17 ~ is rounded to ----· 

When estimating, if. the fractional part 

number is t or .!.2.!'S.• it is rounded .!m• 

than t it is rounded f!mm• 

17t is rounded to ---· 

17i is rounded to • 
8 -------

171 is rounded to ___ _..... 
2 

u 18 18 

REVISED FRANE 

of the mixed 

It it is less 

iJhen ~stima.tins the product of the frac.·tion Dr«?blem 

tx 17t we rom1d l7f to 18 and multiply by t •' 

p303A-9 

We think ~X 18 = 6 tor the estimated product. Use the quick way 

ot multiplying after rounding the mixed number and then estimate • 

.! X 24l = 
4 3 ------. 

(estimated product.) 

6 



ILLUSTRATION 20 

Revising a Frame to Define the Term Inverted 

ORIGTiifAL J!1ill1E 

When t is in_verteii 1 t becomes t • 313 

When i is changed to ~, we sey that the ~ has been ____ ,. 

REVISED FRAI4E 

Inve,r.1 means to turn upside do"tm. l'lhen dividing fractions. %313-A. 

When t is inverted it becomes t . 
When i is changed to J, tre aa;y that the i has been ----· 

isverted 
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sienificant digit in the decimal fraction. Frame 352 simply indi

cated that the decimal would be placed to the left of ths first 

significant digit. 

All three students in Panel One missed at least one of the 

frames. Work on the student's answer sheets indicated that they 

did not comprehend tha actual process by which the placement of the 

decimal was determined. 

Therefore, Frame 352 "t78.S revised to illustrate more fully the 

actual process that may be tal{en to determine the position of the 

decimal. 

As sholm in Illustration 21, the revised frame presented the 

explanation in three steps, aided by visual illustrations in eAch 

step. After this 1•evision, ·these two frames were not missed by 

anyone on succeeding panels. 

Alignment of Decima1s.--The purpose of Frames 373 and 374 

l-tas to determine if the student understood the method of lining up 

decimals when the minuend and subtrahend has unlike number of digits 

to the right of the decimal in.a subtraction problem. Neither frame 

indicated how the procedure should take place. 

Carolyn missed four of six possible answers in these t~ro 

frames. Upon analyzing the answer sheot of' this student, evidence 

pointed to the fact that the student lined up all subtraction 

problema on the left digit. Therefore, tuo frames were add.ed to 
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ILLUSTRA'riON 21 

The Placement ot Decima.lo 
in Converted Fractions 

Convert ~ to a 3-plaee decimal. 

66Z-

15 )1000 3 

Decause 3 decimal places are required, the decimal for 66~ 
3 

will be placed place{s) to the left of 66~ as -rNo. f -' 
follows: ,066t, which may be rounded to-----· 

.061. !J.ne. -

To convert .L to a. 3-place decimal we think:. 1 f 15. 
15 

352 

The steps are: (1) 15 1 1• Locate the decimal and add three 
(2) 15 ~ O's to carry three places • 

• o66~ 'Which may·be rounded to ___ • 

(3) 15 ) 1.000 

,067 
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precede Frame 373, as sho~7n in Illustration 22. The purpose of the 

added frames was to explain how decimals should be aligned before 

subtracting·. 

Placement of the Decimal in Multiplication Problems.--Frames 

377, 378, and 379 developed the concept of marking off decimal places 

in multiplication problems when both factor~:~ included decimal 

fractions. 

The purpose of Frame 380 was to test the concept learned in the 

three previous frames • Frame 380, as it appears in its orieinal form 

in Illustration 23, gave two factors "without" decimals. and also gave 

the product• Next the frame gave the same two factors "with" decimals 

and asked the student ·ho supply the correct product. Actually, all 

the student had to do was copy the product of the first problem and 

count ott five decimal places• 

Carolyn did not make this connection. Instead, she went to 

the trouble of multiplying the factors and finally made an error in 

the computation. This made the answer wrong regardless of the fact 

that she located the decimal in the correct position. 

Since the purpose of this frame was not to test the compu

tational ability of the student, but rather to test the concept of 

counting off decimal places, Frame 380 was revised, as shown in 

Illustration 23, to include a prompt to the effect of cuing the 

student that all that is necessary is to count off the correct 

number of decimal places in the first product which was Biven in 

this same frame. 



ILLUSTRATiml 22 

The Alignment of Decimals before Subtracting 

ADDED FR,AMES 

Study the follo~~ subtraction problem in decimals: 

825.6 - 614.35 

In which number do lre have the most diei ts to the right of 
the decimal? 

614.25 

WhEm putting the decimals under one another in the 
problem 825•6 - 614•35• a zero must be added to 
the top figure as shown below: 

825.60 
-614,35, 

The answer to this problem is ----· 

p373A-2 
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ILLUSTRATION 2' 

Placement of the Decimal in 
Nultiplication Problems 

If the product of 15 ond 135 is 2025, then the product of 380 
1.5 and 1.35 is • 

2.025 

REVISED FR..'il~ 

If the product of 15 and 135 is 2025, then the product of 
1.5 and 1.35 is • 

(H!lffi': the answe'l" is the anme except for counting off 
decimal places.) 



Analys!§ of .t.h.e Work of Panel Twp 

Table VI reveals that changes were made in 12 frames on the 

basis of errors made by Panel Two. Eleven frames were supplemented 

in this revision resulting tn a total of 26 additional responses. 

No Changes or additions were made in the section on sub-

traction. However, the reader will observe in Table IV that the 

highest per cent of errors for Panel Two were made in this section ot 

the programmed unit. He will also see that there was a 4.03 per cent 

increase in errors of the subtraction section over Panel One. The 

statistics as the.y appear here may be somewhat misleading to the 

reader. There are two causes tor the apparent misrepresentation. 

One cause of the relatively high percentage of errors here is 

that Kathy made seven incorrect responses. However, two of these were 

made in Frame 70 whiCh was a review of angular addition and should not 

be considered as errors in subtraction. 

The second reason for the disproportionate figure was that 

there were thl:"ee responses in Frame f'69A-l. This problem was one in 

which the student ''as required to give the rounded forms of the sub

trahend and the minuend and then give the correct remainder for the 

rounded figure. When either the subtrahend or minuend was rounded 

incorrectly, the third response resulted in a cumulative error. , 

Taking these two factors into consideration, the •true" per 

cent of' errors in this section would be approximately 6.66 per cent 



TABLE IV 

Iiumber and Per Cent of Errors 
Hade by Panel T'\'10 

Sub- Mul-tipli- Total % Errors in 
Student Addition traction cation Division Fractions Decimals Errors 8l2 Possible 

(1:!.4)* (;J?).!._ _(J.~.~)* -- (lOll* (17:Ll*_ _(192)* .{8.12)* 
Responses 

by Student 

Alice 2 0 3 :; 1 '9 18 2.22 

" Kathy 2 7 9 7 9 12 46 5.67 

Kay 14 4 23 9 13 18 81 9.98 
_, 
1..;.:: 

Total Errors 18 n 35 19 39 145 

Total Possible 
Reapon::;es for 342 105 597 303 513 576 2436 
Three Students 

~Errore in 
'lotal Possible 
Responses 5.26 10.48 5.86 6.ZT 4.48 6.77 5•95 
by Seetion 

~ Increase 
or Decre8.se - ;.s:; + 4.0, - 2e94 - ;.;so - 1.58 - 1.0'7 - 2e08 

ace: -· : :;;: 2 • ; : ! ; ; : ==· ; ; ; : == :: 

~u.m.ber of actual responses required of each student. 



TABLE V 

Test Scores for Members of Panel Two 

Name Addition SUbtraction r:1ul tinlication -· Div·iaion Fractions DfJClmals Average 

Alice 86 70 82 89 69 70 77.6 

Ka.tlJY 86 90 82 89 70 83.6 

Kay 92 100 82 78 92 77 86.8 
G) 
0 __ ......_~.._..._- - . . 

Average 88.0 86.7 82.0 92.7 82.0 72.3 84 .• 0 

Increase 
0'1" +6.7 -3.3 +12.0 +8.4 o.o +11.0 +5.8 

Decrease 



Section 

Addition 

Subtraction 

~!ul tiplication 

Division 

Fractions 

Decimals 

To tale 

fl 

TABLE VI 

Number of mtanges and Additions 
Nade in the Second Revision 

1fumber Changes I4ade Total Number 
In O~al Frames F1•ames Added, 

0 5 

0 0 

4 2 

0 4 

4 0 

4 0 

12 ll 

Total Number of 
Res,pons~ • .Ltdded 

15 

0 

8 

0 

0 

26 
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or the to·tru. responses. This tru.e figure was more in line w:t th the 

average :percentage (5.95%) of' the total errors of Panel T\'ro. 

Results of the intemediate subtraction tests for Panel Two 

indicated correct responses by all members of the panel on this 

specific type of problem. The l~iter•s interpretation here wao that 

students understood the concept of roundine subtraction at the end of 

that section. The:rGfore, no changes ~rere made in the section on 

subtraction during this revision. 

Table IV reflects an error rate of 5.8G per cent in the mul

tiplication section. The lr.riter attempted to improve the presenta

tion of concepts in this section to increase understanding. Some 

of the sib~ificant changes in this section are recorded in the 

analysis of frames of Panel Two. 

Attention may also focus on the percentage of errors made by 

Panel Two in the section of decimal fractions. These errors were 

relatively scattered and the researcher could not seem to "put hie 

finger" on a.n:y one factor contributing to the cause. Since, in the 

first revision an attempt uos made to cut dow on errors by several 

changes in frame ·.;rording and developing additional frames in some 

areas, the tfriter decided to settle for inserting cues such as 

"underlining" key words in this section. These changes were of such 

an insignificant nature that no space will be devoted to showing 

them here. 
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The division section indicates that Panel Tffo had an 

average error rate oi' 6.,27 per cent. This high rate was due, in 

part, to confusion on terminology. Some of the significant revisions 

to correct this situation are discussed in the analysis of frames in 

this section. 

The addition section for Panel Two exceeded the maximum 

error rate set up for this experiment by only .26 per cent. The 

weakness in student responses seemed to center around incorrect round

ing procedures when estimating, The significant revisions made to 

strengthen this weakness are shown in the analysis of frames. 

Table V indicates that Panel Two had an average increase 

over Panel One of 5.8 points in correct problems on the intermediate 

tests. There was an increase in scores for all sections except for 

subtraction. 

Alice was the only student to fail a teat with a 69 in 

fractions. The average score for the panel was 84.0. Multiplication 

had the highest average increase in grade, however, t~s section 

netted a decrease of only 2.94 per cent in error rate. 

The average intelligence quotient of Panel TWo was 86.3 as 

compared with 94.3 ot Panel One. This was the lowest average intel

ligence quotient ot any panel participating in the.study. 

The a"!erage error rate for Panel tli'O was 5.95 per cent, a 

decrease of 2e08 per cent as compared with Panel One. Two students; 

Kathy and Kay exceeded the maximum error rate. 
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The Second Revision 

Building Speed and Accuracy 
in Addition 

Rounding Four, Five, and Six-digit Figures to Thousands.--In 

the first revision, the writer tried to develop the concept of when 

to round to tens, hundreds, or thousands. Although the students 

seemed to be catching on to the concept, they still had trouble when 

they were given a. problem wl'l..ich included a combination of thouaa.nds, 

ten-thousands, or hundred-thousands to round and ·~hen estimate the 

total. 

There were six frames of this type which presented different 

combinations of thousands. Of the six students on Panels One and Two, 

who had worked these frames, three of the students missed at least one 

frame. Kay missed five responses. There were a total of nine incor-

rect responses in this series. Cheryl, Alice, and Kathy gave all 

correct responses in this sequence. 

Of those students who responded incorrectly in the sequence 

of frames which stressed rounding numbers to thousands, the tendency 

was to round all numbers to the extreme left digit. Therefore, the 

writer developed three additional frames as shown in Illustration 24. 

These frfu~es were inserted in the programmed unit to follow the 

original Frame 7• 

The purpose in developing Frame f7B-l was to dete~tine if the 

students knew "when" to round to thousands. 
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ILLUSTRATION 24 

Rounding Four, Five, and Six-Digit 
Figures to Thousands 

------------------------------------------------------------------
ADDED FRAJ.lES 

. 65 
6,792 

12,376 
42? 

If you were asked to estimate the total of the 
figures at the left, t1ould you round to tens, 
hundreds, or thousands? -----

~hOUSJP~ds~-------------------------

f7B-l 

Sue. s boss asked her to utima.te the follotdng sales to 
the nearest thousand. dollars: 

f7B-2 

$23,015.23 $42,611.32 ~61,456. 

Sue rounded the figures to the nearest !~lm.4. dollars like this: 

$23 thousand 
43 thousand 
61 thousand 

A. yes · 

A~ Is she correct?--:------:-~ ..... 
D. What is the estimated total? 

;a_,, $127. ... ~-=·----·------... -----
Round the follO".ting figw.•es to thousunds: 

11892 is round.ed to -----
12' 136 is rounded to -----
3;462 is rounded to -----

108,526 is rounded to-----

g,ooo__lg,Q_o_o..___.3 .... _ooo=--~1=09~·.-oo..,o-.. __ 

---
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Frame f7B-2 was developed to "show" students that when round

ing numbers with five digits to "thousands" the number is not rounded 

to the extreme left, but to 'the fourth digit at that particular 

number. 

The purpose of developing Frame f7B-3 was to give students 

repetitious practice in rounding 4, 5, and 6-diei t numbers to 

thousands. 

Practice ~ Rounding Up or Down.--It was observed that Rosie 

and Kay t-Tould round aimlessly either up or down. Frameo 10, 11, and 

12 developed the concept of when to round up or down. nowever, the 

student was required to use the "round up or down" technique in 
estimating the total of succeeding frames. He was not able to diag

nose the cause of the ln"Ong response. He could not camprehend that 

his answer was wrong simplY because various numbers were rounded 

either up or down incorrectly. 

Therefore, the writer decided that the student should have 

more repetition in rounding individual numbers up or down without 

having to estimate their total. To this end, Frames fl2B-l and 

tl2B-2 were written. These new frames were inserted into the pro

grammed unit to follow the original Frame 12. This revision is shown 

in Illustration 25. 



ILLU&'TRATION 25 

Practice in Rounding U:p or Down 

---------------- -----···--------
ADDED FRAllES 

Show how the follotdng figt.u~es \fould be rounded up or 
down for estimating: 

500 

426 is rounded to 
475 is rounded to -----
550 is rounded to -----
514 is rounded to -----

600 500 

Round the following figures as you would for 
asti!.'lating in addition: 

342 is :rounded to -----
605 is rounded to -·-----
799 is rounded to ~·----.. -· 
850 is ro'Wlded to -----
990 is rounded to -----~--

fl2B-l 

f'l2B-2 
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Defining the Term "Extension."--In her comments in Panel 

One, Rosie stated: "I didn't know tofhat extension was." Since most 

students who worked on this unit had previous~ taken General Busi-

ness and Bookkeeping, the writer decided at that time to disregard 

this statement. However, after studying the answer sheets of Panel 

Two, the writer found a comment made by Kathy which was similar to 

Rosie's. She commented: "Don't lmow what extending means 1" At 

this point the writer decided that it may be expedient to define the 

term "extension." 

Frame 98 was revised as shotr.n in Illustration 26. Here the 

writer defined the term extension. Until this time column headings 

had not been shown on simulated invo~ces in the unit. For this 

ren.son, a visual illustration was given to this effect on the 

revised Frame x98B. 

~ewordin_g a_.Fra:trJ.e for Clariti.-Kathy made the following 

statement concerning Frame 107: "At first did not lm.derstand what 

'itself' was; not very clear." 

Therefore, Frame 107 was revised, as it appears in Illus-

tration 27, in order to clarify the statement in ·this frame. 

The Concept of a Reasonable Estimate.--The reader will remem-

ber that Frame 129 was re'h-ritten, a.s shown in Illustration 17, in 

the first revision of this unit for the purpose of informing the 

student what constituted a reasonable estimate. 
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ILT.,USTRATION 26 

Defining the Tem Extension 

ORIGINAL FRAME 

Qoap;u.ta.tion on en invoice. 

5 adding machines 462.00 

Pu.t in extension here ___t 

The product of 5 and $462 i.s extended to the (right/left) • __ 

.. -- :yeg 

----------------------------------------------------------------
REVISED FRAME 

On an invoice, EXTENSIONS fU'e made by multiplying the x98B 
cost. of each item by the number of items purchased. 

Computa~ion on an ;py;oiae: 

Qu.a.nttv Item Price Amotmt Per Item 

5 A.dding Machines 462.00 

(extension here 

Write the correct ex·tension for the above invoice on the 
anstter sheet. 

) 

The product of 5 and 8462 is extended to the · • 
Trightlleft?) 

~.~10 right 



ILLUSTRATION 27 

Rewording a Frame for Clarity 

ORIGINAL FRA1-7E 

687 X426 = (Do· not solve} 107 
The factor 687, in the problem avove, i-tself lie$ between 
----- and • Likewise 426 lies between __ _ 
and----·· 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

687 X 426 = (Do not solve) xl07B 

In the problem above, the facto::c 687 lies bet11een ___ and---· 

Liketdse 426 lies between ___ and ---• 

§..co~-~,,f.:o:...;:o __ 4 .... oo=-· __ 5""".oo= . .._ ___ _ 

~-------------------------------------------------------------
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Even after the revision; Alice and Kay, in Panel Two, were 

unable to determine if' an estimate was reasonable on the test. 

Alice also gave a wrong response to the revised frame. 

This concept was explained only one time in the first . 
revision.· There was no effort made to determine if' the student 

actually understood the definition of' a "reasonable estimate." 

Therefore, two frames were devised for the purpose of' increasing 

an understanding of' this concept as required in Frame xl29A~ These 
0 0 

frames, as the:r appear in Illustration 28, were added to the tmit to 

precede Frame xl29A. 

Building Speed and Accuraqy 
in Division 

Confusion Caused bY Unfamiliar Terms.-In the section on 

division, sub-section "b" and "c~ dealt with "rounding numbers to 

measure accuracy in division" and "handling the trial divisor in long 

division," respectively. In developing these concepts, in Frames 205 

through 239, 1 t was necessary to understand thoroughly the terms 

"divisor" and "dividend." 

In the original unit, three frames (195, 196, and 215) were 

utilized to familiarize students with "dividend" and "divisor." All 

students, in Panels One and Two, gave correct responses to these 

frames. Therefore, the writer assumed that the terms were understood. 

However, several students remarked orally that the terms contused 

them. The writer "tfas not overly concerned about their remarks at 



ILLUSTRA!l'ION 28 

The Concept of a Reasonable Estimate 

ADDED FRAI1ES 

It the product of t~o factors falls hetwiSA the upper 
and lower estimates, it is considered REASONABLE. 

A product of two factors ia considered reasonable when 
it falls the upper and lowar estimates. 

between 

W11en a product of two factors falls be~ie0n the 
,---- and estimates it iS 

considered reasonable• 

lovrer 

pl29B-l 

pl29B-2 



this time because they responded correctly to those frames elici

ting responses which referred to "divisor•• and "dividend." 

When studying the comments of Panel Two, the researcher 

became interested in two remarks jotted down by Kathy. In Frame 

209 she stated,. "I get all mixed up when they say divisor and 

dividend." Her next remark, in Frame 215, was "Those cr&Z7 words 

again 1" Those 11 01'&31 words" to tdlich e..'tle made reference were divisor 

and dividend. At this time, the experimenter gave more thought to 

the matter of "divisor" and "dividend." After analyzing the frames 

in sub-sections "btt nnd "c" in the section on division, the following 

facts were discovereda 

(1) In these sections, 15 frames used either "divisor" 

or "dividend" as the key' word in eliciting the 

correct response in a problem frame. 

(2) Of' the 15 frames, there were "six" in which 12 

incorrect responses were made. 

Upon the basis of the above analysis, four frames were written 

to provide thorough familiarization of the key terms in this section. 

These frames, fl95B-l through 19513-4, as they were inserted in the 

program, are sh01m in Illustration 29. They follow the original 

Frame 195 because at t~s point the original program attempted to 

clarify the ·ite~. 
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ILLUSTRATIOl~ 29 

Confusion Caused b~ Unfamiliar Terms 

ADDED FRAimS 

In the Problem: 25 } 150 

Do not round: 

(a) -·--- is the divisor. (b) --------- is the dividend. 

ia) 25 (b) 15Q 

In the problem: 789 + 36 = fl95B-2 
Do not round.: 
(a) -----is the divisor• (b) ----- is the dividend. 

In the problema 9726 } 478768 
(a) 478768 is the----- (divisor or dividend?) 
(b) 9726 is the------ (divisor or dividend?) 

~l div}.dend •. Ckl dt:Q..E~.or 

In the problem: 478928 ~ 382426 = 

(a) 47892.6. is the ----- (divisor or dividend?) 
(b) 382426 is the (divisor or dividend?) 

(a) dividend (b) divisor -· 

fl95B-4 
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Anatysie of ~he Wopk of Panel Three 

Panel Three reflected an average error rate of 5.01 per cent 

as revealed in Table VII, only .01 per cent above· the maximum rete 

set for this experiment. All individual sections except subtra.ction 

and multiplication fell wi·thin the maximum error limit. There l7as a 

decrease of errors in every. section, the greatest occurring in 

subtraction uhich dropped ;.Sl per cent from that of Panel Two. 

Substantial revisions were made in the multiplication section~ 

Several of these chaP~~s and additions may be seen in the analysis of 
. ' 

frames. Errors were still being made in th~ section on subtraction~ 

the same sequence of problems giving trouble here as in Panels One 

and Two. Two additional frames '\'l'ere 't:ll"itten to follow the original 

i"rame G4 to increase 'Ull.derstanding in rounding the minuend to the sa:me 

extent as the subtrahend when estimating in subtraction. These frames 

were not shown in the analysis, however, because of their similarity 

to a liY~ change Shown in the first revision. (See Illustrations.) 

As shown in Table VIII, Panel Three had an average decrease of 

1.7 in grades on the intermediate tests. A probable reason for this 

decrease is that at this point a new set of tests were substituted 

which the tn'i ter 'believed to be superior in measurement of student 

retention than "t-rere those in the original set. These tests \vero a 

revision of the writer's original tests made by Huffman, author of 

the programmed unit. 



TABLE VII 

Number and Per Cent of Errors 
!>fade in Panel Three 

%Errors in -Sub- Multipli- Total 
Student Addition traction cation Division Fractions Decimals Errors 838 Possible 

(122}* (~)~· (202)* _ ,(109)* _{17ll* _ (192)* ~ 
Responses 

bY Student 

Bev 0 1 l2 6 8 '3 30 3~58 

Pat 9 6 21 5 12 16 69 8.28 

Peggy 5 0 10 4 2 6 27 3.22 
\.0 
~"""'\ 

To·tal Errors 14 7 43 15 22 25 126 

Total Possible 
Respon3es for 387 105 606 '327 513 576 2514 
Three Students 

%Errors in 
Total Possi.ble 
Responses :;.'62 6.67 7.10 4e59 4.29 4.34 5.01 
by Section 

%Increase 
or Decrease - 1.64 - :;.81 + 1.24 - 1.68 - .19 - 2•4' - .94 

«Number of actual responses required of each student. 



Name 

Bev 

Pat 

Peggy 

Average 

Increase 
or 

Decrease 

Addition 

100 

76 

79 

85.0 

-3.0 

TAB!E VIII 

Test Scores for .Piembe1•s of Panel Three 

Subtraction Multiplication Division Fractions Decimals Ave ram! 

100 95 88 90 9l,.O 

75 75 80 88 60 75.7 
\.~ 
-~ 

90 70 85 88 85 82.8 

86.7 88.0 82.3 

+6.0 +6.0 



Section. 

Addition 

Subtraction 

Multiplication 

Division 

Fractions 

Decimals 

Totals 

TABLE IA 

Number of Changes and Additions 
f.l&l.de in the Third Revision 

Number Changes Hade Total riumber 
,in OrifGp...§l; Frames lz:amea Added 

25' 

0 3 

2 18 

6 10 

; 12 

2 0 

Total Number o:f' 
)§SP.Qnses Added 

60 

4 

;o 

23 

23 

0 

140 
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Pat "ras the only student in Panel Three whose error rate 

waa above the limit of five per cent set for this study. This can 

be accounted for, in part, due to her relatively low ability. Pat, 

lr.ith an intelligence quotient of 79, was probably the less able of' 

the fifteen student...adi tors participating in this study~ She was 

very unsure of' herself. She was afraid to advance from frame to 

frame without constantly seeking help from the writer. As reflected 

in Table IX, 16 of the original frames were revised. Also, 68 frames 

lfere added to the program which resulted in 140 more responses. 

~1e Third Revision 

~uilding Speed and Accyraoy 
j.n Addition 

Determining the Position of a Digit.--In conversing with 

student-editors in Panel Three concerning the progre.mmecl unit, the 

writer became aware that they were not fluent with such terms as 

unit's position, tents position, hundred's position, and others. 

When trying to explain rounding to tens, hundreds, or 

thousands, it uas necessary to indicate positions by saying "so many 

digits to the left, or so many digits to the right." 

Since reference to positions of digits were used throughout 

the programmed unit, three frames were developed to introduce the 

significant positions in a number. They were placed in the unit 

to follow the original Frame 5. As shown in Illustration ;o, the 



ILLUSTRATION 30 

Determining the Position of a Digit 

ADDED FRA14ES 

In order to ESTll~ aootirate~, we must be able to t5C-l 
round numbers accurately. 

In order to ROUND accurately, we must be able to tell"whethar 
a number is rounded to tens, hundreds, thousands, eto. 

Study the number balows 

61412 '15 f L ts position tens position 
hundreds position 

thouaands position 
ten-thousands position 

hundred-thousands position 

In the number at the left: 

7 is in the position 
5 is in the--- position 
2 is in the position 
4 is in the position 

926,485 An the number at the left: 

~and a 

843,562 

5 4 

G is in the position 
8 is in the _-_------- position 
4 is:' in tha __ , position 

In the number at the left: 

----- is in the hundreds position 
----- is in. the ten-thousands position 
----- is in the thousands position 
----- is in the tens position 

6 

------------------------------·------------------------------------------
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first frame, f5C-l, gives a visual pvesentation to positions of 

various digits. Frame t5C-2 elicits the student to indicate the 

"position" of certain digits in a given number. Frames f5C-:; asks 

the student to identify a digit in a certain position • 

.1\ounding to Zero-Thousands.-Bev was the "fault finder" and 

'bonscientious objector• in Panel Three. Although she did not always 

go to the inconvenience o:f' writing her comments out, she would let it 

be known to anyone within hearing range when she came across something 

in the unit which did not meet with her approval. In the majority of 

oases, her remarks were unfounded, as the writer would soon point 

out. They 11ero made simply to draw attention to the :f'act that she 

was doing something "different:' However, upon one occasion she made 

a "just" complaint. Her comment was to the effect ths.t the unit told 

about "stuff" that was not needed. 

The information to lfhich Bev referred ~f&S one sentence in 

Frame x24A dealing with rounding to "zero"-thousands. Feeling sure 

that she was wrong, the writer attempted to show Bev the practice 

material for rounding to zero-thousands. However, as she pointed out~ 

there was no practice given in this theor,r throughout the entire 

section. 

After he was convinced that there was no provisions for round

ing to zero-thousands, the writer revised Frame x24A as shol'm in 
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ILLUSTRATION 31* 

Rounding to Zero Thousands 

When rounding to thousands j round numbers :from 1 throu.:,ril x24A. 
499 S9Jm to ~ thousands. 

When rounding to thousands, round numbers from 500 through 
1,499 to 1 thousand• 

Similarly• round numbers from 1,500 through 2,499 to 

------ thousands. 

2 

REVISED FRAME 

When rounding to wusands. round nUillbers from l through 
499 ~ to ZERO thousands. Stucy the problem below: 

Which number in the problem to the left 

:z:24AC 

1.450 
2,652 

326 
4,630 

would be rounded down to ZERO thousands? __ _ 

= ·:z6J. ) 
10,000 (estimate 

226 

~his illustration is continued on the next page. 
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52;826 
7,123 

"201 
75,326 

302 
'962 

li026 
137,000 

103 

* (ILLUSTRATIOU 311 Continued) 

Study the problem at the left. Show on 
the answer sheet the figures·uhich would 
be rounded to ZERO thousands. 

f24C-l 

*.;(·**•lf*~}·X· )(*·lH~** oH'r-ll--lr-l(·~~·ll-*·~·X·l.<*"X··i<--K· ·lHh¥.· ;. I>·~~ If ·~*·!H'd(·***«- l\·-A·***-f.··)lo*-t.· -l!·*il'"***'*·*·lt 

tf.hen rounding to thousands,·round nun1bers from 500 
through 1,499 to l thousand. 

Therefore, we would round numbers from 1,500 through 2,499 
to __ _ _ thousand. 

,g_thousand 

When rounding to TllOUSA!IDS: 

9.000 l,OQ.O. 

4;600 would round to 5,000 
5 ;200 wol.lld round to 5, 000 
8; 900 tfould rou..fld to __ .,. 
3; 100 uou1d round to _....:__ 
61500 t-rould :round to_ 

7.000, 

-------------------------------------------------------· 
~his illustration is continued on the next page. 



(ILLUSTRA'l'IOU 31, Continued) 

ADDED FRANES ( COHTThlJED) 

W't1en rounding to THOUSANDS: f24C-4 

611 rounds to 1,000> <8" rounds to 
346 r. ounds to · 0 Likellise 421 rounds to __ . _ 
512 rounds to 1,000_ 37 rounds to __ _ 

j_,OOO 0 0 

Round the following figures to thousands: 

lal 11200 
b '600 
e 3,81l 
d) 465 
e) ;oo 

!al 1;000 
b 1;000 
c 4,000 

(d) . 0 
(e) 1,000 

If) 5,.321 gl '725 
h 11;450 
i 8;511 
j 15,112 

5;000 
1;000 

11;000 
9;000 

15,000 

lk! 22;422.· l 1,000 
m 25 
n 833 
0 311 

22;000 
1,000 

0 
1,000 

0 

-------------A-··~----------b-----------·-0 ---
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Illustration ,1. The total revision was effected through six frames. 

The information in Frame x24A was broken down into two frames 

(x24AC and f24C-2). The theory dealing with rounding to zero

thousands was stated in Frame f24C-2. Frames f24C-l and f24C-4 

stressed drill in rotmding to zero-thousands. Frame f24C-3 stressed 

drill in rounding to "significant" thousands. Frane f24C-5 combines 

the two theories. 

~echnigues in Building Spe!i and Accuracy.~bout the first 
' ' ' 

ot FebNary, Dr. Huffman, author of the original programmed 'Wlit, 

sent to the researcher a set of six intermediate tests which he pre• 

pared for this unit. Until this time, the writer had been using 

tests which he had prepared in testing students 1ft Panels One and Two. 

Several of the questions on Dr. Huffman's tests required the 

student to list various teclllliques to increase speed in addition, 

and those which would increase accuracy. 

No specific staternenta had 'been made in the original unit to 

explain this to the student. After several students took Dr. Huffmoo1's 

tests, the writer realized that the caliber student ~nth which he Wa$ 
I 

l'TOrking, in most cases1- did not have the ability to rationalize to 

this extent. It would 'be necessary to "explain" to these students 

why they \lere lea:rn.Uig the v~rlous concepts and techniques in this 

unit. Althouah the writer had explained to the student that the 

programmed unit would help to increase their speed and accuraey in 

the areas covered, in an attempt to motivate them, they were not 

capable of distineuishing between these concepts. 
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Building speed and accuracy in the mathematical processes 

were tl-10 of the primary objectives of the unit. If the student knows 

"why" he is doing a particular aetivity, he might be motivated to do 

a better job. Therefore, a total of 17 frames were programmed to 

explain to the student why he was participating in this experiment 

(to develop speed and accuracy in the mathematical processes). 

Four of the frames pro~·ammed to explain to the student 

techniques which increase "accuracy" in addition •ppear in 

Illustration ;2. Four frames were also developed to teach techniques 

to obtain "speed" in addition. These are aho1m in Illustration 33. 

~lding Sneed and Accuracy 
in MultiEl!cation. 

A. Shortcut l·iethod for MultiplrtM b;t 9!l§.-The reader may 

recall that in the first revision, Frame 162 wae revised. This was 

because Cher,yl made the ~1rong response to the frame and then on the 

intermediate test she and Rosie missed a problem which tested the 

Jmovledge of that frame, the shortcut for multiplying by 998. As 

shown in Illustration 18, the frame was zteviaed at that time ·to give 

only a hint as to the procedure involved. 

After the revision was made, ~. in Panel Two, I&tade an 

incorrect response to the revised frame. All three students in 

this panel (Alice, Kathy, and Kay). missed problem on the intermed-

iate test. Althot~ no student in Panel Three made an incorrect 



ADDED FlW·iES 

1''1'7 v, 

ILLUSTRATION 32 

Techniques to Increase 
Accurac.1 in Addition 

One ~ray we have learned· ·to increase accuracy in 
addition is to estimate. 

Accn1•aey ie also increased when we use REVERSE ADDITION. 

Wlten we use r9verse addition we increase-------------· 

accm.:aey 

Accuracy is increased by either estimating or 

------------------ addition. 

Why do we use estimating and reverse addition? -----

~0 increase ascuracx ·-

Aocu.ra.cy may be increased by either ----- or 
--------- addition. 

estimating 
~g.se 

f35C-l 

f35C-3 
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Techniques for Increasing 
Speed in Addition 

By using oomb:f,.nat,igns of t,Q., we can increase SPEED 
in a.ddi tion. Speed in addition lllllY' be obtained by 

------- of' 10. 

The problem at left is an exa.m.p~ ot 
adding by - -. -· 

Adding by combinations of 10 helpa to 
increase L~ addition. 

,ggmbjn~tions of 10_ , §peed 

Addi~ by-· _of 10 helps increase apeeg.. 
Another method we learned previouslY to help 
increase speed is a.ddi tion • 

.Q.P,m.Q.inatigns .. horizontal __ 

f38C-l 

t38C-2 

--~--------·---------------------------------·-------------------

~is illus·tration is continued on the next page. 



(ILLUSTRATION 33, Continued) ____________________ , ____ ----

AD!)ED FRANES CON'l'I!l1JED 

(a) 

combinations of 10 
horizontal 
swed. 

{b) 10 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 1 = 35 

Problem "a" at left is an example of 
adding by __ .. ot ;. 

Problem "b" above is an example of 
---------·-·- addition. 

Both of these methods shown here help 
increase in addition 
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response to Frame x162A in the revised programmed unit, Bev end 

Pegeyt of that panel, missed the problem on the test. 

To summarize, after the revision l'Tas made, only one incorrect 

response tms made in the revised unit • however, five students missed 

a similar problem on the test. 

Therefore, the writer revised Frame X162A to show more 

explicitly the procedure involved in the shortcut method for multi

plying by 998. The original frame included drill for the 999 short-

out method, plus eliciting the procedure for the 998 shortcut method. 

The researcher split the frame in order that the drill for 

the 999 method could be put into separate frames- ·to follov Frame 161 

which developed the procedure for that method. 

Frame xl62AC was utilized to demonstrate the shortcut method 

for 998. Additional drill was provided for this technique in Frame 

fl62C-l as ahow.n in Illustration 34. 

!!trlld?Jlg Speed; a.nd.!,ccuracy in Division 

Showing the Ea.gr We.~ to Estimate.--The purpoae of Frame 204 

waa to make students realize the most efficient way to round when 

estimating in division. This frame reoeived more written comments 

from student.-edi tors than sxry one frame previous to the time of this 
- ' 

revision. However, only tNo students out of the nine in Panels One 

through Three made incorrect responses to the frame. Probably the 
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IJ..LUSTRATION 34 * 

A Shortcut r:!ethod for I•lul tip lying by 998 

Using the shortcut for multiplying by 999 and a similar xl62t~ 
one for 998 do the problems below. 

(nnff': ~he shortcut rule fol" 998 is similar to the rule for 98.) 

(a) 999 X 1,245 = 
(b) 998 X 1,341 = 

REVISED FRAI.ni! 

To multiply 998 x 231: xl62AC 

(l) .Atmex 3 zeroes to 231 like this: --~-------~ 231,000 

(2) r-tulti;ply 231 x 2 and subtract results like this: .....:._4:§L 

The answer is: -----------·-·---------- ·7 
Using ·the sar..1e shortcut shotm above, multiply 998 x :521 = __ _ 

Show yot:t:r work on the anst>Ter sheet. 

*This illustration is cont~ued on the next page. 
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(ILLUSTRATION 34, Continued) 

ADDED FRAME 

Usina the shortcut method foi~ 993, multiply the 
follot~ and show your work. 

--. "· ---
650t696 
410.178 
621,754 

998 X 652 = 
998 2: 411 = 
998 X 62, = 

tl62C-l 
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reason most students made correct responses may be summed up in Pat's 

comment; "Had to guess, but I got it right." There were three other 

comments as follows. 

Carolyn, who responded incorrectly came up with her "usual" 

co~ment on such occasions; "The question was not clear." 

Kathy. who also had an incorrect response, commented: "It 

\tas asking too many questions here. I can•t keep it straight." 

Kay commented: "not very clear." 

The frame was not revised previous~ because on~ two students 

had responded incorrectly. The frequency aud context of comments on 

the frB.l:le \fas the basis used for the revision. The frarae was revised 

to include a visual aid to help clarify the questions. The revision 

of Frame 204 appears in Illustration 35. 

Steps in Estimatin~ Divisio~.--The purpose of Frames 204 

t:P..rough 214 was to develop the ·techniques of rounding numbers in 

division in order to make logical estimates. Frames 205, 206, and 

209 developed the procedure for estimating. Frames 207 through 212 

gave drill in this :procedure. In the six drill frames, there were 

a total of 12 incorrect responses from the nine students ~Tho he.d 

previous~ edited this unit. Three of the incorrect responses were 

made by students in Panel Three. 

There were three comments by tt;o stua.ent-editors pertaining 

to errors made in calculations. On }.,rame 209, Bev's comment 11as, 
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ILLUSTRATION 35 

Showing the Eaer Way to Estimate 

ORIGJ:NAL FRAZ.lE 

Hr~oh problem can be done most easily in the head? 204 

(a) Two dig'its f'Olloti'&d by Qfs.:. 1 digit follOti'ed by 01 s_.. 
• 

(b) 3 or more di8its follotf'ed by zeros .:. 2 digits folloued by o•s • 
• 

(c) 1 digit with o•s ~ 2 digits with o•s • • 

(anst1er) ·-----

_{aL 

REVISED FRA.ME 

Which problem can bo done most easily in tho head.? 

(a) GOO J2,400 Two digits follOtred by O's, ·-divided b3" On! digit follOlV'ed by 0 1s. 

(b) 620 ) 2,490 Dre.e or more digits i'ollolted by o•s, 

divided by !,wo dig'its followed by o•s. . . 
(c) 620 ~ 2t000 9A! digit :tollowed by o•a, 

divided ~, tt10 digits followed b.1 o•s. 

x204C 
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"Forgot to strike out zeros." Pat made comments on two frames. On 

Frame 208 she remarked, "I took off one zero to many." And on Frame 

211 she said, "I was just dividing straight out ... 

In analyzing errors of other stuclonts, the writer found that 

comments made by Bev and Pat could very ltell have been made for wrong 

responses of their co-editors in similar frames. 

Toward the end of the section on division, two frames furnished 

review for rounding and estimating quotients. Of the nine students who 

had completed this unit, there ware five inc~rreot responses to the 

two review frames. 

After some consideration, the writer made a decision to use 

visual aids in programming the procedure for rounding and estimating 

quotients. 

There are three major parts in the estimation procedure: 

(A) Rounding the Divisor and Dividend 

(B) Striking Out Zeros to ~~ Division Easier 

(c) Dividing 

In the original unit, one frame, 205, lJas utilized to "show" 

how the figures were rounded. No practice was given in rounding 

before striking ou.t zeros was ilitroduced. in the next frame. 

Therefore, five frames were added to follow the original 

Frame 205, as shown in Illustration 36. The purpose of these frames 

were to moke sure that the student fully understood the two steps in 
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ILLUSTlh~TION 36* 

Rounding to Nal;;:a Estimating Easy 

--------------------------------------------------------------
ADDED FRAliES 

Study the di-vision proolem below to see hol~ it has been 
rounded for estimating. 

7,681 n 75,263 is rounded to: 8, 000 ) 480 ,ooo 

f205C-l 

(a) The divisor has been rounded to .Q!m digit f'ollov1ed by Q!.~. · 
(b) The dividend has been rounded to l!Q digits follo~ed by ~· 

To estimute ii:L division round the divisor to digit followed. 
by zeros and the divirrend to.. digits followed by zeros. 

When ire want to estimate iu division, "t<re round the 
divisor to digits followed b,y zeros and round 
the dividend to digits followed by zeroa. 

1 2 

To estimate in division, the problem 781 ) 46,513 

liOuld be rounded like this: ----~ 800 )''4'7 ;000 

In -'che orur..e way, the problem 672 ~ 'li,416 

f205C-2 

would be rounded like this:~ )' (Show how problem 
would be rounded) 

700 ) 18,ooo .- ' --~------

--------------------~------
*This illustration is continued on tha next page. 



(ILLU&rRtl.TIOH 36, Continued) 

P..DDED FHAHES COlliTTIHlED 

Show how the problemS belo~r l'totlld be rounded to 
estimate in division. 

415 ')':;,672 - ) is rounded to: 

58 r 46,203 is rounded to: ' . ... 

62· r 187,301 is rounded. to: y--

Go ) 46,ooo 6o )igo,ooo 

Show how the problems below 1·1oulo. be rounded ·to 
estimate in division. 

81 ) 235 

193 }47~843 

44 )8,342 

200 ) 48 ,oo"o 

")."' 
I 

r-
r 

40 r a,;oo 

f205C-4 

f205C-5 
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rounding before he proceeded to strike out zeros. The steps in this 

part of the procedure in estimating are: 

(1) Round the divisor to "one" digit followed by O's. 

(2) Round the dividend to "two" digits followed by 01s. 

The original Frame 206 tells the procedure for striking 

out zeros: 

(1) Strike out all zeros in the divisor. 

(2) Strll{e out the same amount of zeros in the dividend. 

Two frames, f206C-l and f206C-2, were added to give drill on these 

two steps. The frames are shown in Illustration 37. The third 

procedure, dividing the rounded figures, was practiced in the 

ori~~al Frames 207 and 208. 

Original Frame 209 was revised to bring all of the steps in 

the technique together. This was to make it possible for the student 

to "see" the complete series of five steps in uninterrupted sequence 

and without having to guess. (See Illustration 38.) Practice was 

provided in that frame while looking at the steps involved. 

Frames f209C-l, 2, and 3 were used to give additional drill 

in the foregoing concepts. These frames appear in Illustration 39· 

Building Speed and Accuracy 
with Common Fractions 

The purpose of Frames 241 through 256 was to familiarize the 

student with the definition of terms in common fractions. When the 
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ILLUSTRA.TI01~ 37 

Striking-out Zeros to 
Iriake Estimating Easy 

----------------·--------------~----------------
ADDED FRAI1IES 

Further steps to make esti1nating still more simple is to f206C-l 
STRIKE OUT all of the O's in the divisor and then strike 
out the SAJIJE AI•IOUNT of O's in the dividend. 

Study the combined steps for estimating 246 ):fi3;362 below: 

(a) Round divisor and dividend to: 

(b) Strike out o•a and divide: 

Shot-r how to estimate: :382 }24:123 

6·0 
4~ J 24,@ 

200 )w,ooo 

Q'O (est. 
2~ )Ia,oa · 

)_(est. 

52 ) 14,625. is estimated. like thii'J: 5¢ )15,0¢¢ 

(a) 43 y-20,262 is estimated like this: ) 

(b) 78 J 2,8:;6"' ia estimated like this: ) 

(b) s9f ) 2,ao¢ 

-----~·----·--------------

f206C-2 
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ILLUSrRATION 38 

Combined Steps of Estimating 

--------------·--------------------------------~ . . . --
ORIGINAL FRAl-lE 

The steps for estimating ansvrers in division are: 

(1) round divisor to one digit followed by o•s. 

(2) round dividend to two digits (or less) followed by o•s. 

(3) obtain a.nsuer mentally. 

]3•g_blem 

:521 )"64,256 . ---·---------------~ ) 

Estimate answ·er 1 ___ j 

300 ) 64,000 Answer = 210 or 213 

REVISED FPJu"4E 

209 

Below we have a breakdown of the steps for estimating 
in division: 

x209C 

Ill Round divisor to one digit followed by o•s 
2 Round divic1end to two dig~.·ts folloued by 01s. 
3 Strike out ~~l O's in the divisor. 
4) Strike out the same amount of O's in the dividend. 
5) Obtain estimated answer mentally. 

- __ {estimated ana.) 
Problem: 321 r 64,265 is rounded to: y--



ILLUSTRATION 39 

Additional Drill for Estimating 

ADDED Flill1ES 

When estiL1ating in division: f209C-l 

(1) Round ------- to ONE digit follot-red by o•s. 

(2) Rotmd to TWO digits i'ollO'tfed by O's• 

(l) divisor (2) dividend 

To estimate in division after rounding we: f209C-2 

2) Strike out the of o•s in the dividend. !1) Strike out O'e in the divisor.· 

3) Obtain the estimated answer mentally. 

~l) all ( 2) same amount 

The combined steps in estimating division are: 

Ill Round the divisor to . digit followed by O's• 
2 Round the . to two digits followed by O's• 
3 Strike out all 0' s in the • 
4 Strike out ................ o•s in the divide11d• 
5 obtain the estimated answer -• 

one 
dividend 
divisor 
the same amount of 
mentally 

i'209C-:; 
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terms nnumerator" and "denominator," were first int1~duced in Frames 

243 and 244, all stud.en·ta, except Carolyn and Cheryl in Pe.:nel One, 

responded correctly• Cher,Yl missed Frame 245 and Caro~ made an 

incorrect response in 246 and 247 • Carolyn and Kathy responded 

incorrectly to Frame 248. li'our students, at least one from each t..anel, 

made incorrect responses to Frame 249• In other words, there were six 

incorrect responses in the t~o frames 248 end 249. 

The students seemed to be confused on two points: 

(l) Which part of the fraction (numerator or denominator) 

represented the lfhole. 

(2) The relationship of' 1aqo fractions as to their 

comparative size. 

Use of. Pia-0Jl.¥t in Defj.ni.PJi Numerator Md Denominatq,r.-The 

writer decided that tlds confusion may best be decreased by visual 

aids. Frame 243 introduced tl1e terms of numerator and denominator 

and their respective relationship with tl1e parts and the whole ot a 

fraction. Therefore, three frames w·ere added, as shown in Illustration 

40, utilizing pie-charts as a visual aid in explaining the terms. 

~-~ .9.f .~-Gra.JJhS in. Com'ffirlns: SizE.t of FractioD&,.-The orit(mal 

Frame 248 introduced the relationship of two fractions as to their 

comparative size. T\t1o frames were added to give visual illustration 

to this concept in the form. of ba.r-t:.Taphs. These frames, f248C-l a.nd 

f248C-2, appear in Illustration 41. 



ILLUSTRATION 40* 

Use of Pie-Chart in Defining 
Numerator and Denominator 

The circle belm.; is divided into ...!... parts. f243C-l 

There are ___ parts in the lthole circle. 

One part of the circle is white, therefor~ t 
of the circle is w~~te. 

Likewise, 3 parts of' the circle are shaded. Therefore; 

-------

4 l 
4 

of the circle is shaded. 

f243C-2 
"=::"Numerator: Represents o. ~ taken 

l from the circle. 
3 ~Denominator: Represents the j;_ot.l}-l parts 

in the circle. 

What part of the fraction above represents the total number of · 
parts in ·the circle'? (numerator or denominator'?) ~ ----

The uhite part of ~~he circle above is represented by the 

----·----~-·--- (numerator or denomilla·!;or?) 

denom.inL'-t.Qr:... nU£1erator 

~his illustration is continued on the next page. 



(ILLUSTRATION 40, Continued) 

~-----------------------------------------------

ADDED FRANES CONTINUED 

The fraction represen.ting the ubi te 

part of the circle is 1 • 
3 

f243C-3 

The fraction representing the shaded parts 

of the circle is • ---
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ILLUSTRATION 41 

Use of Bar-Graphs in Comparing 
Size ot Fractions 

ADDED FRAMES 
t248C-1 

Below a, b,. and, e, represent 3 gold bars; all the same size. 

(a) I 1 l 2 [ 3 :OJ Here t represents one part. 

(b) I l r 2 [ 3 [ 4 [ 5 ( Here - represents one part. 

(c) {1 ( 2 f3 ( 4 [ 5 ( 6 [ 7 [a [ 9 ( 10] Here _ represents one part. 

It a· greedy person could have ont part; of an;rone · of the gold 
bars, from which bar would he take a part? {a,b, ore?) ___ _ 

1 ..!. (a) 
.2 10 

(a)l......_ _1___._[ _2 -~ },___3---' 
(b) 1 1 r 2 1 3 r · 4 1 5 

(c) 11 r 2 r ,J415 r 6 r 7faf9llo 1 

larger 

f248C-2 
Bar "a" is divided into 
larger parts than bar "b" 

Therefore 1 is larger than l. • 
3 5 

Is t larger or smaller than ~ ? 

(answer)----
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Analysis of the Woz:k of Panel..,E.our 

As revealed in Table X, Panel Four was the first group of 

student-editors whose average error rate came within the limits set 

up for this study with a 4.26 per cent average. Tiowever, the errors 

of two students were just above the maximum. 

The only section of the unit in which the errors of the pa.n.el 

exceeded the error limit was decimals with a panel average of 5.90 

per cent. This averag~ was an increase of 1.56 per cent aver the 

preceding panel. 

Table XI reflects an av~ruge increase of 1.5 correct problems 

in the intermediate teats for Panel Four. In four sections, test 

scores increased over the previous panel. Test scores in the addi

tion and deoimal sections dropped slightly. All student-editors in 

Panel Four passed the entire sequence of tests with a range from 

70 to 95. 

As illustrated in Table XII. seven new frames ~ere added to 

the pro£~am in decimals and fractions. Five of these frames were 

adoed in the decimal section. 

The average intelligence quotient for Panel Four was 90.7 as 

compared idth 89.3 for Panel Three. Verna's and I•!artha's intelli

gence quotient was 85 and 87 res:peot:tvely, and fJin~'s was 100, the 

hiehest of any student participating in the experiment. 



TABIB X 

Number and Per Cent of Errors 
Y.Iade by Panel Four 

:g : . : ; : : 1 *¢ r = % Err~rs in 
. 

Sub- Hultipli- Total 
Student Addition traction cation Division Fraotions Decimals Errors 978 Possible 

(189)* (39)* (232)* .. . (1~2}* (194}* (192)* 1978)* 
Responses 

bx student. 

Cindy 2 1 4 2 2 0 11 1.~ 

Vema ' 1 15 9 19 16 63 6.50 

Martha 14 2 11 2 4 18 51 5.26 

.~ 
I\) 

Total Errors 19 4 :70 1-' 25 34 125 ~ 

Total Possible 
Responses for 5~7 117 696 396 582 576 2934 
Three S·liudents 

~Errors in 
Total Possible 
Responses 3.35 3·42 4.31 3.28 4.30 5.90 4.26 
by Section 

%Increase 
or Decrease - .27 -3.25 - 2.79 - 1.31 +.01 + 1.56 -·75 

-···--· 
~umber of .actual responses requii~ of each student. 



N'Sl!l8 

Cindy 

Verna 

Martha 

Average 

Increase 
or 

Decrease 

Addititln 

86 

86 

76 

TABIE XI 

Test Scores for 11embera of Panel Four 

Subtraction )lgl tinlica. tion j!1.visi;ol! ~ticm& 

90 80 95 94 

80 80 S5 80 

85 70 95 88 

76.6 90.0 

+1.7 +5.0 +2.0 

Decimal. a !.,verage 

85 8,., 

.. {0 81.5 

1-·· 
j\) 

75 81.5 C.J 

76~7 83.8 

-1.6 +1.5 



S,c~ion. _ 

Addition 

St.tbtra.ction 

~tiplica.tion 

Division 

Fractions 

Decimals 

Totals 

'.MB!E XII 

Number ot Changes end Addi tiona 
Jlade in the Fourth Refision 

Number Challg'$s Made Total Number 
in OlWrinal b'Me! yrames Add§d 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

l 0 

l 2 

6 5 

8 7 

.. -... ._ 

Total Number of 
Response§ Added 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5 

5 

10 
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The Fourth Revision 

J1Y!lding S~ed and Accuracz 
~Ti th Common Fractions 

Estimating for Accura.cy:.-The purpose of Frames :?18 through 

324 was to teach estimation of quotients in common fractions. There 

uere six frames in this series on which the first four panels made a 

total of 16 incorrect responses. An analysis of the answer sheets 

revealed that students were not roundizlg fractions to l'Thole numbers 

properly before estimating. Usually, ·the error resulted from one 

of two causes. 

(l) The student 1'10uld always round ''any" fraction up, 

regardless of its relationship to one-half. 

(2) The student would always drop 11aey" fraction regardless 

of its relationship to one-half. 

The original Frame :?18 indicated by visual illustration that 

fractions would be rounded eithe~ up or down. The frame did not 

"specifically" state, ho"1evcr, that the number -rrould be rounded 

either up or do\m depending on the size of the fraction. 

Frame 318 was revised to state that mixed numbers would be 

rounded to lthole numbers as shown in Illustration 42. 

Also, two frames were added to follow the revised frame. The 

additions may be seen in Illustration 43. Frame f31SD-l was designed 

to give drill in the procedure. Th~ ~pose of Frame f318D-2 was to 



ILLUSrRA.TIOU 42 

The Importance of Rounding 

ORIGII~AL F!WIE 

The estimation of an~wers ·to the division of fractions is 318 
just as important as estimating products to multiplication 
:problems. 

The problem 15l ..:.. 4l = rotmded becomes .:. • ,., ____ , 
The estimated anm-Ter is __ • 

REVISED FRAHE 

The estimation of answers to the division of fractions is x318D 
just as important aa estimating products to multiplication 
problems. 

In division, just as in multiplication• we must round mixed 
numbers to whole numbers in order to estimate quickly. 

To estimate in division, ue must round mixednumbers to 

,-------- numbers. 

whole 



,..,., .... _)_ 

ILLUSTRATION 43 

\fuen to Round Up or Dotm 

ADDED FRAMES 

When the fractional part of a number is LESS than t 
the fraction is DROPPED and the number stays the ~· 

EXt\I<1PIE: 5.! is rounded to 5. 
8 

When the fractional part of a number is t or OVER 
add l to the whole number• 

EXAI1PLE: 5~ is rounded to 6. 

Round the following fractions: 4t , ;t • 6t 
Ans"rers: 

5 3 7 

The problem l9t -i- 5t would be rounded to 20 -:- 5. 
The estimated s.ns1rer is 4. 

The problem l5t + 4~ would be rounded to _ .;. _ 

The estimated ans1-rer is ------· 

15 .;. 5 = 3 

f318D-l 

f318D-2 
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IDake sura that the student actually \~ote out the rounded numbers 

before estimating. Throughtout the remainder of the series, he t'l~ 

not required to do this. 

C~mverting Nixed Deqimals to Common Fractions.-The purpose 

of Frames :;6:; through 371 was to teach converting mixed decimals to 

cbr:mJ.on fractions. Seven of 12 students in Panels One through Four 

gave oorreot responses to all four frames. Rotrever, the remaining 

five students made a total of 14 errors. 

There t-rere only h1o comments on this series of frames. 

Verna., in Panel Four, commented about Frame 369; "I donit know how 

to do it without looking." Pat, in Panel Three, said, 8 ! got 

mixed up." 

The on~ example g~ven of the procedure was in Frame 368. 

This was a rather involved process considering the ability of most 

of the student-editors. The difficulty was due partially to the 

crowded state or the original frame. From oral remarks of the 

students, some of the difficulty seemed to lie in the fact that they 

could no·t determine how to arrive at the following: 

4,l X 4 
4 _ __,_,_ 

100 x4 
~ .m 

400 

The writer revised Frame 368 by shotdng how the "4" in the 

multiplicand of the numeratnr cancelled out tnth the "4" in the 
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multiplier of the numerator. This revision appears in Illustra

tion 44. In addition to the revision, three frames were developed 

to follow Frame 368. The purpose of these frames i-ras to show a 

part of a problem done and have the student complete the process 

of converting and give the final common fraction. In each o:f' the 

succeeding frames, the student was required to work a larger portion 

of the problem. The added frames follow Frame 368 as they appear 

in Illustration 45. 

~sis of the Wor~~ Panel Five 

Student-editors in Panel Five completed the unit after the 

final revision with an average error rate of 2.8; per cent out of a 

possible 988 responses. Table XIII shows that there was a total of 

84 errors made, an average of 28 for each student in Panel Five. 

All ~udents scored within the maximum error limit set for the study. 

Marie had the ~ighest rate of errors, 4.35 per cent. 

Errors jn all sections of the unit were within the error 

limit. The section on subtraction had the highest rate of errors 

with 4.27 per cent. The next highest was decimals with 3.38 per 

cent of errors. Fractions had the lowest error rate with 1.84 per 

cent of incorrect responses in that section. The per cont of decrease 

in errors for Panel Five on the final revision of tho programmed unit 

as compared 1rl.th the previous panel was 2.8; per cent. 



ILLUSTRATimr 44 

Converting Mixed Decimals to Fractions 

ORIGL~AL FRAI•IE 

• *1.{;: is Converted to aeommon fraction ft follO\'TS: 568 

·lf3 ~:= u,1'1f'. = JJ.1~ 'I _ 17r _ 
1''1!1- is then reduce]f' 01'/.r "1 I ~0 X II- . - 11-0iJ 
y..oo ~-=....._... 

'tJhat common fraction is .s-1:,,1fJ11 1" • 

..9... 
16 

REVISED Flu\IJIE 

.43t is converted to a common fraction like this1 

1 
....172 xi 

•4't = 
43J. ~ 

! = 1 =....m =...L 
100 100 :4 400 16 

The common fraction for .56t is---· ( shoti' all work) 

..2... 
16 



ILLUSTRATION 45 

Drill in Converting Decimals to Fractions 

ADDED FIWIES 

Finish converting ell% into 

1Q X 6 
6 

f368D-l 
a common fraction. (Show work) 

:L 
60 

= 
100 X 

= 
6 

Finish Converting .:;! into a common fraction. :; f368D-2 

~l ...... , = 3t = (shol~ all work) 
10 

1 ... 

Fi •1ish converting 

6 .12-- = 
7 

..2.. 
70 

12s 
7 

100 
= 

10 

6 .127 into a common fraction• f368C-3 

-----·- {show all trrork) 
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Table XIV reflects that Panel Five had an average increase 
. . 

of 3.5 correct an~~ers over Panel Four. Fractions was the only 

section which showed an average decrease in test score; The average 

increase in scores from Panel One through Panel Five on the intermed-

iate tests was 9.1. The on~ section which reflected a decrease from 

Panel One ~~as subtraction. Panel One had the highest average in sub-

traction than any other panel. The highest average grade for Panel 

Five was in division with 93.3. This was the highest average grade 

of any panel on any section of the tests. 

Students on Panel Five had the second highest ~erage . . 

intelligence quotient (93.7) of the preceding panels. Panel One 

had. the highest average with 94.3. (See Appendix B.) However, the 

error rate for Panel One was 8.03 per cent as compared lrlth only 

2.83 per cent for Panel Five. 

The intelligence quotients of Gwin and Carol were 94 and 88 

respectively'. r-ta.rie had the highest intelligence quotient in Panel 

Five with 99, however, she made the highest percentage of errors, 

4.35 per cent, as compared with Gtdn, 2.53 per cent and Carol, 1.62 

:per cent. All of Marie's meutal ability tests and. subject matter 

grades compa~ed favor~bly with those of Gwin and Carol. The probable 

reason for Mal~ie's relatively. high error rate may ba explained in the 

fact that she was absent due to illness two times, a week each time, 

during the period in which she participated in the study. 



Tli.BIE XIII 

Number and Per Cent of Errors 
!lade by Panel Five 

Sub- Multipli- Total %Errors in 
Student Ad.dition traction eat ion Division Fractions Decimals Errors 988 Possible 

(189)* (39)* (232)*- (132)* _l19~)* (197)* (988)~ 
Responses 

ki Stud.ent 

Gwin 5 1 3 5 J 8 25 2.53 

Carol 1 3 7 2 0 ' 16 1.62 

liarie 10 1 10 5 8 9 4J 4.35 

..... 
Total Errora 16 5 20 12 ll 20 84 

\..N 
Q) 

Total Possible 
Responses for 567 117 696 396 597 591 2964 
Three Students 

%Errors in 
Total Possible 
Responses 2.82 4.27 2.87 3.03 1.84 3.;8 2.83 
by Section 

%Increase 
or Decrease - .53 + .85 - 1.44 - .25 - 2.46 - 2.52 - 1.43 

*Number of actual responses i~quired of ench student. 
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Gwil1 

Carol 

Marie 

Average 

Increase 
or 

DecrP..ase 

TABlE XIV 

Test Scores for Hembers of Panel Five 

:M,di:Pim .§U;btrag.tl9.n, Multipli_p.ation ~1_viaiqn ll'ractiollf:l :Q~l~ Ave~ 

100 90 70 95 94 80 88•2 

72 80 90 90 81 80 82.2 

92 90 95 95 94 95 9~·5 

88.0 86.7 83.0 93.3 89.7 83.0 87.'3 

-
+5.3 +1.7 +6.4 +1.6 - .3 +6•3 +3.5 

1-' 
\ .. :>1 
'!) 
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SUMMARY, CONCLUS!OliJS, AND RJOOOMMEND.ATIONS 

Summary 

This research involved a programmed text of ~32 frames, 

entitled ~damentals of College Business Mathematics, written by 

Dr. Harry Huffman. The text wa.s published in 1961 by the Center 

for Programmed Instruction, New York, New Ioz:k, for eXperimental 

tryout with both post-high school students and college freshmen. 

As a basis for this study, two major objectives were 

established. The first objective for the experiment-was to adjust 

Huffman's programmed business mathematics text to a level of com

prehension of high school students of below average ability, so 

th:tt their completed work, without a teacher's help, would be 

approximately 95 per cent accurate. 

The second objective of the study was to determine whether 

students could retain the material covered in the programmed text. 

~s objective was achieved by means of intermediate teats given to 

each student throughout the unit. !he case study approach was 

utilized in attaining the two objectives of this experiment. 

Four revisions of Huffman's original programmed text were 

necessary to accomplish the objectives of the study. These revisions 

took place between September 15, 1961 and May 4, 1962. 

Five panels of student~di tors, each panel comprised of three 

students of below average ability, participated in the research. 
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The ~~ul ts of Panel Oz!!._on the Or;!.Q.nal Program. --Panel One 

completed the original program before any revision took place. A 

count of errors made by members of Panel One revealed that an 

average of 8.03 per cent of errors were m·lde on 780 possible responses 

in the original program. The average test score on six intermediate 

teats for Panel One w·as 78.2 out of a pos::.:ible 100 points. 

The errors made on the programmed unit, intermediate tests, 

and comments made by student-editors in Panel One were used as a 

basis to make the first revision. Revisions to the original pro

grammed unit were in the folletrlng forms: (a) Additional frames 

'~<iere added to strengthen undez-standing of concepts; (b) frames l'rera 

split to reduce density of content to be learned in individual 

frames; (c) individual frames were revised for clarification; and 

(d) prompts were added to insure correct responses. 

As a result of the first revision, 18 additional frames were 

added which included a total of 32 responses. A total of 36 minor 

changes were made in the original frames. 

Results of Panel Two on the First Revision.--As a result of 

the first revision, Panel Two w·orked through the program 1rlth an 

average error rate of 5~95 per cent of a possible 812 responses. 

The average score for the panel on six intermediate tests ua.s 84. 

The results of the work of Panel Two provided the basis for 

the second revision. The wording of 12 original frames was slightly 



~~ction 

Addition 

SUbtraction 

Multiplication 

Division 

Fractions 

Decimals 

Totals 

142 

Sum:11ary . of Changes and Add.i tiona l~ade 
in Each Section of the Program 

(Original Progr~n of 432 Frames) 

Number Changes Made Total Number 
.;n_ OriK~-~1-. 'J.r!@§ ... .f.z'.Q.~S Added 

11 32 

6 

19 20 

11 14 

13 24 

15 8 

72 104 

Total N'lll!lber of 
ResP07J§.£fLAddQ4. 

79 

8 

35 

31 

45 

10 

200 
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TABlE XVI 

A Summary o:l Additions of Frames and HULlber of 
Responses Required in Successive Revisions 

of the Programmed Unit 

=======-==~============================ 
Revision Resnonses 

First Revision 20 

Second Revision 11 26 

Third Revision 66 140 

Fourth Revision 7 10 

--------------------~---------------------------------------
Total Added 

Total Frames in 
Original Program 

Total Frames and 
Responses in the 
Revised Program 

104 208 

432 780 

988 
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altered or pr~Jmpts added. Eleven netf frames ~tere added whioh included 

26 responses_. 

Results of Panel Three on the Second Revision.--Psnel Three 

worked through the program after the second revision vas made. The 

panel had an average error rate of 5.01 per eant on 838 responses. 

Intermediate test results revealed an average score of 82.3. These 

data were the basis for a third revision. Sixteen changes 'trere made 

in the original frames and 68 new frames were added with a total of 

140 additional responses. 

R~sults of Panel Four on the Third Revision.--After the 

third revision, Panel Four worked through the prog-rammed unit making 

4,26 per cent errors on their 978 responses. The average score on 

intermediate tests was 83.8. 

Since Panel Four came within the error limit of 5 per cent 

set up for this study, only minor revisions were made on two of 

the weakest sections of the unit, fractions and decimals. Eight 

of the original frames underwent minor word changes and addition of 

prompts. Seven new frames were written containing a total of 10 

additional responses. 

ReJtulte of Paptl Five on the Fo]lth Reyision.--Panel Five 

read the programmed unit after it had been revised four times. The 

panel had an error rate of 2.83 per cent on a possible 988 responses. 

The average score of the panel on six intermediate tests was 87.3. 
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Results of tl1e To\~1 Experiment.--There were a total of 104 

new frames added to the original program of 432 frames. This repre

sented a 24.1 per cent increase of frames in the total program. The 

new frames added to the program required an additional 208 responses. 

There was a total decrease in errors from Panel One to Panel 

Five of 5.20 per cent. The average score on the six intermediate 

tests increased 9.1 points from the beginning to the end of the 

experiment. 

Conclusions 

Upon the basis of the analysis of data in this experiment, 

the following conclusions were drawn. 

1. The error rate of successive panels dropped from 8.03 to 

2.83 per cent. This represents a total decrease of 5.20 per cent 

from the beginning to the end of the experiment. Therefore, it can 

be concluded that senior students, in high school, of below average 

ability can complete the adjusted programmed unit with an average 

error rate of less than 5 per cent. 

2. Test score average for the panels rose from 78.2 to 

87.3, an increase of 9ll points from the beginning to the end of 

the experiment. Therefore, it can be concluded that students of 

below average ability can successfully perform on the retention 
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tests used to measure the result of the progra!!l1lled unit on funda

mentals of business mathematics. 

Recommendations 

As a result of observations made during the experiment, the 

following recommendations are made: 

1. Due to the fact that there is a vast difference in the 

amount of drill necessary for various individuals to grasp ideas and 

concepts, it is recommended that some thought be given to a branching 

program for those individuals of lower ability. This iiOUld enable the 

fast learners to advance at a more rapid pace without baing required 

to do unnecessary drill. 

2. Since some errors 1-1ere made by students in the final 

panel to work through the program, it is recommended :&hat the program 

be adjusted further to decrease these errors. 

:;. That this adjusted program be tested with a larger body 

of students to determine where further adjustments may be necessary. 

4. That business educators be made aware of the value of 

programmed business mathematics as a tool to help take care of 

individual differences in the business curriculum. 

5. That, due to the shortage of programmed material in the 

field, business teachers should be encouraged to attend l'Tork shops 

in programming subject matter in an effort to discover those teachers 

with an ability to program instructional material. 
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Appendix A 

Student Comments on Fundamentals of 
of Business }~thematics 
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STUDBNT COMMENTS ON FUNDAMENTALS 01 MATHEMATICS 

· Frame 

ADDITION 

4 

9 

SUBTIAC'l'ION 

62 

63 

70 

MULTIPLICATION 

81 

90 

92 

96. 

97 

100 

(Panel One) 

Studeut' s eo.tents 

1 missed because 1 didn't look at the problem 
carefully before beginniD& to add. 

I missed because I didn1t think about question 
or study it carefully. 

I just couldn't think what the word was. 

1 didn't understaud question. It wasn't clear. 

1 don't understaud angular addition. It ian' t 
explainecl clearly eooup. 

The problem isn• t writtel\ clearly enough to 
understand which answer is wanted. 

The question was written so it could be unclerstooe 
which answer was wantecl; the figure or what the 
fisure was called. 

The aaswer card tells what the partial product 
should be, but the question doesn• t aak for what 
the incorrect partial product should be. 

It didn1 t explain what audit was. But I knew 
anyway. 

The questi011 asked "Are dollar signs omitted?" 
It didn't ask if they were suppose to be or if 
they were omitted in this problem. It wasn• t 
clearly understood. 

Tbere were oaly two sections to audit. But tlu:ee 
auswers were given. 
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• s Coaaenta on Fundamentals of Mathematics, (Continuecl) 

MlltriPLICATION (Continued) 

114 Didn't clearly understand question. 

143 

145 

151 

DIVISION 

182 

190 

204 

FRACTIONS 

246 

DECIMALS 

404 

407 

409 

Typeographical en"Or. 

Doesn't give the answer for the total amount of pay. 

Don't understand the shortcut to multiplyiz!s by 9. 

I didn't give the answer to all three problems. 

The question was not clear. 

ne question was aot clear. 

Tbe question wanYt Mde clea1:'. 

I diin't quite uo4e1:'etaad the question. 

The queatioa was not made clea1:' enouah. 

It 4idn1 t say which side of the 1 to put the zeros. 



Frame 

ADDITION 

14 

21 

24 

46 

154 

STUDENT COMMENTS ON FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS 

(Pael One) 

Studeat's Comments 

I don't vnderstaad the secoad part of the question. 
What does sum mean here1 

It is bard to compare the fisures with each other. 

I did DOt UDClerstarul what inclusive means here. 

was just a mistake in addiDS• 

MULTIPLICATION 

93 

153 

162 

DIVISION 

185 

198 

FRA.C'IIONS 

249 

313 

DECIMALS 

349 

353 

The won "auclit" bas DOt been usecl before. I am 
not sure what it means. 

I thousht it meant to &ive the. ether also. 

The "B" part neecls to be explainecl. It does not 
say that 1,341 should be multiplied }Jy 2 thea 
sUbtracted from 1,000 times itself. 

I thought it meant te show the solution for both 
A and B. 

The problem is worked eut Wl'OI18t it should be 31. 

I thouaht you wanted to know which fraction was 
divided into the most parts. 

I clicl not kDow just what iuvertecl meaas. 

I thought in part "B" where the line is over 1,000 • 
it meant for me to supply the answer. 

It should state that the answer be rounded. 
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STUDENT COMMENTS ON FUND.AMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS 

(Panel Oae) 

Frame 

ADDITION 

16 

17 

25 

47 

MULTIPLICATION 

96A 

98 

99 

111 

142 

DECIMALS 

353 

359 

Student's Commeats 

If you roUIUI these amouata out, you aet mre tbaa 
30 dollars. Ia the pncecliq problema, I was 
taught to rouad off. 

I cloa' t UDdel."ataacJ the problem. 

1 clida't read the problea carefully eaougb. 

My lli.stake was ia ay additioa. I elida' t Ulleler• 
staml when it said add in the l'everse direction. 
It should ~e said use reverse aclditioa. 

FiiUl'es oa tavoiee should be hea4ed. 

I elida' t bow what extension was. 

Why doesn't this frame coma before 987 

The wcmliD& of the pnblea was aot cleu enouth. I 
believe that it should be Ollittecl because you have 
the sae queatioa in Frae 115. 

The problem clicln't state to mave the cleciMl over •. 
I clicla' t bow to do ao util I got it woaa. 

The problem .clida't say to roUDCI off the auwer. 

'lhe problem elida' t state whether to rouad off or 
DOt to. In some problema the answer: 1:01Ulis off • 
ia some they don't. 



Frame 

ADDITION 

53 

57 

DECIMALS 

400 

156 

STUDENT COMMENTS ON FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS 

(Panel Two) 

Carelessness. 

Carelessness. 

Student's Comments 

Could use more practice in estimating. 



ADDITION 

54 

ss 
56 

S1 

SUBTRACTION 

61 

157 

STUDIN'l COMMENTS 011 FUNDAMBNTALS OF MATIIBMATICS 

(P•el Two) 

Stucleat • a coents 

Bacl to copyt Insteacl of doiq it in ay head. 

Bad to c9py problea. Directions state not to. 

Bacl to copy. 

Bad. to copy pnblem. Does aot explaia hod• 
zoatal aclclition. 

I tbouabt that I waa suppose to take fiJ:St aumber 
oa ~iaht 8114 J:ouacl off each aal eve1:J auaaber all 
the way to the left. TheJ:efore, I had a lase 
number of 6,000 instead of 5,000. 

I rounded off woaa in laser numb•. Now I 
a.4ersta4. 

MULTIPLICATION 

98 

107 

108 

154 

DIVISION 

204 

209 

215 

DoD' t lmow what "exteDiliq" meaD8. 

At first did not UDCieratalld what "itaelf" was; aot 
verf cleu. 

ao.mded to closeat 100. Did aet know about •up" 
a4 11dOWD. 11 . 

Did not have short-cut for "14." 

It. is askiq too IDU)' questioas here. I caa' t 
keep it straight. 

I aet all llixed up when they say divisor ad divideacl. 

Those crazy won• qaia. 
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•s Comments on Fundamentals of Mathematics, (Coatiaued) 

FRACTIONS 

x305A 

322 

DECIMALS 

329 

Did oot understand A and B parts. 

Do not understand what I did wroug. 

Misundel'stood.. Took it for graate«l that decimal 
fractions hac! uo denominatol' anyhow. 



Frame 

ADDITION 

2 

11 

13 

16 

19 

x24A 

28 

45 

49 

SUBTRACTION 

62 

159 

STUDENT COMMENTS ON FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS 

(Panel Two) 

Student's Comments 

Change additiODS to addition problems. 

Make one ·sentence instead of two. 

Seconcl part not clear. 

Express more clearly arouad the area of barely 
sufficient' it is questionable. 

Explain better thaD. more than one sentence, one 
that in' t so long because you lose your train 
of thought. 

Chaoae structure as (less than 499 to zero thousands.) 
Make it clearer in some way that you want to round the 
two numbers separately tn the secon• part. I thought 
it was meant together. 

Rephrase. You lose your train of thousht. 

Confusing. 

Confusing. You don• t know exactly wbat the 
question wants. 

The last part of the question is not too clear. 

MULTIPLICATION 

115 

145 

171 

Too confusing. You don't know what the question 
wants. 

Haven't caught on to the annexing of' zeros in 50 
and 500 yet. 

The problem isn't stressed clearly. 



... 
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's Comments on Fundamentals of Mathematics, (Continued) 

DIVISION 

190 

204 

216 

FRActiONS 

341 

Confusing question. 

Not very clear 

Make the question clearer. (Does it want both or 
just one?) 

Bxplain more fully. I don't understand exactly 
this process. 
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STUDBNT COMMBN'lS ON FUNDAMBNTALS OF MATHEMATICS 

Frame 

ADDITION 

24 

SUBTRACTION 

x70A 

MULTIPLICATION 

116 

131 

:xl32A 

157 

DIVISION 

187 

209 

227 

24 

(Panel Three) 

Student's Comments 

See· researcher'• comment at bottom of paae. 

Carelessness. 

Not thiakina. 

Dida't carry right. 

Carelessness. 

carelessaess. 

Divided by 3 insteacl of 2. 

Forgot to strike out zeros. 

I was trying to go too fast. 

USJWlC'BBR' S COJ:!mHl 

Bev indicated orally that Fraae 24 told. about rouncliq 
to zero•thousancl but that she was never required to clo 
so. It was her opinicm that the frame should 110t be 
cluttered with "atuffl' as she put it, that was not 
needed. After checkiaa the material, the writer 
found that she was somewhat justified in her criticisa. 
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STUDENT C<»tMENTS ON lUNDAMINTALS Ol MATHEMATICS 

48 

55 

SUBTRACTION 

10 

MULTIPLICATION 

xlllA 

xl32A 

146 

154 

204 

.DIVISION 

208 

211 

226 

FRACTiONS 

249 

287 

302 

319 

(Panel ThJ:'ee) 

Student's Comments 

This gets me confused. 

This makes it haJ:'d to add the J:'ight numbers. 

This is the same stuff that confused me before. 
(Instructor's note. It came hal:'d to heJ:' in the 
addition section.) 

I forgot to J:'OUnd the bottom number. 

Multiplied WTOng at first. 

I didn't know. 

I divided wl:'ong, but I know how to do it. 

I had to guess but I got it right. 

I took off one zeJ:"o too many. 

I was just dividing straight out. 

I was not looking at the cents. 

Is the answel:' J:"ight? 

I just didn't divide right. 

I was not thinking about 2/3 being as much as a half. 

I know how but I didn't do it the J:'igbt way. 
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•s Comments oa FUDdameatals of Mathematics, (Coatiaued) 

DECIMALS 

339 

341 

369 

416 

I put too 1IIDY zeros but I got it wroaa anyway. 

Went over teo fu. 

I got 11i:xec1 up • 

Divided WI'ODI• 



Frame 

ADDITION 

lS 

x24A 

29 

52 

SUBTBACTION 

60 

x62A 

164 

STUDENT COMMENTS ON FUNDAMERTALS OF MATHEMATICS 

(Panel T~ee) 

Student's Comments 

Carelessness. 

Should be clarified a little more. 

Cal'elessness. 

carelessness. 

Needs clarifyina~ 

Clarify last part. 

MULTIPLICATION 

94 

xlOSB 

117 

146 

154 

164 

166 

171 

Carele1sneas. 

Carelessness. 

wasn't too clear~ 

Clarify. 

Carelessness. 

carelessness. 

Needs to be clarified. 

Mistake on can. Sua sbDuld be 1,796,895, not 
1,795,895. 
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'1 C011111enta on Fundamentals of Mathematics, (Continued) 

DIVISION 

196 

226 

FRACTIONS 

DECIMALS 

389 

Clarify. 

Please check answer on card. I think it's $400 off. 

No c0111111ents. 

Please check answer. 
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STUDENT C<JM:i'ffiNTS ON FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS 

Frame 

xl4A 

29 

x48A 

SUBTRACTION 

x70A 

MULTIPLICATION 

xl05B 

xlllA 

xl29A 

DIVISION 

209 

210 

FRACTIONS 

260 

279 

302 

DECIMALS 

(Panel Four) 

Stud~nt's Comments 

Here I made the mistake of not rounding off 
$6,643.72 to $7,000 and 843.79 to 1,000. 

Careless. 

The explanation on t~is problem was not clear. When 
I first read it I bad to read it over 3 or 4 times 
before I understood it. 

Carelessness. 

Carelessness. 

no not understand. 

Not clear. 

Do not understand. 

Rounded off wrong. 

Rounded wrong. 

carelessness. 

Carelessness. 

Carelessness. 

No comments. 
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STUDINT CCIIMBMS ON PtlNDAMDlALS 01 MATBEMATICS 

frame 

ADDITION 

6 

x24A 

27 

SUITBACTION 

MULTIPLICATION 

84 

90 

p92C 

x92A 

108 

xlllA 

158 

DIVISION 

222 

nACTIONS 

306 

DECIMALS 

369 

(Panel lour) 

Student's Comments 

Carelessness on my part. 

took a while to understand what you wanted 

Carelessness. 

No comments. 

Bot reading carefully. Thought it wanted the 
anawer. Goins too fast. 

Thought it wante4 the total again. 

Thought it wanted c:orrect anawer. 

I thought this problem waa much clearer than other. 

I have always rounded to nearea t hundred. Wasn't 
used to what the word ~meant there. 

I thought it meant weekly. 

I was right the fir•t time. 

There was to large. 

I thought you wanted the answer. 

Don't know how to do it without looking. 
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STUDENT COMMENTS ON FUNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS 

(Panel Four) 

Student's Comments 

This student could not be encouraged to give 
comments. 
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STUDENT COMMENTS ON J'UNDAMBNTALS OF MATHEMATICS 

(Panel Five) 

Frame Student's Comments 

ADDITION 

f35C·3 Carelessness. 

f39C-3 Didn't know it. 

SUBTRACTION 

68 Didn't understand. 

MULTIPLICATION 

No comment. 

f205C·1 Did not understand it. 

nACTIONS No comments. 

DECIMALS No comments. 
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STUDENT COMMENTS ON FUNDAMENrALS OF MA'J.'BEMATICS 

Frame 

ADDITION 

7 

13 

17 

x29C 

44 

SUBTRACTION 

64 

f64C·l 

76 

MULTIPLICATION 

x92A 

103 

108 

115 

116 

fl46C 

f143C•2 

(Panel Five) 

Student's Comments 

Didn't understaa4 that it was multiple choice. 

Couldn't uaderst~ first part. 

I thought it was "at least." It was close to it, 

Diaa•t estimate the total sum. 

Carelessness. 

Don't understand it. 

Don't understand. 

Didn't bow. 

Didn't know for sure if you were asking for 
smaller or larger. 

Bot typed out right. The six in the answer is in 
the wrong place. 

Didn't understand. 

carelessnesa. 

Don't understand this stuff. 

Don1 t UDderatand. 

Carelessness. 

Carelessness. 
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•s Comments on Fundamentals of Mathematics, (Continued) 

DIVISION 

233 

FRACTIONS 

258 

264 

f285C•2 

DICIMALS 

369 

Didn't do it right 

Carelessness. 

My answe~: is almost the same thing. 

Didn't unde~:stand. 

Couldn't work it. 



Frame 

ADDITION 

f24C-l 

x27C 

31 

39 

42 

f45C·2 

56 

57 

SUBTBACTION 

. n. 

172 

STUDENT COMMENTS ·ON FUNDAMBNTALS OF MATHEMATICS 

(Panel Five) 

Carelessness. 

Carelessness. 

Student's Comments 

This problem was rather bard to understand. 

Didn't know was supposecl to adci problem. 

Carelessness. 

Didn't know. 

Carelesness. 

carelessness. 

Carelessness • 

MULTIPLICATION 

c87A 

p92C 

x9SB 

100 

103 

109 

xlllA 

166 

Dida't understand. 

carelessness. 

Carelessness. 

Carelessness. 

Didn't uaderstand. 

carelessness. 

Didn't rouncl 42. 

Didn't UDderstand question at first. 
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•s Comments on Fundamentals of Mathematics (Continued) 

DIVISION 

202 

212 

223 

FRACTIONS 

257 

278 

311 

DECIMALS 

345 

401 

Carelessness. 

Didn't understand. 

Didn't understand. 

Carelessness. 

Carelessness. 

Didn't realize it was division. 

Carelessness. 

Didn't know how to work. 
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Appendix B 

Personal Data of Student-Editors 
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Student ________ ~(P_a~n~e~l._On __ e>~-----

Subjects and grades related to mathematics or those subjects that 
may indicate an aptitude for programmed learning. 

SUBJECT CLASS TERMINAL GRADE 

Enlllish I Freshman D 
Enalish II Soohomore D 
E112lish III Junior D 
General Mathematics Freshman D 

Mental aptitude tests and scores in those areas relating to mathe
matics and those areas that may indicate an aptitude for programmed 
learning. 

YEAR TYPE OF TEST AREA 

Language Factor 
1958 

I. Q. Non Language Factor 
Freshman 

TOTAL I. Q. SCORE 

Mathematics 
STEP1 

1959 
Reading 

Sophomore 
SCAT2 

Vet:bal 
.. ·'·-

Quantitative 

MatheiNltics 
STEP 

1960 Reading 

Junior Verbal 
SCAT 

Quantitative 

1sequential Tests of Educational Progress 

2School and College Ability Tests 

SCORE OR RANGE 

106 

90 

98 

16-49 

43-63 

31-54 

36-63 

38·58 

58•74 

43-63 

30•56 
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PDSONAL DATA 

Student. ________ ~<P.a.n_e~l_On_.e~>--------

Subjects and grades related to mathematics or those subjects that 
may indicate an aptitude for programmed learning. 

SUBJECT CLASS TIRMINAL GRADE 

Endish I Freshman D 
Erudish II Soohomore D 
Brudiah III Junior D 
Alaebra I Freshman B • a (lle_p_ea t:) 
Ab:ebra II Junior E 

Mental aptitude testa and scores in those areas related to Mathe• 
matics and those areas that may indicate an aptitude for programmed 
learning. 

YIAR TYPE OF TEST AREA SCORE OR RANGE 

Language Factor 109 
1958 I. Q. 

Non-Language Factor 64 
Freshman 

TOTAL I. Q. 

STBP1 
Mathematics 

Reading 
1959 

Verbal 
Sophomore 

SCAT2 Quantitative 

STEP Mathematics 

1960 Reading 

Junior Verbal 
SCAT 

Quantitative 

1Sequential Tests of Bducational Progresa 

2Sehool and College Ability Tests 

scou 86 

16-49 

54·71 

42-62 

22-24 

33·66 

49•67 

31•55 

20-41 
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PERSONAL DATA 

Student. ______ ~(~P~a=ne~l~O~n=e~>---------

Subjects and grades related to mathematics or those subjects that 
may indicate an aptitude for programmed learning. 

SUBJECt ClASS TERMINAL GRADE 

Bn!zlish I Freshman B 
Enrdish II Sonhomore c 
Erutlish III Junior c 
General Mathematics Freshman c-
Aleebra I Soohomore D• 

Mental aptitude tests and scores in those areas relating to matlle• 
matics and those areas that may indicate an aptitude for programmed 
learning. 

YEAR TYPE OF TEST AREA 

Language Factor 
1958 

I. Q. Non Language Factor 
Freshman 

TOTAL l. Q. SCORE 

S'TEP1 
Mathematics 

1959 Reading 

SCAT2 
Verbal 

Sophomore 
Quantitative 

l.fathemat ics 
STEP 

1960 Reading 

Verbal 
Junior SCAT 

Quantitative 

!sequential Tests of Educational Progress 

2school and College Ability Tests 

SCORE OR RANGE 

101 

96 

99 

9a39 

59-75 

42-62 

74·90 

6-33 

44-62 

25-50 

81•9lc· 
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PBRSONAL DATA 

Student (Panel Two) 

Subjects an4 grades related to mathematics or those subjects that 
may indicate an apt,tude for programed learnins. 

SUBJECT CLASS TDMINAL GBADI 

Kulish 1 Freshman c 
Bnglilh II Freshman c-
Bulish 1I1 Junior B• 
Algebra 1 Freshman D+ 

Mental aptituee testa and scores in those areas relating to mathe• 
matica and those -.reaa that may indicate an aptitude for proaramed 
learning. 

YEAR 'l1'PB Ol 'liST ARIA SCORE Oil RANGE 

' 

t.anauage Factor 93 
1958 

) I. Q. Nou LangUage Factor 79 
Freabman 

'l'OTAL 1. Q. SCORB 

STBP1 
Mathematics 

1959 Reading 

Sophomore 
SCAT2 

Verbal 

QUantitative 

Mathematics 
STEP 

1960 Reading 

Junior Verbal 
SCAT 

;quantitative 

lsequential Testa of Educational Progress 

2scbool and College Ability Teate 

86 

-- -
71•84 

57-75 

25-49 

6•33 

71•92 

58•77 

17•37 
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PERSONAL DATA 

Student (Panel Two) 

Subjects and grades related to mathematics or those subjects that 
may indicate an aptitude for programed learning. 

SUBJBCT CLASS TERMtNAL GRADE 

En_gliab I Freabman D 
Enstliah II Freshman D 
English Ul ., 

i Junior E (ReDeate d C) 
Alnbra l Freshman E ~(Re~tea~t4 ed D) 

Mental aptutude tests and scores in those. areas relating to matbe
matica and those areas that may indicate an aptitude for programed 
learning. · 

YEAlt TYPE OP TEST AlU!.A SCOU OR RANGE 

Language Pact-or 54 
1958 

I. Q. Non Language Factor 79 
Freabman 

TOTAL 1. Q. SCOU 

sur1 
Mathematics 

1959 Reac11ng 

Sophomore 
8CAT2 

Verbal 

QUantitative 

Mathematics 
.. STEP 

1960 tteading 

Junior Verbal 
SCAT 

~-titattve · 

!sequential Tests of Educational ~ogress 
2 
School and College Ability Testa 

. ' 

62 

33·56 
'. 

58-74 
'; 

31-SS 

41-68 

58-81 
,, 

49·67 

58•77 

41•68 
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Student (Panel Two)· 

Subjects and grades related to mathem4tlcs or th<>se subjec.ts t~~ 
may indicate an aptitude for programed learning, 

SUBJECT CLASS TERMINAL GRADE 

En2l:l.sh I _Fr_esbman 0 
English 11 Freshman c~ 

English In Junior . B• 
General Mathematics Freshman c 
Alaebra··I SebbOmore· »-
Mental aptitude tests and scores tn· .tlu»se are8;8. relating to Da&tbe.:. 
mattes ~d those areas that may lnc11cate an aptitude for programed 
learning. 

YU& TYPE OF TEST ARIA SCORE OR RANGB 

!Language Factor 102 
1958 

1. Q. ~on Language Factor ·87 
Freshman 

rrotAL 1. Q. SCORE 

STEP1 
~Mathematics 

1959 ~eading 

Sophomore I 

SCAT2 
!Verbal 

·[ 

l ~uant:Ltative 

~thematics 
STEP 

1960 !Reading 

JWlior Verbal 
SCAT 

Ruantitative 

1sequential Tests of Educational Progress 

2school and College Ability Tests 

93 

.. -. 
43-63 

31..;54 

32•58 

9•34 

54·11 

23•45 

39~56 
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PERSONAL DATA 

Student (Panel Tht>ee) 

Subjec~s and grades related to mathematics or tbose subjects that 
may indicate an aptitude for programed learning. 

SUBJECT CLASS TERMil& GRADE 

English I Freshman D• 
English 11 Freshman D 
English Ill Junior D 
Algebra I Fresbma11 D• 

Mental aptitude ~ests and scores in those areas relating to mathe• 
mat;ics and tho~e areas that may indicate an aptitude for programed 
learning. 

YEAR TYPE OF TEST AREA SCORE OR MllGE 

!.language Factor 95 
1958 

1. Q. ~on Language Factor 85 
Freshman 

roTAL I. Q. SCORE 90 

·, 

STEP1 
~1athemat1ca 11 .. 43 

1959 !Reading 29·46 

Sophomore [Verbal l•OS 
SCAT2 

~uantitative 22 .. 44 

!Mathematics 38•58 
STEP 

1960 !Reading 28•44 

Junior Verbal 6•21 
SCAT 

!Quantitative 10 ... 27 

1 Sequential Tests of Educational Progress 

2school and College Ability Tests 
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PBRSONAL DATA 

Student (Panel Three) 

Subjects and grades related to mathematics 1or those subjects that 
may indicate an aptitude for programed learning. 

SUBJECT CLASS .TERMINAL GRADE 

Bnstlish I Freshman E (Repeate 
English 11 Fresbman )) 

English 111 Junior J)t. 

General Mathematics Freshman J) 

Mental aptitude testa and scores in those areas relating to mathe• 
matics and those areas that may indicate an aptitude for programed 
learning. 

mAR TYPE OF TEST ~ AREA SCOU OR RANGE 

!Language Factor 80 
1958 

... 1. Q. ~on Language Factor 78 
Freshman 

~ 1. Q. SCORE 

STEP1 
~thematica 

1959 !Jteacling 

Sophomore 
SCA:r2 

!Verbal 

~uant:Ltative 

!Mathematics 
. STEP 

1960 Reading 

Junior Verbal 
SCAT· 

Quantitative 

lsequential Tests of Educational Progress 

2school and College Ability Tests 

79 

9•39 

7·18 

10•21 

29·54. 

4·29 

5•i4 

3•10 

20.•41 

d D) 
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PERSONAL DATA 

Student (Panel Three) 

Subjec~s and grade• related to mathematics or those subjects that 
may indicate an aptitude for programed learning. 

SUBJECT CLASS TERMINAL GRADE 

English 1 Freshman B 
English 11 Sophomore C+ 
English 111 Junior A•· 
Algebra 1 Freshman A• 
Plane Geometry Sophomore B 

Mental aptitude tests and scores in tho.se areas relating to mathe• 
matics and those areas that may ln~icate an aptitude for programed 
learning. 

BAR TYPE OF TEST AREA SCORE OR RANGE 

Language factor 107 
1958 

I. Q. Non Language Factor 91 
Freshman 

~TAL I. Q. SCORE 

STEP1 
~thematics 

1959 ~eading 

Sophomore 
SCAT2 

~erbal 

~uantitative 

~thematics 
STEP 

1960 Reading 

Junior y-erbal 
SCAT 

~titattve 

!sequential Tests of Educational Progress 

2scbool and College Ability Tests 

99 

ss-76 
.. 

87•94 

84•93 

74·90 

68•89 .. 

90•99 
.. 

90•97 

66•86 
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PERSONAL DATA 

Student --~<.-P.;;;;an.e;;.;;l;...;;.F.-ou-.r-..>'--..;.... 

Subjects and grades re.lated to mathematics_ or those. subjects that 
may.indicate an aptitudefor progr~ed learning. 

SURJKC't' CLASS i"!1:1A-I'\-.,;t .... ~ .. 
Et!glish I .Freshman n 
En~lish II Freshman c 
English III Junior c- -Alllebra I Freshman {1 

AlStebra II Junior c 
Plane Geometry · Sophmore· • c 
Mental aptitude tests and scores in those areas relating to mathe
matics and those areas that may indicate an aptitude for programed 
learning. 

-. YEAil TYPE. OF TEST AlmA' SCORE OR RANGE 

1958 
~anguage Factor 107 

I. Q. Non Language Factor 88 

freshman TOTAL I. Q~ SCORE 

1959 STEPl 
!Mathematics 

tReading --
Sophomore 

sc:A±z fverbal 

Quantitative 

1960 STEP Mathemat_ics 
IR.eading 

Junior Verbal 
SCAT 

louantltative 

lsequential Tests of Educational P~ogress 

2school and College Ability Tests 

100 

49-72 

39-59 

31-54 

74-90 

38-58 
36-54 

25-50 

4l-6o 

... 
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PERSONAL DATA 

Student. ______ _.(P_a_n~e-l_.ro_u_rw>._ ____ __ 

Subjects and grades related to mathematics or those subjects that 
may indicate an aptitude for programmed learning. 

SUBJECT CLASS TERMINAL GRADE 

En21ish I Freshman D 
E.s:mlish II Soohomore D 
En2lish III Junior D 
General Mathematics Freshman C+ 

Mental aptitude tests and scores in those areas relating to mathe• 
matics and those areas that may indicate an aptitude for programmed 
learning. 

YEAR TYPE OF TEST AREA 

Language Factor 
1958 

I. Q. Non-Language Factor 
Freshman 

TOtAL I. Q. SCORE 

STEP1 
Mathematics 

1959 Reading 

Sophomore 
SCAT2 

Verbal 

Quantitative 

luthematics 
1960 STEP 

Reading 

Junior Verbal 
SCAT 

Quantitative 

!Sequential Tests of Educational Progress 

2School aDd College Ability Testa 

SCORE OR RANGE 

93 

76 

85 

61•80 

67-81 

38•57 

32-58 

50·68 

74·94 

34•61 

41·68 
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PERSONAL DA'XA 

Student ________ ~(P~a~n~e~l~F·o~u~r>~-----

Subjects and grades related to mathematics or those subjects that 
may indicate an aptitude for programmed learning. 

SUBJECT CLASS TEB)fiNAL GRADE 

En~lish I Freshman c 
English II Sophomore D 
Eru!:lisb Ill Junior C+ 
General Mathematics Freshman :&'r 

Mental aptitude testa and scores in those areas relating to mathe
matics and those areas that may indicate an aptitude for progrsmmed 
learning. 

YEA.. it TYPE OF TEST AREA 

!Language Factor 
1958 

I. Q. ~on-Language Factor 
Freshman 

TOTAL I. Q. SCORE 

STEl?l 
Mathematics 

1959 Reading 

Sophomore 
SCAT2 

Verbal 

Quantitative 

Mathematics 
STEP 

1960 Reading 

.JUNIOR Verbal 
SCAT 

Quantitative 

lSequential Tests of Educational Progress 

2School and College Ability Tests 

SCORE OR RAL"i~ 

91 

82 

87 

24-61 

4•14 

13•31 

32-58 

9·34 

8-20 

2-8 

30-56 -
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PERSONAL DATA 

Student (Pane1;,_ Five) 

Subjects and grades related to mathematics or those subjects that 
may indicate an aptitude for programed learning• 

SUBJECT CLASS TER.MINAL GP..ADE 

EnRlisb 1 Fresbmal.1 :s 
English II Freshman c 
English Ill Junior B 
Algebra I Freshman B• 

Mental aptitude tests and scores in those areas relating to matheG 
maties and those areas that may indicate an aptitude for programed 
learning. 

YEAR TYPE OF TIST AREA SCORE OR llANGE 

1958 
Language Factor 115 

I. Q. Non Language Factor 82 
Freshman 

TOTAL I. Q. SCORE 99 

.. Mathematics 49·72 
STEP .I.. 

1959 Reading 80•92 

Sophomore 
SCAT2 

Verbal 87-94 

quantitative 56·77 

Mathematics 6~ .. 86 
STEP 

Reading· 90•99 
1960 

Verba.J.l 88•96 
Junior 

SCAT louantitative 37•64 -
1 Sequential Tests of Educational Progress 

2school and College Ability Tests 
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PERSONAL DATA 

Student ______ ~(~P~a=ne~l~F~·i~v~e~>--------

Subjects and g~ades related to mathematics or those subjects that 
may indicate an aptitude for programmed learning. 

SUBJECT CLASS TERMINAL GRADE 

En.dish 1 Freshman c .. 
~lish II Soohomore D• 
Enolish III Junior D 
General Mathematics Freshman D 

Mental aptitude tests and scores in those areas relating to mathe• 
matics and those areas that may indicate an aptitude for programmed 
learning. 

YEAR TYPE OF TEST AREA 

Language Factor 
1958 

l. Q. Non-Language Factor 
Freshman 

TOTAL I. Q. SCORE 

STEP1 
Mathematics 

1959 Reading 

Sophomore 
SCAT2 

Verbal 

Quantitative 

Mathematics 
1960 STEP 

Reading 

Verbal 
Junior SCAT 

Quantitative 

lsequential Tests of Educational Progresa 

2School and College Ability Tests 

SCORE OR RANGE 

91 

97 

94 

-----
29·46 

·----
...... 

-
4-29 

16•31 

7·24 

54-75 
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PERSONAL DATA 

Student --~<P:..:a::;:n:;:e;.:l~F:..:i;:;.;v;.,;:e~)--

Subjects and grades related to mathematics or those subjects that 
may indicate an aptitude for programed learning. 

SUBJECT CLASS TBIMINAL GRADB 
English I Freshman B 
En~J,ish II Jreahman B 
English til Junior c 
Mathematics (Business) Sophomore D 
Al~ebra I rre•hman ! 
Geometri SOJi!homOre I B 

Mental aptitude tests and ecores in those areas relating to mathe
matics and those areas that may indicate an aptitude for programed 
learning. 

YBAa TYPE or TEST AlBA 

1958 ~ngauage Factor 

I. Q. Non Language factor 
rreehman 'iVtAL I. q. Bwu; 

Mathematics 
STEP1 

1959 Beading 

Sophomore 
SCAT2 Verbal 

~ntitative 

~thematic& 
STEP I 

I 

1960 
\Reading 

Junior 
SCAT 

Verbal 

Quantitative 

!sequential Tests of Educational Progress 

2school and College Ability Testa 

SCOU 01. lWIG 

92 

84 
88 

12-44 

35-54 

46-67 

15-36 

04"!'29 

40-58 

43-63 

30·56 

I 
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Appendix C 

Intermediate Tests for Fundamentals 
of Business Mathematics 
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BUSlNES§ MATHEMATICS 

Scoring ~ocedure: Bach problem is counted as 4 points. 

List two techniques to increase 1peed 1n addition: 

1. 

2. 

List three tecbniques to increase accuracy 1n additlcm: 

3. 

4. 

5. 

TBSTI 

By means of rounding, estimate Wbich of the followlna problems are 
Obvloualy added incorrectly. PUt an X 1n the parentbeaes before each 
Obviously incorrect problem. 

6. 7. a. 
( ) $19,463 $38,421 $91,428 

27,954 31,872 4,639 

9. 10. 11. 
( ) $6.75 $198.60 $5,126.40 

8.98 214.77 426.30 
6.24 391.50 8,097.30 

10.15 98.75 988.40 
2.79 1.47 91143.42 

34.91 805.09 21,781.82 

.§! ~ !!!£ problems ! .:. l! which do not have an X 1ncU.catins they --- ---
are lncorrect and verify the correctness of the rema1n1ns problema. 
If the problem il correct, place a v in the parenthe1es. If an 
answer is incorrect, draw a line through it and write the correct 
answer below it, but jg .!!2! place any mark in the parentheses. 



Test 11 pa$e 2 

12. Without recopytng, find the total of this sales record: 

Sales Record .. 
1.6o !1.25 I 1.98 I 2.11! 5.4s 19.50 I 6.2o I 1.95 I 1ot!40 \ _ 

A report for the Ace Grocery Store appear& below, wldch has not been 
added. Examine the report and without recopyf.ng1 flud: 

13. · Batimated total for February 1 ·• 7 $ ----
14. Bstlmated total for Pebruar7 8 • 14 $ 
15. Bstlmated total for February 15 .;. 21 f' ----
16. Estimated total for Pebru&l'J 22 • 28 $ -~--
17. Estimated total sales of canned gooda for February $ __ _ 
18. Estimated total sales of meat for rebttary $ 
19. Estimated total sales of produce for Februar7 ~.r----
20•24;. Obtain the. exact totals for each week and the total for 

February. 

S GBpCEilY STOll 
S~les for rebruar,r 

Pebruag 1 • 7 
Canned Goods $456.89 
Meat 789.01 
Produce 567.10 
TOTAL FIRST WBBit: 

Februa!]; 8 • 14 
Cauned Goode 548.13 
Meat 729.70 
Procluce 722.17 
TOTAL SBCOND WDK: 

Esl!iuaa ~~ -2~ 
Canned•Goocl3 . 600.10 
Meat 625.00 
Produce 674.90 
TOTAL TBIRJ) WBIKz 

February 22 • 28 
Caooed Goods 680.25 
Meat 950.50 
Produce 731.25 
'lOTAl. FOURTH WBBJt: 

TOTAL SALIS 1'0& J'IBB.UAllY: 

(20.) 

(21.) 

(22.) 

(23.) 

(24.) 



25. Add by angular addition: 

$31,376 
13,687 
44,246 
68,926 
3,197 

84,770 
23,092 
12,903 

193 

Test 1,. page 3 
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· · . . · ·TEST 2 . 

BUSiNESS MATHEMATICS 

Scoring ProcedU-re: Bach problem is counted as 5 points. 

1. · Describe two steps in vel'ifyf.na a subtraction problem~ 
(!) ______________________________________ _ 

(2~·-----------------------------------------
2. Bow much, ts the lal:a~ JWIIber rounded, when the difference to 

a subt~;act1on problem 1a estimated?-----------

By meau of l'OUDdq, eetiuate which of the f•llowf.ns pl'oblems are 
obv:loualx SUBTRACDD incorrectly. Place an X iD the parentheses 
before each obvtoalx 1nconect probl•• 

3. 4. s. 
( ) $9,826.75 ( ) $87,826.25 () $526.47 

847!&5 925.37 &:1 $9,979.60 $86,900.88 $ • 9 

6. 7. a. 
( ) $61,431.42 ( ) $125,650.75 ( ) $156.43 

29.862.!1 1196!143 98.76 
$311529.01 $122,683.32 $ 57.17 

Ji! ~ over problems ! • ! that cJo not have an X 1i&cU.catf.na they 
are-miol'l'ect and ,.,Yy t1ie correctness of these zoemaiDf.ns -~e. 
Place a V 1n the p.uentheses of· tbose that azoe COl'l'eot. '~ 
any rema1ntna tncoa:ect problem, cll'aw a line tbl'oiap the answezo and 
write the correct answezo below; do not place an X in the parentheses, 
however. 

9. The OVerstreet. Corporation baa deposits and wltbcb:awals as fol1ewa: 

January 1 
January 15 
Pebnary 6 

Deposit $16,724.56 
wttbcb:awal 8,soo.oo 

Deposit 22,438.46 . 

lstt..te the bank balance: $ -----
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Below are a list of deposits and a list of withdl'awls: 

Deposits: $21,425.40,· $91986•50• $1,046.40.· 

Withdrawals: $81000, $15,5001 $6,000 

10 •. Wlult are the estimated total deposits? __ .......,_ 

11. What are the estimated total wlthdl'.._ls'l __ _ 

12. What is the estimated difference between the deposits and· 

withdl'awals? ----

13-14. What is the estimated total ia huDcll'ed tbouaarada for tile 
problem below? $ (13.) 

$324.815 
651,892 
598,432 
215,785 
245-,008 
749,581 
120,038 
986,161 

14. ·Now adcl the same problea bJ 
angular adclltlon. (Show ·jour 
wrk.) · 

15. .Wd the problem. below vlthout recopying: 

$145.62 + 69.80 + 62,75 &II $ ----

Without recop)'f.ng, complete these subcractio'Ds: 

16. $72.45 - 14.30 ;;; Bat. Answer $ Exact Answer: $ 

17. $207.80 • 145.53 = let. ADswer $ Bact Aaswe7: $ 

18. $161450 • 986,00 = Est. AnaweZ' $ Exact Answer $ 

19. $125;450 ·• 17,850 = lat. Answer $ . lxact Auwer $ 

20. $256,148.67 • 491987.78 = lxact ADawec $ 
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:t'EST.3 

.·BUSINESS MATllEMATICS 

Scoring Procedure: Each problem l.s counted as S points. 

:oe~ermine the lo't.ger and. upper estima~es. to the .following problem: 

792 X 47 

1. ·.The lower estimate 1s ----· 

2. The upper estimate is _...__ ...... 

Below are some extensions taken from an tavolce of a Wholesale sro• 
CC!rJ company. By estimation• detemine which extension is obviously 
wrong. 

3. 

4. 
s. 

a. 

ouantttx 
71 cases 

18 cues 

12 cases 

Item Unit P7:1ce . Total 
beans 2.64 each $198.00 

peaches 8.40 each 151.20 

tomatoes 2.sa each 134.56 

Tlie obviously incorrect extenalon 1s: 

Estimates 
Lower . ueer 

. $ __ _ 

Extend this invoice ancl flncl the toul: 

Sold to: January 9. 196·. 
J. B. Jones 
107 Sky View Drive 

THE OFFICE SUPPLY CO. 

. 130 Reams 

12 Quires 

Duplicating paper 1. 21 each 

J'our•BOle Stencils 2.14 each 

TOTAL. 

------~~------------------------------------------
9. Campbell pays $67 .SO a month :ln rent. He estimates that be will 

pay $500 in rent dw:tns the next 12 month.s. Detel"IDlne whether 
Campbell's estimate is (reasouable/unreaaouble) -----· 
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Figure the following extensions taken froa the invoice of a local 
hardware store. (Hint: Use short•cut methoU for maltiplylng.) 

QUANTITY ITIM NO. UNIT PB.lCI TOTAL 

11. 250 A•Ol $ 77.00 

12. 17 1875 so.oo 
13. 99n P•l20 76.00 

14. 87 L•l22 998.00 

15•16.- Solve the problem below ancl ved ~Y your answer by reverse 
mulcipllcatlon. Show .!!! ~· 

74 X 53 

17. Show by cltvlslon the verification of the following multiplication 
problem: 

384 X 26 • 9t984 

18. (a) 398 X 100 • (b) 1.000 X 1.428 • 

19. (a) 419 X 200 • (b) 672 X 60 • 

20. (a) 235 X 76 • 
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: TEsT 4 

BUSINBIS MATHEMATICS 

Scoring Pl'ocedul'es: Bach pl'ob lam is cOUD~ecl as .$ points. 

1. How are the cllvllor ancl cllviclencl ~OUDclecl to pel'fOI'IIl an estimation 

to a cllvtsion p&-oblem? -----------------

2. Bow c1o you wdfy the anawer to a cltft.sion p&'oblem? -----

By.meana of I'OUDcltns estimate which of the p&-oblaM below are 
obvtoualz tnconect. Place an X in the p&l'entbeses before the 
problem if lt ts obviously incOI'rect. · · 

3. 22 4. 53 
( ) 98)2,156 ( ) 115)60,095 

6. 79 ;. . . 883 
( ) 478)37,762 . ( ) 1,359)112,797 

s. 1,086 
( ) 81)87. 966 

a. 364 
( ) 1,182)4,302,484 

.9& ~ m£ §obleme l • ! tbat c1o not baVf! an X tncllcattna they 
are inconect and verify the correctness of these rematatns answei'S. 
Place a V in the parenthesee of those that are conect. For 
any rematntng iuconect problem, clraw a line thl'ouah t he answer aacl 
write the conect answer below; clo not place any mark ln the 
parentheses • however. · 

9•10. Show how the uroe are cancelle4 ta these problems ancl 
detel'llline the auwers: 

9. 
400)800 ,ooo 

10. 
l&,ooo)36,ooo,ooo 

11. The Deep Creek Power Plant bUI'IUJ 5,000 t0118 of coal per clay. 
The plant bas 25,000 tons of coal on haacl. Bow many claya will 
the coal on hancl laet? <No. of clan) 

12. Mr. MOore owas 1,332 acres of lancl. lacb year be p&J8 $102 
in taxes on thta lancl, lstlmate the amount of tax Ml'. Moore 
paJ8 per acre. f ------
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13. At Cburchlend High School $1 1 933.50 was ~ollected for accident 
:l.nsurance. Bach student paid $1.50 for the insurance. Exactly 
bow many students bousht insurance at Churchland Hip School 'l 

(No.) 

14.•15. Find the estimated and the exact answer. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

14. Bat:lmated 

) 

67,000 • 1,000 = , 

42,800 ' 10 • -, 
8,600 ' 200. -, 
125,000 . 25,000 • • 

' 
6,000,0oo ' 30• -. 

15. Actual 

489) 1S. 648 
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. JUSINBSS MATHIMt\'riCS · 

Scoring ProcedUre: · Bach problem is c01mted 6t. po:l.nt;s ~ 

&educe ~o lowest tel'mS 

1. 25 roo .. 
2. .375 • 

1,000 

3 • . 16 -64 

. TEST S 

4.· · When Beck retired fr• fanllna, he diri4ed his .laud 'amons hla 
three sona. Bill received 19 ·! acres, Jlm received 14 ! acres, 

. 3 2 . 
and John received 10 7 acres. 

: i 
} How many acres of land did Mr • Beck own before ret1r1Dc'l ·---

S. . lf a ll'OCel'J stere had 19 ! ~ ef cheese at the besf.nid.Da 
. 8 

of the day and S .U pounda at the encl, bow much ,e& sold? __ 
12 

6. MUltiply: (Show all_work.) 

27 8 .. Ji Xi • 

7. Mu1~S.p1y: (Show all work.) 

SJ X 42 • 
6 7 



8. 12,! X 4! = 
3 4 

9. 1 X 50 1 • s i 

10. 7,! X 2! • 
3 2 ---
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11. If Smith drove 140 1 miles on 7 7 gallons of gasoline, estimate 
2 i 

the number of miles per gallon he obtained. 

12. If Wilson wished to divide 12!1bs. of tomatoes into 3 equal 
2 

13. 

15. 

packages, how much would each package contain? __ _ 

Add: 

17 1 
2 

15 3 
4 

14 7 
8 

Multiply: 

7 1 X ! 
2 5 

• 

14. Subtract: 

Divide: 

104 1 
i 

75 l 
4 

14!.:.11= 
2 2 
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BUSINESS HATHBMATIC§ 

Scoring Procedure: Allow 5 points for each problem. 

Change these fractions to decimals: 

1. 27 • 
roo 

2. 41 • 
1,000 

Convert these fractions to 3•place decimals: 

4. 1 • 
i 

Sa l.c ., 6. 5-
i 

3. 3 • 
20 

Write the c~ fraction equivalent and reduce: 

7. e8 D a. .75 - 9. .375. 

TEST 6 

10. On June 15 at the end of the day • a tally sheet of trucks 
hauling gravel, showed for truck A, 45.6 tons; B, 147 .123; 
c, 98.45 tons; and D, 291 tons. The total is • 

11. If Swanson bought a plot of land 50.02 ft. by 75.1 ft., What 
is the total sq. ft. of land be owns? -----

12. Subtract 16.5 from 75.14. 

13. The coat of operating a papeJ:making machine for 17.4 hours 
was $1,393.39. Ptnd the coat per hour to the nearest cent. 

·-------
If 47.55 yards of brand A•210 material are needed to drape windows, 
and the material ls priced at $6.35, answer the questi0118 below: 

14. Wbat i.e the lower estimate? -----

15. What is the upper estimate?-----

16. What is the exact coat of material?----
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17. Estimate the tttocmct of 7,596.825 X .0078 • ---· 

18. If the p~:oduct of 1.,589 and 642 • 1,020,138, . then the 
product of 1.589 and 64.2 • • 

19. If the answer to 986,004 .:. 11347 • 732, then the anawer to 
,86.004 : 13.47 .. ___ , --· . 

20. · latlmate the answer: :, 

125.6)54.636 
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Appendix D 

The Original Progrrunmed Unit in Fundamentals 
of Business Mathematics, Part I 



(a) 
17,368 
18,229 
63,597 
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BUILDING SPEED Ali» ACCURACY Il:i ADDITION 

(a) Approximating Answers to Addition 

(b) 
23,140 
41,600 
64,740 

Which one of these is added incorrectly? -------

1 

*************************************** 
a 

(a) 
23,774 
41,659 

716 
94,049 

(b) 
75,710 
8,304 

84,014 

Which one of these additions is incorrect? 

2 

-----------------
*************************************** 

a 

(a) (b) (c) 3 
7,770 6,070 5,770 
1,700 2,700 5,700 
4,070 4,770 4,070 

13,540 13,540 13,540 

Which one of these sums is incorrect? 
What should the answer be? ------

*************************************** 
(c) 15,540 

(a) 
$52,750 

30,120 
$82,870 

(b) 
$82,749 

14,625 
$87,374 

Which addition is obviously incorrect?--~~~-. 
To discover the error, was it necessary to add all the digits in 
the two numbers? (yes/no) 

4 

*************************************** 
{!;!) no 
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Without adding, estimate the approximate sum of these nurr~ers: 
$375.49, $815.75, $1,276.43. Estimated sum is: $ • 

5 

*************************************** 
Any answer between 2300 and 2500 is acceptable 
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(b) Rounding Numbers to Test Accuracy 

A business person or one good in arithmetic estimates the sum 6 
of $375.40 + $815.75 + $1,276.43 by roundins them to 4 hundred~· 
8 hundred + 13 hundred, which totals approximately hundred. 

*************************************** 
25 

Numbers are usually rounded to the nearest 10 1s l00 1s, and 1000's 
depending on the purpose. If estimates are made mentally, rounding 
is kept very simple. Mentally $5,143.85 and $7 1 243.50 can be most 
easily rounded to (tens, hundreds, or thousands) • 

7 

*************************************** 
Thousands 

Executives often ask their accountants for an estimate to the nearest 8 
thousand dollars of the sales for the week. What esttmate would the 
accountant give for these sales: $17,043.75, $3,105.80, $10,256.40? 

Estimate ----------

*************************************** 
$30,000 

Mentally $17.45, $32.49, and $67.53 can be most easily rounded to 9 
(tens, hundreds, or thousands) • 

*************************************** 
Tens 

When rounding numbers, care must be taken to round ~ or round 
~ properly. In hundreds, $536.42 would be rounded down to 5 
hundred dollars, because $536.42 is nearer $500 than $600. 
$420.84 rounds ~ to • 

10 

*************************************** 
$400 

In hundreds, $487¥42 is rounded up to $500 for estimation procedures. 11 
$187.79 is rounded up to for estimation procedures. 

*************************************** 
$200 
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350 is exactly half l.ilay bettqeen 3 and 4 hundred; and generally business 12 
people round it up to 4 hundred for estimation. 150 is rounded up to 
--------------~- for estimation. 

*************************************** 
200 

For estimation in addition, examine these numbers: $375.49, $815.75, 13 
and $1,276.73. How many of the amounts are in hundreds of dollars? 

Because (No.) of three amounts are in hundreds·, it is desirable 
to round them all to • 

**********************************•**** 
2 2 hundreds 

For estimation in addition, $6,643·.72·, $1,104.15, and $843.79 can be 14 
rounded to 7 thousand dollars, 1 thousand dollars, and 1 thousand 
dollars because (No.) of the three amounts are • 

The estimated sum is --------·· 

*************************************** 
2 thousands 9 thousand 

Estimate the sum to .the nearest thousand dollars: 
$8,746.53, $5,074, 21, $11,921•43, and $2,146.40. 

15 

*************************************** 
$28,000 

Here is a list of amounts you espect to pay: $7.93, $1;.951 $6.15, 
$10.89, and $3.19. Which of the amounts of money below would be 
barely sufficient to make th~ payments? 

(a) four ten•dollar bills 
(b) six five•dollar bills 
(c) twenty one•dollar bills 

16 

*************************************** 
(b) 

Stone owns goods worth $2.357 .62, $12,675.59• $5,176.40; and $1;,920.50. 17 
ls he worth at least $23,0001 (yes/no) 

*************************************** 
No 
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Russell has $9,175.50 in one bank, $2,876.00 :Ln a second, and $5,016.75 18 
in a third. Could he make an $18,000 cash payment on a new business? 
(yes/no) 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
No 

When a group of numbers is being rounded to hundreds, numbers less than 19 
50 are rounded to 0 hundreds and numbers bet'(~een SO and 149 are rounded 
to 1 hundred. Of these numbers, 149, 100, and 47, the number----
will be rounded to 0 hundreds. 

*************************************** 

47 

Numbers between 50 and 149 are rounded to 1 hundred when rounding 
numbers to hundreds. Select the number from this list that would 
~be rounded to 1 hundred: 7,5, 130, 42, and 103. ------

20 

*************************************** 

42 

If $205.00, $462.00, and $23.50 are each rounded to hundreds of dollars• 21 
$ would be rounded to 0 h~idred dollars. 

*************************************** 
$23.50 

l~n estimating the sum of $205.00, $462.40, and $23.50, each number 22 
would be rounded to the nearest • The estimated sum is 

-----------·· 
**************************•************ 

Hundred $700 

What is the estimated sum of $267.35, $410.50, $835.62, $10.15, $506.70, 23 
and $17.45? ---------

*************************************** 
$2 000 
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When rounding to thousands, round numbers less than 500 to 0 thousands 24 
and round numbers from 500 to 1,499 inclusive to 1 thousand. Similarly 
round numbers between 1,500 and 2,499 inclusive to !No.) thousand. 

* * * * * * * * ~~ * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~'t * * * * * * * * * 'f: 

Two 

Select the number from tbis list that would be rounded to l thousand: 25 
1,570, 1,435, 320, 98. --------

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *·* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
1 435 

The estimated sum of $7,146.83 + $15,986.43 + $4,148.65 is---
thousand. 

26 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~~ * * * * \'t * * * 
27 

The estimated sum of $843.65 + $90.85 ~· $421.43 + $295.72 is 
hundred. 

----------------------
27 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
16 

The estimate in tens of the sum of $40.50 + $9.85 + $39.63 is 
completed by adding forty, ten, and forty which is ---------· 

28 

*************************************** 

§90 

The estimated sum of $50.00 -:· $15.83 + $9.85 + $2.43 is ----
in tens. 

29 

*************************************** 

§80 



What is the estimatecl sum iu hu1.tdreds? 

$673.47 
924.50 
99.40 

102.50 
17.42 

624.60 
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Estimated sum ----------

30 

*************************************** 
§2,400, 

Shriver Road Construction Company has these debts. Estimate the total 31 
in thousands: 

Building 
Land 
Machinery 
Trucks 

$125,000 
17,500 
1,200 
8,900 

Estimated sum -------

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ·* * * * * * * * * * ~'r * * * * * * * * * * * * 
$153,000 

Each of the six divisions of Western Empire Electric Company has stock• 32 
piles of coal. Estimate the total in thousands of tons. 

ft 1 10 1 600 tons 
:f/: 2 19,800 tons 
if 3 31,200 tons 

fl: 4 51 1 200 tons 
ff S 8,900 tons 
I 6 4,100 tons 

Estimate 
-------------------

*************************************** 
126,000 
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(c) Reverse Addition to Insure Accuracy 

Add these numbers from left to right: . 6 + 3 .+ 7 + S + 9 + 1 + 6 + S = 33 
___ .._ __ • Now aclcl from right to left: 

---- a: 6 +. 3 + 7 + s + 9 + 1 + 6 + s 
The sums are (the same/different). 

*************************************** 
42 42 the same 

The comparison of the sums by adding both from left to right ancl from 34 
right to left when adding a row of numbers is a way of verification 
known as reverse addition. Verify the sum below by reverse addition~ 

----- = 7 ... 4+ 3 + s + 6 + 8 + 7 + 9 + 6 + 8,.. ----

*************************************** 
63 63 

The process of aclcllng both from left to right ancl from riSht to left 35 
to verify the sum is known as addition. 

*************************************** 
Reverse 

Aclcling both fram the toP. clown ancl from the bottom up when aclcling co lUIDlla 36 
of numbers is known as b: . / /a /. Verify 
the sum of this column of numbers. 

sum_~r--
8 

Sum 

9 
7 
9 
8 
7 
6 
8 
9 
7 

*************************************** 
&everae ad41tion 78 78 
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The process of checking the sum by adding a column of figures or a row 
of figures in reverse direction is known as verification by ----.~----· 
The addition of a column of figures from the top down and from the 
bottom up is also known as verification by __ .;..... __________ •. 

37 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *·* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Reverse addition reverse addition 
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(d) Using Combinations of 10 to Provide Speed 

Do these addition probleUlS: 

8 
.! 

9 
1 -

4 
! 

Because all the sums are , the pairs of numbers are examples of 
combinations of 10. ls 5 + 8 a combination of 10? __ _ 

33 

*************************************** 
10 10 10 10 10 t~o 

Add by combinations of 10. 39 

~~ 27 26 51 
53 54 29 

~~ 87 15 78 
23 95 32 

55 78 22 47 
!2 ..n !! !a 

These pr~blems are easy to add because there are many pairs of numbers 
that form • 

*************************************** 
340 300 300 280 Combinations of 10 

Observing pairs of numbers that form lO's increases accuracy in adding. 40 
Add these by watching for combinations of 10. 

57 
56 
84 
33 -

59 
58 
81 
n 

83 
19 
61 
!! 

*************************************** 
290 270 230 280 210 
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Add these rows of nwnbers by tvatching for combinatious of 10. Verify 41 
by reverse addition. 

--- 7 ")· 3 + 6 + 5 + 4 + 1 + 8 + 7 + 2 + 3 "" -----

___ 6+5+5+9+6+1+4+7+6+3= ___ _ 

___ 9+9+1+8+2+6+5+4+5+9= ___ _ 

*************************************** 
46 46 52 52 58 58 
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(e) Angular Addition to Increase Accuracy 

(A) (B) 
98765 9 8 7 6 s Which seems more difficult, the 4.2 
96865 9 6 8 6 5 addition of A or the addition of 
76854 7 6 8 5 4 the separate problems in B? 
99876 9 9 8 7 6 
86974 8 6 9 7 4 
97774 9 7 7 7 4 
67989 6 7 9 8 9 
87987 ~ 1 .2 ~ 1 
Many people are more accurate on B than A, because B appears like five 
easy problems, whereas A seems like a difficult problem. Which one involves 
the "carrying" in addition? · 

*************************************** 
A A 

The process of adding a row of figures from left to right and from right 43 
to left to check the sum is known as verification by • 

*************************************** 
Reverse addition 

98,765 
96,865 
76,854 
99,876 
86,974 
97.774 
67,989 
87,987 

44 

In the addition problem to the left, the sum of the first 44 
column is 44. The sum of the second column is • 

*************************************** 
54 



98,765 
96,865 
76,854 
99,876 
86,974 
97,774 
67,989 
87,987 

44 
54 

65 
56 

65 
713,084 
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Each column of the addition problem at the left is added 
separately. The sums for each column are s~t down in an 
angle fashion, wi1ich leads to the designation of ular 
addition. The amount of ncarryittg" in this type Ofaddi• 
tion is (increased/reduced). This 
method of addition is knoym as addition. 

45 

*************************************** 
Angular reduced angular 

When each column of an addition problem is added, and the sum is shifted 46 
one place to the left from the one above, the process of addition being 
used is known as • 

*************************************** 
Angular addition 

Add the problem at the right by angular addition; 
verify the correctness of each column by adding 
in the reverse direction. 

35467 
46843 
56789 
46246 
78965 
54175 
68987 
67624 

47 

*************************************** 
465,095 465,095 
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(a) Estimate the sum in tert thousands. 
(b) Obtain the exact unswer by the angular method. 

$62,432.63. 
24,371.97 
15,600.84 
59,124.85 
75,576.48 
64,383.66 
52,948.90 
79,002.01 
18,239.71 

48 

*************************************** 
§450,000 $451,681.05 

When preparing a temporary financial report, an accountant frequently 49 
obtains sub•totals. Therefore the name applied to this process would 
be addition. 

*************************************** 
Sub• total 
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(f) Accuracy By Means of Sub•total Addition 

At the right is shown an example 
of sub•total addition. Note that 
222 is the sum of 65, . , 
and • 265 is "tile-sum-of 
96, 1 and • 

65 
73 
84 ---:-.::-= 

222 
96 
78 
91 __ ~~ 

265 
74 
68 
56 
87 __ '""":":~ 

285 

772 

50 

*************************************** 
73 84 78 91 

The type of addition shown at the 
right is frequently employed by 
office workers to obtain quarterly 
sub•totals. The yearly total is 
obtained by adding the quarterly 
s _____ .s. 

65 
73 
84. __ --"!~ 

222 
96 
78 
91.__--"!~ 

265 
74 
68 
56·--~~ 

198 
87 
59 
72.__--"!~ 

218 

903 

51 

*************************************** 
Sub•totals 
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Jan 75 Find the total of the twelve 52 
Feb 63 numbers at the left by sub• 
Har 84 1st Quarter total addition. 
Apr 72 
May 65 
Jun 72 2nd ~: uarter Check each sub•total by reverse 
Jul 63 addition. 
Aug 74 
Sep 42 3rd Quarter (Even though the problem is 
Oct 56 short, to obtain practice, use 
Nov 89 sub•total addition). 
Dec 71 4th Quarter 

Year 

*************************************** 
222 209 179 216 826 

Jan 65 Find the total of the twelve 53 
Feb 28 numbers at the left by sub• 
Mar 73 lst Quarter total addition: Check the 
Apr 29 sub•totals by reverse addition. 
May 68 
Jun 45 2nd Quarter 
Jul 47 
Aug 78 
Sep 53 3rcl Quarter 
Oct 46 
Nov 59 
Dec 16 4th Quarter 

Year 

*************************************** 
166 142 178 121 607 
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(g) Horizontal Addition to Increase Speed 

Amounts horizontally arranged require skill in horizontal addition. 54 
Without recopying add the ten amounts below: 

:41' I .23 I .so r :65 J • 1s I .96 t-:st=r= .23 .s6 I 
Total 

This method is known ar, addition. ----------------
*************************************** 
$5.96 horizontal 

The special skill in horizontal addition involves care in avoiding 55 
confusion in the units'• tens', hundreds'• and other places. Without 
recopying add these two numbers: 

*************************************** 
161 973 

Without recopying add these two numbers horizontally. 56 

$147,650.90 + $237,486.45 .,., $ _____ • 

Verify by adding again horizontally. 

TOTAL = $. ______ • 

**********·***************************** 
$385,137.35 $385 2 137.35 

Horizontally add the row of amounts below. Avoid confusing the units 1 , 57 
tens', and other positions. 

: Total 
1.95 I 2.951 6.95 r 4.50 I 3.951 7 .95' 6.9511.50 J 1.95 J 3.95 I 4.15 J 6.50 l 
Verify by reverse ~~ldition. Total = • 
The procedure for adding across a row of numbers is known as --------
addition. 

*************************************** 
$53.85 !53.85 horizontal 
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When you arrive at this point, ask your teacher for directions for 58 
completing Panel 1. In the absence of specific directions, complete 
Panel 1 ·following the instructions on it carefully. The letter in the 
upper right ~f Panel 1 is • 

*************************************** 
A 
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BUILDING SPEED AND ACCURACY IN SUBTRACTION 

(a) Approximating Answers in Subtraction 

Suppose $67.87 was given as the answer to the difference between 
$97.43 and $19.56. Without subtracting estimate whether this 
difference is correct: (correct/incorrect) • -----------------

59 

*************************************** 
Incorrect 

A quick estimate of the difference between $97.43 and $19.56 is 
obtained by thinking $100 minus $20 is $80. An exact answer, 
represented as $67.87 1 must be (correct/incorrect). -----· 

60 

*************************************** 
Incorrect 

Burman had $5,245.67 in his checking account. After writing a check 61 
for $1,995.39, he had approximately: 

(a) $21 000 
(b) $3,000 
(c) $4,000 

*************************************** 
b 

Estimates of differences in subtraction are made by 62 
numbers as you did in addition. Since only two numbers are involved, 
care must be taken in choosing how to round the numbers. 

*************************************** 
Rounding two 
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(b) RoWlding NUL'lbers to Measur(i! Accuracy in Subtraction 

After rounding the smaller number, then round the larger to the same 63 
extent. If the smaller is in hundreds, then round the larger to hundreds. 

Problem 
1,427 

256 

Rounded 
? 

122 

In the problem to the left, the 
rotmded larger number is • 

*************************************** 
1400 

When estimating the difference in a subtraction problem, first round 64 
the smaller number. 

1,427 
256 

In the problem to the left, the rounded 
smaller number is • 

*************************************** 
300 

Problem 
1,427 

256 

Rounded 
1,400 

300 

For the subtraction problem above, the rounded answer is-----· 

65 

*************************************** 
1 100 

The reason for rounding the larger number to the same extent as the 66 
smaller is illustrated below: 
Problem Rounded to the Not rounded to 

same extent the same extent 
1,427 Each 1,400 Rounded to thousands 1,000 

256 rounded to 300 Rounded to hundreds 300 
1,171 hundreds 1,100 700 

The closer estimate to the actual answer is the one (rounded to the same 
extent/not to the same extent.) • 

*************************************** 
Rounded to the same extent 
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When estimating answers in subtraction, fi::st round the ------- 67 
and then round the to the same extent. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Smaller number larger number 

Complete the estimate of the difference 
for the problem at the right. The number 
first rounded is the • 

Problem 
3,264.45 
• 576.38 

Estimated 
answer 

Rounded 68 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Smaller number 600 3,300 2,700 

The larger number in a subtraction estimation should be rounded to the 69 
--------------as the smaller .. 

*************************************** 
Same extent 

Add these problems by angular addition. Check each by reverse addition. 70 

(A) 
427,436 
709,425 
918,920 
611,593 
813,739 
745,206 
586,140 
527,083 

(B) 
424,815 
860,109 
573,386 
215,895 
236,046 
729,374 
207,438 
965,161 

*************************************** 
5,339,542 4,212~224 
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The estimated difference bet·\qcen $1,526.95 and $685.43 ie \•Jhich of 
the answers below: 

(A) 800 
(B) 900 
(C) 1 1 000 

71 

*************************************** 
A 

What is the estimated sum: 175 feet, 560 feet, 204 feet, 168 feet, 72 
240 feet? ------
*************************************** 
1,400 feet 

Which of the answers below represents the estimate of the difference 73 
of $6,179.43 and $268.40? ------

(A) 5,000 
(B) 5,800 
(C) 5,900 

*************************************** 
c 

Which of the answers below represents the estimate of the difference 74 
of these two amounts: $6,010.50 and $125.43? -----

(A) S,OOO 
(B) 5,900 
(C) 6,000 

*************************************** 
B 

Barnes made two bank deposits of $6,728.95 and $4,376.40 and a 
withdrawal of $2 1 980.50. In thousands of dollars, estimate the 
balance of his account. ----------

75 

*************************************** 
$8,000 
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(c) Verification of Subtraction 

Complete this subtraction: 

Difference 

215 
·164 

If you add the difference and the smaller number you should obtain 
215 11 which is the • 

76 

*************************************** 
51 larger number 

The first step in verification of subtraction is to add the 77 
difference and the • 

'"( * * * * * * * * * * * -J: * * * * * 1: * * * 'l< ~·: * * * * * * * * * * * * ~" ~': * 
Smaller number 

The second step in verification of subtraction is to compare the 
result of adding the difference and the smaller number with the 

78 

* * ~·: * * -.'c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '1: * * * * * * * "~ ~'t * '{~ * * * * 
Larger number 

An illustration of verification of subtraction is shown below: 

Problem 
-4,291 

1,118 
3,073 

Thought process 
4.291 
1,118 
3,073 

4,291 

(1) Add (2) Compare 

the thought process includes two steps: (1) Add-------
(2) C<»npare the result with the-------· 

79 

*************************************** 
~~S differP.n~e and the smaller number larger number 
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Complete the verificat:ton of the differellcc to this subtraction problem. 80 
Write the proof number below the dotted line to shot-1 the thought procesr.. 

6,524. 
1,437 
5,087 
••••• 

*************************************** 

When you arrive at this point, ask your teacher for directions for Sl 
completing Panel 2. In the absence of specific directions, complete 
Panel 2 following the instructions on it carefully. The letter in 
the upper right of Panel 2 is • 

*************************************** 
B 
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BUILDING SPEED AND ACCURACY IN MULTIPLICATION 

(a) Techniques of Multiplication 

The terms frequently used to describe a 
multiplication problem are shown to the 
right. 

The numbers to be multiplied are called ----------• 
The answer is known as the -------• 

Factor 
Factor 
Product 

6 
X9 
54 

82 

**********************************~**** 

factors product 

In multiplication the numbers to be multiplied are commonly called 83 
------- and the answer is called the • 

*************************************** 
factors product 

Ten 89's is often written 10 X 89. Examine (a), (b), and (c) below: 84 

(a) 

Ten 47'a 

(b) 

10 X 47 

(c) 

47 
!..l2 

All yield (the same/different) answers. -------

*************************************** 
the same. 

If ten l's is 10 and ten 2's is 20, then ten 89's = ------
and ten 1371s = • 

85 

*********************~***************** 

890 1,310 

If ten 89 • s is 890, then 10 X 89 ,.. ----• 86 

*************************************** 
890 
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10 X 89 = 890 87 

In mathematics when 0 is placed to the right of a number, it is said 
to be annexed. This, one zero to 42 results in 420. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t: * * * * * * * * * * * * 
annexed 

100 X 73 ; 7,300 88 

73 is changed to 7,300 by ..._/ ______ __.i .. n ... g ___ ./ two zeros to 73. 

*************************************** 

annexing 

The rule for multiplying a whole number by ten is to annex (No.) 89 
zero(s). A similar rule for multiplying by 100 is to annex (No~ 
zero(s); for multiplying by 1,000 is to annex (No.) zero(s). 

*************************************** 

one zero two zeros three zeros 

A review of the special techniques of multiplication is illustrated 90 
below: 

429 ~ factor 
X 658 ( factor 

3432 ~ ·~ 
2145 ~ ) 2artial Eroclucts 

2574 ~ ) 
282,282 ~ product 

3,432, 2,145, and 2,574 are • 

*************************************** 

partial products 

In the problem at the right, eight 429's 
results in the partial product • 
Which partial product contains an error? ____ _ 
The correct partial product is • 

429 
X 658 

3432 
2245 

2574 
282,282 

91 

*************************************** 

3432 2,245 should be 2,145 
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Which partial product. if any, is in error? -----
6,742 
X 78 

53936 
45194 

505,876 Obtain the correct answer: ------

92 

*************************************** 

...:.4.;.5.~.;,1;.:9;...:4:....;:.s.;.;;ho;;.;u;.:l;.:d;...;;;.b.;.e_4.:.;7;...!1~.;;1;:;.9...:..4_--=5;.;;:2;;:;.5.&.1 8::.:7:...;6;....,;i;;:;.s_t;.:h=e correct answer. 

Check each partial product below and correct errors, if any. 

$947.62 
X 827 

663334 
189424 

758196 
783,771.74 The audited answer is • -------

93 

* * * * * * * * ~~ ~·: "lt * * * * 'It * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 'f( * * * * 
..-1.-.89....,,._4 .. 2 .... 4 ..... · s_ho.....,.u_l.-.d_b_e__..l.-.89-.,11005 ... 2._.4_---.7.;;;.5-.8 &.;' 1_.9 .... 6--sh_o ..... uld be 758,096 Answer: $783,681.74 

Audit these products: 

$59.72 X 28 = $1,672.16 
$77.85 X 79 ~ $6,152.15 

94 

*************************************** 

f!2152.15 should be $6,150.15 

Audit these products. Place a check mark beside each correct answer. 95 
Show corrected answers below for incorrect items; 

(a) 17 X 5 =: 85 
(b) 92 X 7 c;: 644 
(c) 87 X 4 ~ 348 
(d) 75 X 4 ~ 300 

Correct answers: 

(e) 125 X 15 = 1,125 
(f) 135 X 8 = 1,180 
(g) 250 X 13 ; 3,250 
(h) 175 X 12 ~ 2,100 

(i) 98 X 12 = 976 
(j) 59 X 19 ~ 1,121 
(k) 50 X 80 ~ 400 
(1) 33 X 55 ~ 1,815 

*************************************** 
All are correct except (e) 1,875, (f) 1,080, (i) 1,176 1 and (k) 4 1 000. 
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(b) Auditing aud Extending Invoices 

Audit this invoice: 

Sold to: 

6 
6 

San Pedro College 
Los Angeles, California 

BORDON FURNITURE COMPANY 

Double pedestal desks 
Swivel chairs 

September 6, 19 ___ 

127.50 
75.40 

765.00 
452.40 

1,217.40 

96 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
No errors 

Computation on an invoice. 

4 Electric typewriters 395.00 

Put in the total for 
the four typewriters 

Are the $ signs omitted? {yes/no) ----

97 

*************************************** 

1,580 yes 

Computation on an invoice. 98 

S Adding machines 462.00 

Put in extension here 

The product of S and $462 is extended to the (right/ left). 

*************************************** 

2,310 right 
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The process of calculating the amount of each item on an invoice 99 
is known as extending the invoice. Underscore the extension below. 

Invoice 

25 boxes Letterheads 5.10 127.50 

*************************************** 
127.50 

Extend this invoice. Find the total. 

Sold ·to 
Belden Bros. 

Portland, Oregon 

65 
140 

bo:r.es 
reams 

ALLSTATE PRI:r.."'TERS 

#10 envelopes 
Engraved letterheads 

Oct;; 24, 19·· 

6.20 
8.75 

100 

I 
*************************************** 
403.00 1,225 1,628 

Briefly glancing at this invoice computation, an accountant 
would be disturbed. 

Computation on an invoice. 

672 i'F4 1 238 beakers 1.so 100.80 

What do you think is the reason1 
----------------------

101 

*************************************** 
Incorrect extension or incorrect decimal place. 
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(~) Rou.."'l..,1ing ih.tmbe.rs to Heasurc t\.ccu:racy oi ~·iultiplication 

A payroll accountant often audits each worker's quarterly payroll 
record for correctness. 

wael~ 1 
2 
3 
4 

$91.20 
86.40 
89.25 
99.60 

week 5 
6 
7 
8 

$100.40 
91.20 
91.20 
85.60 

week 9 
lO 
11 
12 
13 

$89.50 
95.40 

189.60 
91.20 
91.20 

Which week would the payroll accountant most seriously question? ----

102 

* * * * * * * * ~·t ~\' * ~': * ~': * * * * * oft * * * * * ~'c * * * * * * * * * * * * ~': 

11 

Estimation of answers in multiplication, as in addition and 103 
subtraction, is based on the I I of numbers. 

* ·J: ·1: ·Jc * * * * -It * '!c * 'ir * * 'It * * * * * * * * * * * ~~ * * * * * * * * -!~ ,'t * 
:::oundir.g 

The estimated answer to 301 X 598 is obtained by thinking: (a) 301 104· 
is about 3 hundred and 598 is about 6 hundred. (b) 3 hundred X 6 
hundred ; 18 hundred hundred or 180 1000. 

What is the estimated product of 601 X 198? ----------

*************************************** 

120,000 or 12 hundred hundred 

Because most multiplication problems do uot involve numbers 
close to even hundreds as does 301 X 598 1 we can use another 
technique for estimation. Do the individual numbers in 348 X 561 
lie close to even hundreds? (yes/no) 

105 

*******************************~******* 

no 

The other technique for estimating the product is based on rounding lOG 
each factor both up and down. 687 lies between 600 and 700. 426 
lies between and • 

,'r * * ~~ * * * * * -~~ * * ~~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~~ * * * * * * 
400 500 
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687 X 426 = (Do not solve) 107 

The factor 687, in the problem above, itself lies be~ween --------
and • Likewise 426 lies between and ------· 

*************************************** 
600 700 400 500 

In the problem 687 X 426 = the factor 687 rounded down to the nearest 108 
hundred is and the factor 426 rounded down~the nearest 
hundred is • ----

*************************************** 
600 400 

The lower estimate of the multiplication problem: 687 X 426 = 
is found by multiplying the factors rounded~ to the nearest 
hundreds. Tha estimate would be 600 X 400, which 
equals • 

109 

*************************************** 
lower 240,000 

The lowest estimate of the multiplication problem: 687 X 426 = 110 
is found by rounding both down and multiplying. The 
lower estimate is • 

*************************************** 
factors 240,000 

Obenchain has weekly take-home pay of $93.78. What would be 111 
the lower estimate of his total take•home pay for 42 weeks? __ _ 

*************************************** 
$3,600 

In the multiplication problem 687 X 426 = the first factor 112 
687 rounded~ to the nearest hundred is ___ and the factor 
426 rounded ~ to the nearest hundred is ---· 

*************************************** 
700 soo 
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The upper estimate of the multiplication problem 687 X 426 ·- 113 
is fo~id by multiplying the factors rounded up to the nearest hundreds. 
The estimate ~rould be 700 X,500, lmich equals • 

*************************************** 
upper 350,000 

The upper estimate of the multiplication problem 687 X 426 ~ is 114 
found by rounding ~ the and multiplying. The upper estimate 
is • 

*************************************** 
factors 350,000 

Obenchain's weekly take-home pay= $93.78 115 
Lower estimate for 42 weeks '·~ $90 X 40 "" $3.600 
Upper estimate for 42 weeks ~., ••••• ""· __ _ 
In 42 weeks, Obenchain will earn between $ ____ an4 $ ____ • 

*************************************** 
$5,000 $3,600 and $51000 

What would be the range of earnings for Osgood during 33 weeks, 
if his weekly take•home pay is $86.49. 
Between $ and $ • 

116 

*************************************** 
$2,400 and $31600 

When determining the lower estimate of the product of 572 and 117 
78• round down 572 to 500 and round down 73 to 10. 572 is rounded 
dotqn to th~arest andliS is rounded down to the 
nearest ------
*************************************** 
hundreds tens 

If the factors in 572 X 78 are rounded down to 500 and 70, then 118 
the lower estimate of the product is • 

*************************************** 
35 000 
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When deriving the upper estimate of the product of 572 and 78, 119 
round ~ 572 to 600 and round .!!2 78 to 80. 572 is rounded up to the 
nearest , and 78 is rounded up to the nearest-----· 

*************************************** 

hundred ten 

If the factors in 572 X 78 are rounded up to 600 X SO, then the 120 
upper estimate of the product is • 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -.': * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
48 000 

Examine the thought process for estimating the product of 572 X 78. 121 

572 is between 
X 78 is between 

The product is between 

500 
··70 

35,000 

and 
and 
and 

600 
80 

48,000 

The lower limit of the estimated product of 572 X 78 is ----------• 
and the upper limit is • 

*************************************** 

48,000 

Show the thought process for obtaining the lower estimate for 
this problem: 

and 500 429 
!...?1. 

is between 
is between ----------- and 60 

30,000 

The product is between and 30,000. -----The lower estimate is -----· 

122 

*************************************** 

400 so 2o1ooo 20,000 
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Sho't-1 thought process for obtaining the upper (!Sti."Uate for the same 123 
problem. 

429 
~ 

is between 
is between 

400 
50 

20,000 

and 
and 

The product is between 20,000 and-----·· 
The upper estimate is ....._. ___ ......... __ _.... __ • 

*************************************** 
soo ______ 6_o ______ 3~o~,~oo~o~----3~o~·~o~o~o ____ _ 

Show the thought process for obtaining the lower estimate for 
this problem: 

341 
X 29 

is between 
is bet"to~een 

The product is between___ and 12,000. 
The lower estimate is ----· 

and 
and 

400 
30 -

124 

* * -.': "1: * * * * * * * * ~·c * * * * * * * * * ~Lc·* * * * * * * * * * * * * ~·r * * 
300 20 6,000 6.,000 

ShO't'l the thought process for obtaining the upper estimate for this 125 
problem: 

341 
.!..12. 

is between 
is between 

and 
and 

The product is between 6,000 and ------
'lhe upper estimate is---------· 
*************************************** 
400 30 12,000 

Show the complete thought process for obtaining the upper and lower 126 
estimates for this problem: 

341 
!.J! 

is between 
is between 

and 
and 

The product is between ----- and ----· 

*************************************** 
300 
20 
6,000 

400 
30 
12,000 
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Once you understand the procedure for obta5.ning the lower and 
upper estimates of the product of two factors, you should obtain 
them mentally. For the problem 341 X. 29 "' 1 the lol.,rer estimate 
is and the upper estimate is ----------· 

127 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 'f: * ~'"( * * ".': * * ".': .. '"( * * * * .. ~ * * .. ~ * * -i-: * "1-: * * ... ( ~~ 
6,000 12,000 

For the problem 341 X 29 ~ the lower estbla.te is and the _"!"-__ _ 

upper estimate is------ The exact product is-----· 
1213 

*************************************** 

~,000 12,000 9,889 

Computation on an invoice; 129 

2,869 A-1516 tubes 4.86 15,943.34 

By estimation, determine whether the extension is (reasonable/unreasonable). 

*************************************** 

unreasonable 

For the problem 639 X 85 , the lower estimate is and 130 
the upper estimate is , the exact product is ~~~---------· 
Does the exact product fall between the estimates? (yea/no). 

*************************************** 

48,ooo 63,000 54,315 yes 

For the problem 757 X 849 ""t the lower estimate is and 131 
the upper estimate is • The exact product is .--~-------· 
Does the exact product fall between the estimates? (yes/no). 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * '!: * * * * o]( * * * * * * -1: * * * * * * * * * * * '1: 

560,000 720,000 642,693 yes 

For the problem 1,247 X 87 =-~, the lower estimate is -:---:------, and 
the upper estimate is • The exact product is ---------· 

132 

(Hint: Round 1,247 to thous~~ds and 87 to tens.) 

*************************************** 
80,000 180,000 108,489 
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Lcngt,h Hidth Area ~Sg. ft.l 
(a) 97' X 62·- 6.014 

133 

(b) 282' X 146' 41.172 
(c) 329' X 189' 82,181 
(d) 868 1 X 719 I 624.092 

'Which of these areas is obviously incorrect? -----

* * -~~ * * * * * * * * * ;I: * * ~'r * * * ~1: * * -J: * * 'i~ * * * * * ;1: * * * * * * * 
(c) should be 62,181 

Estuaatiug the product of two factors provides an indication of 
the size of the exact answer. This skill will be useful later in 
------------· the product of decimal factors. 

134 

*************************************** 
esti.':lating 
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(d) i•ittltiplic.at:lon Shortcuts 

We will no'' examine a. few short:c.uts that are commonly used in 135. 
arithmetic calculations. The first shortcuts are based on the 
multiplication of 10, 100, and 1~000. When multiplying by factors 
10, 100, 1,000 and so on, you simply annex as many · as 
are in the factor. 

*************************************** 
zeros 

Because 5 is ~ of 10, a convenient way to multiply by S is to aLtnex 136 
one zero to the other factor, and divide by 2. 

Problem 
5 X 2685 

Thought process 
13,425 

2) 26,850 

To multiply by S, annex one ___ and divide by----· 

*************************************** 
zero two 

A shortcut to multiplying by 5 is to one zero and ---- 137 
divide by • 

*************************************** 
annex two 

What is the shortcut to multiply by 5? 138 

*************************************** 
Annex one zero to the other factor and divide by 2. 

Use the shortcut for multiplying by S for these problems: 

(a) 5 X 7,284 
(b) 5 X 6,292 
(c) 5 X 143,764 

139 

*************************************** 
36,420 31,460 718,820 
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Using the shortcut for multiply5.~g by 5, do these problems mentally: ll}O 

{a) 5 X 9,768 
(b) 5 X 379 
(c) 5 X 143,767 

*************************************** 

48,840 718 835 -2. 

To save time, dollar signs (are/are not) included on invoice calculations. 141 

*************************************** 

are not 

Computations on au invoice. 

5 
5 
5 

1?2681 desks 
#4000·5 chairs 
A..CD cabinets 

239.40 
79.40 

148.90 

Complete these extensions 

142 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * 'it * * * * * * * * * * * -.': * * * * * * * * * * * "/~ * 
397 744.50 

The same shortcut can be used when multiplying by 50, 500, and so 
on. Because 50 is \ of one hundred, you annex 2 zeros and divide 
by 2; because 500 is ~ of , you annex zeros 
and divide by • 

143 

*************************************** 

1000 3 2 

Using the shortcuts for multiplying by 50 and 500, do these problems 144 
mentally: 

(a) 50 X 8,397 
(b) 500 X 4,673 

*************************************** 
419,850 2,336,500 
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~ R<ltC of P::t }': Gross Pay 
---~ ....... ll:..S 

50 X 3 .. 70 
50 X ~ .• 75 
50 X 2.10 
50 X 1 .. 90 

Compute pay 

.;;;l..-Bs_._o.;;.o __ ...;::s;.;.7 .• so 105.0Q 

ilecause 25 is ~ of 100, a ~hortcut to multiplying by 25 is to 
ann.ex ____ zeros and divide by • 

*************************************** 
four 

Using the shortcut for multiplying by 25, do these problems: 

25 X 363 ·-
25 X 369 "' 
25 X 370 = 

147 

*************************************** 

9;200 9;225 9.250 

Because 250 is ~ of 1,000, you can use a shortcut to ~~ltiplying by 148 
250 by annexing (No.) zeros and dividing by • 

250 X 763 = 

* * -J: -!: * * ~·, 'it * * * * * * * * * * * * '~ * * * * * * * * * * * * ~~ * * * * * 
three four 
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Cost Sheet for Printin.~~ Shop -- ,_. ____ ,.._ 

Hours ~of !-lachine Per Hour Total 
-25 -X $ 62. 

25 X 87. 
250 X 39. -250 X 134.50 

Complete ca.L:ulations 

~·: * * * * ~~ * * * ~~ * * ~~ ~'t * * * ~'r * * -1: ~\· 'i: * * * •J: * * * * * * * * * * * ~·: 

2,175 9,750 33,625 

Hhat are the shortcut rules for multiplying by 25 and 250? ------ 150 

*************************************** 

For 25, annex 2 zeroa and divide by 4; for 250 1 anne:Y. 3 zeros and divide by 4. 

Calculating machines themselves employ shortcuts to multiplying by 151 
9 1 99, 999, and so on. The shortcut for multiplying by 9 is to 
subtract the other factor from 10 times itself. 

Example: 9 X 153 - 1530 .. 153 =- -----

*************************************** 

1 377 

The shortcut to multiplying by 9 is to ------ the other factor 152 
from (No.) times itself. 

* * * * * * * * * ,'c * ~~ * * * * ~~ * * * * '1: * * * ~·: * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
subtract 10 

Using the shortcut for multiplying by 91 do these problems. The first 153 
one is partially completed. 

2,133 

9 X 237 
9 X 1,763 :::; 
9 X 9,876 --

15,867 

2370 - 237 .. .. 
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Truckir-.~ De-partnc:nt Calculation 

Load Distance 
(Tonsl _.(Hiles) Jou .. Mi.le~. 

9 X 187 
25 X 363 
14 X 250 
9 X 327 

(Use shortcut proc~dures) 

* * * * * * * * * * * * .;. .. ·]:~':**** 

1,683 , __ 2.;...l..c.;,5;;..,;7;..;;5 ____ 3,500 7,44~ 

The shortcut for multiplying by 99, sL~ilar to the one for 9, is 
to subtract the other factor from 100 times itself. 

Example: 99 X 873 87,300 .. 873 :;, 

155 

*************************************** 

86,4.27 ·----------------

Describe an easy way to multiply by 99. 156 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '\: * * * 'II * * * * * * * "k 

Subtract the other factor from 100 times itself. 

99 X 147 :::.: 
99 X 625 '"' 
99 X 1,437 

*************************************** 

14,553 61,875 142,263 

The shortcut for multiplying by 98 is similar to that for multiplying 158 
by 99: 

Subtract twice the other factor from ----------<~N-o ••• > times itself. 

Example: 32,400 - 648 

********~****************************** 

100 31,752 
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9.3 X 124 15~ ·------98 X 5 11 107 -

* * * * * * * * * * * * ******************* 

12,152 500,486 

Using the shortcuts, do these problems: 160 

99 X 336 
98 X 2,043 -· 

*************************************** 

_8_24,7~6~4~ ______ _100,214~---------------

The shortcut for multiplying of 999, simil.;tr to those for 9 and 99, 161 
is to subtract the othe:r: £ector from (Nod times itself. 

Using the shortcut for multiplying by 999 and a similar one for 998, 162 
do these problems: 

(a) 999 X J.,245 
(b) 993 X 1,341 ----------------

*************************************** 

1 243 755 _.J.. • 2 

\~eight Uemorand~ ~.e22r~ 

_Q.uantity 

98 crates 
999 hoxes 

25 bags 

oranges 
apples 
onions 

Unit 'Weight 

146 lbs. 
68 lbs. 
54 lbs. 

163 

Total 'Weight 

*************************************** 

~14~·~3-0~8 _________ 67~1~-------1~1~3-50~--
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164 

.lli!~X Item Price ----
426 ea A·Ol $ 99 
178 ea ·f/:675 250 
998 ea PP•l 'C:: o .... 

25 ea 675A 87 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
~3.,.1:;....? 4.;..._ __ .,;..44.;..,t1=s.;;.,oo"'----1$4 ,.s1o __ __1.~..11 s 
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(e) Verification of ~hlltiplication 

We have previously studied estimation of the product in multiplication. 165 
As in addition and subtraction, another technique for increasina 
accuracy is that of • 

************************************~** 

Verification 

As you will remember, many individual steps are involved in most 166 
multiplication problema. So, you will expect the verification procedure 
also to have steps. 

*************************************** 

Many individual 

By reversing the factors in the multiplication problem 78 X 29 •, you 167 
can verify the product. 

(1) 
Problem 

78 
X29 -

(2) 
Reversed factors 

29 
X78 -

The factora in (1) are in (2). ------
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ... * * .* * * * * • * * * * * * * * 
Reversed 

Verification of ·the product of two factors ean be made by ________ __ 168 
the factors and multiplying. 

*************************************** 

Reversing 

Show the verification of the multiplication problem below by reversing 169 
the factors. 

Problem 
65 

X 78 
S2o 
455 

5,070 

Verification 

*************************************** 

78 X 65 = 5,070 



Show verification of this product: 

1,789 
X 137 

334,543 

249 

170 
Verification 

*************************************** 
187 

X 1,789 
1683 

1496 
1309 
187 

334,543 

Show the verification of 4,923 X 365 = 1,795,895. Show reverification 171 
if necessary. 

Verification Reverification 

*************************************** 
4923 

X 365 
24615 

29538 
14769 

1,796,895 

365 
X 4923 

1095 
730 

3285 
1460 __________________________________ 1,796,895 

Miller and Boyd's Department Store owns these assets: building $275,000, 172 
store equipment $185,000, merchandise for sale $95,000, and truck $3,000. 
Estimate the total in thousands. 

*************************************** 
558 thousand 

Ross opened a bank account with a deposit of $717.42. After he had 173 
written two checks for $98.50 and $121.00, he calculated his bank balance 
and obtained $397.92. Does it appear that his calculations are correct? 
(yes/no) -------

*************************************** 
No (The estimated bank balance is about $500.) 



Sales Invoice 

187 PKGS. 
243 CASES 
49 BOXBS 
87 CASES 

A•l BISCUITS 
TOASTIES 
EVAP MILK 
CATSUP 

250 

.15 
2.56 
8.60 
7.60 

Place check marks by correct extensions. 
Correct errors in extensions which are t~ong. 

28.05 
622.08 
421.40 
666.20 

174 

*************************************** 
661.20 

Estimate the difference in ten thousands: 

$786.543.57 - $28,186.27 

(Choose) 
(a) $700,000 
(b) $759,000 
(c) $760,000 

175 

*************************************** 
c 

In the amounts below, a plus sign (+) indicated a deposit, and a minus 176 
sign (•) designates a withdrawal. Estimate in thousands the balance. 

$6,126.72 + 
1,929.40 + 
3,126.87 .. 

Estimated balance $ ________ __ 

*************************************** 
$5 000 



Machine Utilization R£29!! 

Machine Items Number of 
No. J.>er Hinute Minutes 

16 16 X 500 
29 49 X 1,427 
47 80 X 75 
48 89 X 120 

Verify extensions and correct errors. 

251 

Item•Minu~ 

s,ooo 
_66,923 

6,000 
10,680 

177 

*************************************** 

Machine No. 29 should be 69 1923 

Another method of verification is to divide the product by one of 
the factors. The result should be the other factor. 

Illustration 

179 X 224 ~ 40,096 

Verification 

224 
179)40096 

358 
429 
358 
7i6 

716 

If 40,096 is divided by 224, the result should be _________ (~N~o~·~l· 

178 

* * * * * * * * -~~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~·( * * * * * * 
179 

Show by division the verification of the following multiplication: 179 
1,789 X 657 = 1,175,373. 

Verification 

*************************************** 

657 
1789) 1175373 

10734 
10197 
8945 
12523 
12523 
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Show by division the verification of the following multiplication: 180 
1,246 X 695 ~ 865,970 

Verification 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
695 

1246)865970 
7476 
11837 
11214 

6230 
!?1Q 

\.Jhen you :u·rive at this point, ask your teacher for directions for 181 
completing Panel 3. In the absence of specific directions, complete 
Panel 3 following the instructions on it carefully. The letter in the 
upper right of Panel 3 is • 

*************************************** 
c 
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BUILDING SPEED AND ACCURACY IN DIVISION 

(a) Division Techniques 

To find the number of lO's in 100, we think 10)100 • Examine (a) • 182 
(b), and (c) below: 

(a) (b) (c) 

10)100 100. 10 :::: 100 
10 

The answer to each problem is • 

*************************************** 
10 

Examine these problems: (a) 100 + 10 = 10 tens + 1 ten = 10 
(b) 2,350 + 50 = 235 tens + 5 tens c 47 

The rule for dividing a number ending in zeros by a divisor ending in 
zero is to cross off the ending zero in each case and • 

183 

*************************************** 
Divide 

Examine these problems: 
(a) 2,300 + 100 = 23 hundreds • 1 hundred = 23 
(b) 6,600 + 300 = 66 hundreds + 3 hundreds = 22 

The rule for dividing a number ending in two zeros 9Y a divisor ending 
in two zeros is to cross off the (No.) ending zeros in each case 
and • 

184 

******************;******************** 

Two divide 

Problem Solution 

(a) 2,300)460,000 

(b) 3,400)68,000 

Show solution · 

2,3f0)460,000 

*************************************** 
2 0 

34@@)68,0@@ 
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Show how the zeros are removed in these problems and determine the 186 
answers: 

(~) 200)400,000 (b) 9~000)18,000.000 

* * * * * * * * * '* * * * * * * * * * * * *. * * * ~- * * * * * ·* ·* * *· * * * * 
.2000 

(a) 2@f)400,0@" 

42,000 • 200 = 
158,000 • 2,000 = 

6,118,000 • 300 = 

. . . 2;ooo •. 
(b) 9;@@@)18,000,000 

187 

*************************************** 
210 79 20,370 

Assume that you were to determine the number of lengths of rope 81 188 
feet long on a reel of 2,592 feet of rope. An extremely elementary 
way to determi~e the number would be to cut lengths of 81 feet from 
the reel and to them. · 

*************************************** 
Count 

Cutting and counting to determine the number of 81 foot lengths in 189 
21592 feet of rope is a simple explanation for division. Division is 
actually measuring the number of 81 foot pieces there are in 2,592 
feet. Finding how many 14 pound bags can be gotten from 692 pounds 
of apples is actually a process. 

*************************************** 
Measuring or division 

When you determine the number of equal parts that can be obtained 
from something, you are using the idea of division;;· 

190 

*************************************** 
Measuring 



Ho~1 many 81 1s are there in: 

(a) 81 
(b) 162-
(c) 243 __ 

255 

191 

(d) 810 
(e) 1,620 __ 
(f) 2,430--

*************************************** 
1 2 3 10 20 30 

Assuming that you don't want to go to the trouble of cutting and 
counting 81•foot lengths, you can say: 

(a) one 81-foot piece is 81 feet 
(b) two 8l•foot pieces is 162 feet 
(c) three 8l•foot pieces is 243 feet 
(d) thirty 8l•foot pieces is 2430 feet 

The combination of (b) and (d) equals 2,592 feet, so we can say there are 
----------- pieces of 8l•foot rope in 2,592 feet. 

192 

*************************************** 
32 

Using the measuring idea of division, determine the number of 63's in 193 
1,323. 

One 63 is 63. 
Tt-10 63's is 126. 
Twenty 63's in 1,260. 

Are there at least twenty 63's in 1,323? (yes/no) -------' twenty•one 
63's? (yes/no) , twenty-two 63's? (yes/no)--------· 

*************************************** 

Yes yes no 

A rough measure of the number of 81's in 2,592 is to say how many 80's 194 
there are in 2,600. There are roughly (3/30/300). ------

*************************************** 
30 
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Now that we recognize division as a measuring device, let's examine the 195 
process of division of whole numbers. In the problem 2•592 • 81, the 
divisor is and the dividend is • 

*************************************** 
81 2 592 

In the problem 2,592 ~ 81, the divisor is • Because numbers 196 
composed of two or more digits are difficult to use as a divisor, it 
is cus·tomary to use a trial divisor of one digit. l'lhen a divisor is 
composed of two or more digits, a/an is used to 
obtain the answer. 

*************************************** 
81 trial divisor 

A few steps iu the problem at the right are 
completed. The 8 in 81 is used as a trial 
divisor. There are 3 eights in 25, so 3 ie 
the first digit in the ---------

3 
81)2,592 

2 43 

197 

*************************************** 
.t\nswer 

The dtvision problem at the right is completed. 
The ~ in the quotient is obtained by dividing 
16 by • The 8 is known as the_. 

32 
81)2592 

243 
162 

162 

198 

~\' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~\' * * * * * * * * * * * * "/: 
8 trial di-visor 

51)3825 ;:; 199 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
75 



$5.000 ~ 25 = ? (Don't divide!) 

Would you estimate the answer as: 

(a) $20 
(b) $200 
(c) $2,()00 

257 

200 

~************************************** 

(b} §200 

$68,000 t 200 = ? (Don't divide!) 

Is the answer: 

(a) $34 
(b) $340 
(c) $3,400 

201 

*************************************** 
(b) $340 

$750,000 • 5,000 = ? (Don't divide!) 202 

Estimate the answer: -------

*************************************** 
$150 

(a) (b) 

31)651 

Which problem above can be done easily in the mind?-----

(a) (b) 

-~~ 71)22,081 70)21,000 

Which problem above c.an be done most quickly?--------

203 

*************************************** 
(a) (b) 
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(b) Rounding Numbers to Measure Accuracy in Division 

Which problem can be done most easily in the head? 

(a) two digits followed by O's • 1 digit followed by O's 

(b) 3 or more digits followed by zeros • 2 digits followed by O's 

(c) 1 digit with O's • 2 digits with O's 

*************************************** 
a 

Examine the problem and its rounded form below: 205 

Problem Rounded 

78)4936 so1490o 

The divisor 78 has been rounded to , which is one digit followed 
by a zero; and the dividend 4,936 has been rounded to , which is 
two digits followed by zeros. 

*************************************** 
80 4,900 

80)4,900 is the rounded form of 78)4,936. 200 
80)4,900 can be thought of as Sf)490• , which is roughly 61. 
we can say an estimate of the quotient of 78)4,926 is ----------· 

*************************************** 
61 

Problem Rounded for Estimation 

37)17,438 ------------------~ 40)17,000 

What is the estimated answer? ---------? 
*************************************** 
400 or 425 



Problem 

137)437 ,678 

Estimate the ans'tier! 

259 

Rounded for Estimation 208 

100)440,000 

----
*************************************** 
4400 

The steps for estimating answers in division are: 

(1) Round divisor to one digit followed by O's 

(2) Round dividend to two digits (or less) followed by O's 

(3) Obtain answer mentally 

Problem 

321)64,256 

Estimate answer! 

Rounded Form 

) 

-----

209 

*************************************** 
300)64,000 Answer ~ 21QO or 2133 

Estimate the answer: 

795)315,789 

210 

) 

Rounded form 

*************************************** 
800)320,000 Answer .,. 400 

Estimate the answers to these problems: 

(a) 643,752 • 431 = 

211 

(b) 1,179 • 38 c 

*************************************** 
1,600 300 
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1,674 .. 71 = 23 aud remainder 41. Z12 

What is the estimated answer? ) 

*************************************** 
24 

70)1,700 

Cost Department 

Pieces Work 
Completed 

4,756 
13,309 
7,917 

• 
• • 

Number of 
Employees 

41 
59 
87 

Average No, 
of Pieces · 

116 
221 
121 

Which average is obviously incorrect?---------

213 

*************************************** 
121 should be 90 

Personnel Department 

Departmental 
Absences 

A 
B 
c 

,1,512 
4,505 

273 

No. of 
Employees 

378 
905 

39 

Average 

4 
6 

.7 

214 

Which average is most likely to be incorrect according to estimation? ____ 

*************************************** 
B 
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The verification of the aust'ler 23 R 41 for 71) 1,674 is shown below: 215 

(a) 71 
23 

2TI 
142 

1,633 

divisor 
answer 

(b) 1,633 
41 remainder . 

1,674 

The steps of verification are (a) multiply the divisor by the _________ ; 
(b) add th~ to the product of the divisor and the answer. 
The sum should equal the • 

* ~'t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Answer remainder dividend 

Find the answer and remainder: Estimate answer: 216 

71)1,674 ) 

*************************************** 
23 41 remainder 24 
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(c) Handl:l..ng the Trial Divisor in. Long Division 

Expertness in long division results from care in choosing the trial 217 
divisor. Even so. you will use an eraser frequently because the 
--------- will not always result in the correct answer. 

~~************************************* 

Trial divisor 

In the problem 71)1.674 ,-we use 7 as the .trial divisor because 71 218 
rounds to 70. The divi.~rs 71. 72, 73. and 74 would all be rounded 
to , which results in being the trial divisor for all 
of them. 

*******•******************************* 
70 7 

'fhe estimated answer for 74)2,176 is • The trial divisor 
for 74)2,176 is • -----

219 

*************************************** 
70 7 

Study the attempt to complete 74)2,176 below. 

3 
74)2176 

m 
In the first step we see that our 7 as a trial divisor gave an answer 
too large because 222 is larger than • 

220 

*************************************** 
217 
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Study the attempt to complete 74)2.176 below. 

3 
(a) 74)2176 

29 
(b) 74)2176 

~ 
696 
666 
To remainder 

Because 222 is too large in (a). we must abandon Step (a) and begin 
Step (b) for which we obtained 29 as an answer and 30 as a • 

221 

*****************~********************* 

Remainder 

'!"""!!"'!"i:2~9 and R. 30 · 
74)2176 is in (reasonable agreement/complete dt.sagreement) 
--------------- with the estimated quotient of 31. 

222 

* * * * * * * * * * * * *· * *· * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Reasonable agreement 

The rounding of the divisor is helpful in providing us with a 223 

-----------------------· 
*************************************** 
Trial divisor 

The rounding of both the divisor and dividend helps us to estimate 224 
the • 

*************************************** 
Answer 

$1.95 
3.95 
1.10 

$ .95 
7.09 
1.45 

$10.25 
.40 

6.20 

Determine the estimated sum in dollars. $. _______ _ 

225 

*************************************** 
$32 



$125.42 + 
79.60 + 

100.00 -

~300.o00 + 
so.oo + 

100.00 -

264 

Determine the estimated balance of this account. $ 
Calculate the exact balance. $ ------

226 

*************************************** 
$355 $355.02 

The estimated answer for 63)3717 is ___ and the actual answer 227 
is -----· 
*************************************** 
61 59 

The estimated answer for 91)2370 is and the actual answer --- 228 
is • 

*************************************** 
27 26 and 4 remainder 

The estimated answer for 421)87672 is-----
and the actual answer is ----· 

229 

*************************************** 
220 208 remainder 

Cost Accounting ComEutation 

$28,435.69 X 379 = 10.777.126.51 

Determine whether the product given lies between the upper and 
lower estimates. 

Lower estimate 
---------------- Upper estimate---------

230 

*************************************** 
$6,000,000 $12,000,000 
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The esti.11ated answer for 48) 1655 is -----· 

34 
48)1655 

144 
215 
192 
23 remainder 

This problem involves (whole numbers only/decimals and whole numbers). 

231 

*************************************** 
34 whole numbers only 

In the problem 48)1655, we use 5 as the trial divisor because 48 rounds 232 
to SO. Divisors of 45, 46, 47, and 49 all would be rounded to , 
which results in being the divisor for all of them. 

*************************************** 
50 5 trial 

The estimated answer for 37)1542 is • 
for 37)1542 is • ---

The trial divisor 233 

********************~****************** 

31 4 

Study the attempt to complete 37)1542. 

The 3 in the answer is too small because 
43 is larger than • 

3 
37)1542 

111 
43 

234 

*************************************** 
37 
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Study the attempt to complete 37)1542 below: 

(a) 37)1542 
111 
T3 

4 
(b) 37)1542 

~~ 

Because the answer was too small in (a), we must abandon Step (a) and 
begin Step (b). 

Complete Step (b). Answer ·----- Remainder ·------

235 

*************************************** 
41. 25 remainder 

41 actual answer 
37)1542 

148 
62 

37 
25 remainder 

---~3~7- estimated answer 
37)1542 

Does the actual answer appear to be reasonable? (yes/no) 

236 

* * * * * * * * * * * *'* * * * ~\" * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 'It**** * 
Yes 

The estimated answer to 77)3716 is • ---- The actual answer 237 
is • 

*************************************** 
46 48 20 remainder 

The estimated answer to 663)31161 is • ---- The actual answer 238 
is • 

*************************************** 

44 47 
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During 25 ~~rking days, 56-employees produced 1,728.400 lbs. of 
corrugated paper. 

(a) Deterr~ine the number of man-days. (Hint: multiply the no. of 
days by the no. of employees.) 

(b) Determine the number of lbs. per man•day. 

239 

*************************************** 
1400 1, 234 • 800 remainder 

When you arrive at this point. ask your teacher for directions, 
for completing Panel 4. ln the absence of specific directions, 
follmv the instructions on it carefully. the letter in the 
upper right of Panel 4 is • 

240 

*************************************** 

D 
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BUILDING SPBBD AND ACCURACY WITH COMMON FRACTIONS 

(a) Meaning and Tend.nology of Fractions 

Examine these statements: 

(a) Two out of three voted "yea." 

(b) .! 's voted "yes." 
3 

(c) Of the 60 present, 40 voted ''yes." 

(d) Of the 60 present, 10 voted "yes." 

Statement ___ does not fit the pattern of the other three. 

241 

*************************************** 
(d) 

2 
Many ideas in business are converted to fractions, such as 3 's for 2 242 
out of 3. The iclea of 14 out of 16 could be converted to the fraction _______ ,. 
*************************************** 
7 
lJths 

7 
i -------------------~ 

------------------~ 
numerator 
denominator 

Of 8 parts, how many parts are represented by the U\IIIU!rator? ----

243 

*************************************** 
7 

2 
3 

Does the numerator designate how many parte ln all? (yes/u) _ 
Which rep:re•ents the number of parts taken from the Whole? 
(numerator/denominator) ------

244 

*************************************** 
No numerator 



fraction· 

..! 
10 ------~ 
-----~ 

269 

Name of · P&rt. 245 

*************************************** 
Numerator . · · cleDOZDiDater ·. 

Which of these puts of a clollar is the smallesta $ 1 
i 

1 
3 

1 ? 
l 

251 

*************************************** 

• 1 
i 

The more pieces a dollar is tliricJed into. tbe (emaller/larger) the value 252 
of the piece. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *. * *. * *. * * * * * * * * * * * .• 
Smaller 

1 
i 

A 
8 

A 
8 

fte clencJaainat• in each cue 18 • The a:Lze of the denad.Dator 

ln 1 :La (the earle as/different from) that f.n j . -----

253 

***************************·************ 
8 the same as 

1 5 7 3 3 = 2S4 i + i + i + i + i . Their sum is obtained by placing 
the sum of the DU~Deratora ove~ 8, which wulcl be .!I• Because .!I . 
represents 2 wholes ailcl 3 eighti rema:Ln:Lng, we Wl'ite 2 ~ for the sum. If 
we had gotten .!1 , we woulcl hav.e ch&Upcl t.t. to • 

*******•******************************* 
2! 

8 
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1:! ls ·called .an lmpro:eer fractiOn ~ecause the numerator is larger 255 
8 

than the dencaiDatOI'. 2S vou14 be known as a/an fraction. 
4 

*************************************** 
Imeroeer 

If l! is called an improper fraction because tbe numerator ia larger 256 
8 

tban the . ·• then l could be called a fraction 
8 

bec:auae the cleuaminator ls .larger than. the • 

*******************·******************** 
Denominator noper numerator 

19 is called a/an----- fraction because ·the numerator ·is 
Iii 

257 

------- than .the --------·· 

****************************~~········· 

Proeer smaller de!,!!!d.nator 

Because in 3 the cleu.af.nator ie laraer than Che -----• it is 
i 

calle4 a ------------ fraction. Because iD 175 the numerator ie 
T 

258 

------- than the denaminator, it is tmewn ae a/an fraction. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *. * * * * * * * * * .~. * * *. 
Numerator proper larger Wroper 
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(b) Addition and Subtraction of Fractions 

Becauae! +! +! = l , then we must coneicler all eights to be 259 
8 8 8 8 

(the same/different) size. . 
Because 1 + 1 + 1 does· not· equal a certain number of thirds or fi£ths 1 i i J . . 
then it must be that thirds and fifths are of (the same/different) eize(e)" 

*************************************** 
Same different 

Because the of fraction8 indicate ~he size of the parts to be .260 
acldecl 01' subtracted, it is necessary tbat the . fractions have the same 

-------· 
*************************************** 
DenominatOI' denominator 

1 and 1 can be added or subtracted only if they are converted to like 3 s . . . -
fractions, which meane fractions .w.Lth the same (denominators/numerators). 
~-----·• · Fractions with the same deuomf.nators are known as 
~) ___________ fractions. 

261 

*************************************** 
Denominators like 

Because 2 and 17 have the ___ denominators, they are called » 3s 
262 

-------------- fractions. 

*************************************** 
Same like 

Because 4 and J. bave the denominaters, they are 
lS 15 

known as fractions. 
Likewise, because _2 and l have different denominators, they are 

16 8 
designated as fractions. 

263 

*************************************** 
Same like unlike 
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17 J. 
Because lS and 10 have denominators, they are called 

fractions.-----------
264 

*************************************** 
Different unlike 

The fractions.! and! are converted to like fractions by thinking of. 265 
3 s . 

a number into which both 3 and 5 will divide evenly. What 1s the 
smallest number into which 3 anti 5 will divide evenlyt ----

*************************************** 
15 

What is the smallest number into which these will divide evenly~ 
(a) 3. 4, 6, 12 
(b) 2, 4, a, 2. 

266 

*************************************** 
w 12 (b) 8 

~nat is the smallest number into which these will divide evenly? 
(a) 2, 31 4, 8 
(b) 9, 3, lS, 5 

267 

*************************************** 
(a) 24 (b) 45 

When adding or subtracting the fractions . ! and ! • 15 is chosen 268 
3 5 

as the least common .denominator because it is the smallest number 
into which both 3 and 5 will divide. 

For the fractions ! and ! , 15 is the ------------
3 s 

denominator. 

*************************************** 
Least: common 
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The least common denominator for adding the fractions 1 , 3 , and 
2 4 

269 

The least conmton denominator for the fractions 7 , l , 
8 4 

1 is 12. 
3 
and 1 is • 

3 -----

*************************************** 
12 

! c l_ The missing numerator is determined by thinking of what 270 
3 15 
you can multiply both the numerator and denominator by to obtain lSths. 
It is because 15 • 3 = • 

*************************************** 
s s 

1 ""l_ because 
3 15 

1 X 5 = 
3 X !Y 

271 

*************************************** 
5 
1s 

1 "" 
5 ls 

Fill in numerator 272 

*************************************** 
3 
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The proceclure for aclcling ! ancl .! is shown below: 
3 5 

1 .. 5 
3 'iS 
1 - 3 
5 1s 

=8 
i5 

Show how to aclcl :l ancl 1 • 
4 3 

273 

*************************************** 
1 = 3 
4 12 
! ... 4 
3 'i2 

= 7 
12 

Because .! ancl ! of a clollar repreaent the aame amount of money, they 274 
2 . 8 

are callecl equivalent fractions. Because .! ancl!_ represent the 
3 15 

same part of a whole, they are callecl _________ fractions. 

*************************************** 
Equivalent 

3 ancl 6 are ----- fractions. 
7 i4 

275 

*************************************** 
Equivalent 

If the answer to a problem involving fractions is .!! , we always find 276 
58 

an equivalent fraction with the smallest denominator possible. 
Por example: 

1 

B a. l 
2 

l! is equivalent to/different from !• 
58 2 

;{. 

*************************************** 
Equivalent to 



When an answer su~h. as .!2, :La changed to 1 ; we sa)' that: we are 277· 
58 . 2' 

re4uc:Lna .!2 to .. its, lowest terms.·. y ... • When' we wr:l.te 
. 58 . . 39 

the ~-r~ we have. ed to its lowest terms. 

* *·. * .. * * * * *··* ·* •.• ·* * ·*·* ·* *· * * ·* •.• * .•.• * * .• * * .• * .• * * * * *. 
! 
3 red"ilced · 

Observe one. proeeclue fer recluc:Lns 125 to its lowest terms: 
1000 

1 • ,. 
m_ = 1 
DJiJ i ... 
" . 8 

In each step both the nUIIlerator and denom11lator were, both divicled by_. 

278 

*************************************** 
5 

Reduce these fract:Lous to their lowest terms. 

375 
'iiOO 

5625 
10000 

279 

··~~*********************************** 

3 -8 
L 
16 

A mixed naabu is the cdlnatloa of a whole number anc1 a fractloa. 280 
Which one of· these :La a mf.ud n\llllber? 

' 
(a) 1 . (b) !Z: (c) 5 ! 

8 2 3 
· Which is an improper fractf.oll? 

*************************************** 
2 s.3 

17 
2 
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Because 6 1 1a composed of a whole number and a fraction. 1t 1a known 
8 

as a/an .• 
------------------~ 

281 

*************************************** 
Mixed number 

The least CCIIIIIllOtl denominator for the fractions at the risht ls 282 

-----·· 
'!'he sum of the three mixed numbers ia ---· 

*************************************** 

24 

861 
8 

- 25 f 

19 
22 24 

What is the common . denominator? _.....__ 
283 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .• * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

8 

. 3 D 

31-8 

- 141 = 4 

61! 
8 

The subtraction problem is partially 
COIIlPleted. 
Before the problem can be completed 
1 IDU8t be borrowed from 31. There are 
____ <N .. o-.:~•~> eights 1n 1. 

284 

*************************************** 
8 

The subtraction problem at the right is 
partially complete. l was changed to 

.8 
11 becau.e the borrowed 1 and 3 -a i 
together make ! + l = • 

8 8 
The answer 11 -----· 

285 

*************************************** 
11 -a 16 ~ 

8 
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The common denominator for the subtraction problem 
at the right is • 

The difference between the two ___ nwnbers 
is • 

42 ~ 
8 

• 17!! 
12 

286 

*************************************** 

24 mixed 
24 !Z 

24 

A brief review for adding mixed numbers is 
shown at the right. 

The equivalent fraction in 12ths for 3 
is • 4 

The sum of the mixed numbers is ---• 

75! 
3 

16! 
2 

24.2 
6 

::: 4 
'i2 

= 6 
12 

= !Q. 
12 

281 = 
4 

287 

********************~****************** 

9 
I2 145 ...i. 

12 

The common denominator for the fractions at the 
right is • 

The sum of the mixed numbers le ---· 

42! 
2 

65! 
3 

12! 
4 

5.2 
6 

24! 
3 

288 

*************************************** 

12 
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(c) Multiplication of Fractions 

A common business problem might be to determine one half of three 289 
quar~ers of a ton, which would be written as 1 of 3 • How would 

2 4 
one•third of one•half gross be written? 

****************************~********** 

1 1 
3 of 2 

(a) 1 of 1 is computed as 1 X 1 • 
2 2 . 2 2 !X!=----

2 2 
(b) 1 of l would be computed as----· 

3 4 
2X3=----
l 4 

290 

*************************************** 
1 2 X 3 = 6 c 1 
4 3 4 n: 2 

1 X 1 = 
i L 1 

'I. X 6 
2 X 3 Q> 

Compute this problem also by cancellation. 

Il.x! = 
32 9 

291 

*************************************** 
3 
4 

Attempt to multiply these mixed numbers without cbang:Lng them to 
improper fractions. 6 ! X 2 ! = 1 

4 s 
ls this easy to do? ____ 

292 

*************************************** 
No 



'1.79 

Multiplying directly two mixed numbers such as 6 ! and 2 ~ is too com• 2S3 
4 5 

plicated Eo ~e change them to improper fractions. In an improper fraction 
the is larger than the • 

*************************************** 
Numerator denominator 

6 1 is converted to an improper fraction by thinking 6 is 1a ; 
4 24+1=25 4 

4 4 4 
Convert 2 1 to an improper fraction: 

5 

294 

*************************************** 
10 

2.= s 10 + 2 :: 12 ;s 5 5 
When the mixed numbers in the problem 6 ! X 2 ~ : are converted to 295 

4 s 
improper fractions, we can cancel and multiply as shown: 

6 .! X 2 1 ::= 1! .2. X t1. 1 ,.., ll == 15 
4 5 ll Jl 1 

Complete: 

7ix3! = 

*************************************** 
24 

(a) 3l X 2 ~ = 
4 5 

296 

(b) 5 ~ X 4l .. ., 
6 7 

*************************************** 
(a) 9 (b) 25 
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&icbarcla, an executive, estimated the answer to 79 A ft. X 3 ! ft. to . 297 
4 5 

be about 240 sq. ft. 
Do you think he would also have to calculate the exact sq. ft. 1 ----

*************************************** 
"yes" is a sood answer 

As in all arithmetic, it is posaible to estimate fairly accurately 
the procluct of the multipU.cation of fractions. Fractions are rouncled 
to the nearest whole numbers. Fflr the problem 7 ! X 6 .! 1 the mixed 

s 3 
numbers are rounded to 7 X 7 c 49. The actual answer is ----• 
which is only (No.) away from the estlmate. 

298 

*************************************** 
48 1 

The mixed numbers in 8 ! X 4 ! • may be rounded to 8 X 4, which equals 299 

~--· 3 s The actual pro4uct .is , which is only (No.) from the estimate. 

*************************************** 
32 35 3 

2 ! · is rounded clown to 2. 
8 

2 1 is rounded !2 to 3. 
8 

What is 6 ! rouncled to? __ _ 
s 

What is ,n roun4ed to'l ---
12 

300 

*************************************** 
6 7 

&ound these: 301 

(a) 14 .! 
3 

(b) 17 l 
4 

(c) 12 ! 
2 

<4> sal! 
15 

*************************************** 
15 17 13 59 
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First estimate the product to these problems; then comp,ate the 
exact product.· 

(a) 14 ~X 2! • 
3· 4 

(b) sAx 1! 11:1 

3 2 
(c) 12! X 3l .. 

3 5 

302 

* * * * •. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Estimate: 30 
Actual: 33 

12 52 

8 i 45 l 
----------------------~--------·' 
When estimating the product of fraction problems 
! X 18 • 6 for the estimated product. 
3 
! x 24!. (estimated product). 
4 3 

like ! X 17 ! , think 
3 2 

303 

************************************ti** 
6 

Estimate the products of these: 304 

(a) ! X 74! = 
5 2 

(b) stl ~ ! . 

(c) 65 I x 1 a s 8 

*************************************** 
15 27 8 

For the problemi X 29 f • estimate the answer by thinking: 

(a) 2 is less than 1 . s 2 
(b) ! X 30 • 15 

2 
(c) The estimated product is less than __ • 

305 

*************************************** 
15 
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Estimate the product for this problem: l X 241 1 = 
The eat1matecl product is leas than ~· 8 ··· · 1 

306 

*************************************** 
121 

Estimate the products: 

(a) 3 
ro 

(b) 5 
i2 

X 89! • 

.x 195 j . 

307 

*************************************** 
Each product la less than: 45 98 

For the problem! X 864 1 , estimate the answer by thinking: ''1 
8 4 

308 

(a) 7 is a little less than 1 
i 

(b) 1 X 865 • 865 

(c) The eatimatecl product is less than_..._ __ • 

*************************************** 
865 

5 2S 3 i X 1 i • 309 

*************************************** 
Less than 125 

Estimate the products: 310 

(a).!· X 391 ~ 
3 8 

(b) .ll X 4:..876 ! • 12 , 2 

*************************************** 
Less than 40 Leas than 4,877 · 
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(d)· Division of Fractions 

Examine these two problems: 311 
(a) S + 3 • (b) S X! • 

1 3 
The answer for (a) is and for (b) is • 
They· have (the same/different) answers. ---· 

*************************************** 

Examine theae two problems: 
(a) S clivided into thirds 

or 
S + 1 ° 

3 

aame 

(b) S X 3 a. 

'i 

The answer for (a) t.a and for (b) is • 
They have the· same/different anewers. --· 

312 

*************************************** 
15 15 same 

When 1 is inverted it becomes 1 • 
3 1 

313 

When ! is changed to ! • we say that the ! bas been ---• 
8 3 8 

*************************************** 
Inverted 

Because S • ! • and S X ! a have the same anawera, we can state 314 
3 1 

a rule for division of fract:lone: 
Invert the divisor ao.G multiply. 
COUlplete this division: 16 + l • 16 X ! a 

3 2 

* * * ·1r ! ~-•• * * * ••••• * • * * • • • • * • * • * ••••• * * * * • 
24 
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To divide fractions, invert tl:le (dtvtsor/divf.dend) and multiply. _ 315 

·····~································· 
Divisor· : ·· 

When. division· poblems contain. mf.xed n\llil1)ers, ~irs~ change the 316 
mf.~d numbers to improper fractions; ... 'then · the cliv:l.aer 
ancl multiply. 

*************************************** 
Invert 

In the prob1'911l. 12 ! • . A • • it is necessary to change the D4,xed 317-
; . _.! : . -2 .3.4 

numbers to ; then invert the -----
and • 
Complete the divia:Lon: 12 ~. • . 3 1 .... 

; ·' 

*************************************** 
Improper fractions multiply 

The estimation of answers to ·the . div:Laion of fractions -is just aa 
important a8 estimating products to multiplication problems. Tbe 
problem 15 ! • 4 ! • rounded ~ecomea · t.~; . The 

3 3 
estimated answer 1.s ----· 

318 

*************************************** 
15 • 5 • 3 

The estimated answer for 15 1 • 4 2 • is ---·• 'lhe actual 
answer is • 1 3 

. 319 

*************************************** 

3 

The estimated answer for 52 1 • 7 1 = 1a figured: 53 • 7 a 8 approx. 320 
'lhe actual' answer is -· 'i 4 .. 

··············~························ 
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Find the estimated and actual snswers: 

(a) 

(b) 

17 1 ~ 8 1 = 
2 6 

127 3 • 19 7 = 
4 8 

Est. __ _ 

Est. __ _ 

321 

Act. __ _ 

Act. __ _ 

*************************************** 
2 2 1 

7 
6 6 68 

1s9 

Estimate and complete these divisions: 

(a) 4 1 + 3 3 = 
2 4 

(b) 2 1 + 3 3 '"'' 
2 4 

Est. ---
Est. __ _ 

322 

Act. __ _ 

Act. __ _ 

*************************************** 
1 1 1 

5 
3 
4 

2 
3 

Hhen estimating the answer of 7 1 + 1 • think: 
4 i 

(a) Round 7 1 to 7 
4 

(b) 7 + 1 a 7 X 8 = 56 
8 

The estimated answer for 12 .!_ •! = ------· 
lS 3 

323 

*************************************** 
36 

Estimate the ans't~ers for these problems: 

(a) 89 l • ! -· 
3 2 

(b) 4 3 .. 1 = 
4 6 

324 

*************************************** 
180 30 
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~Then estimating the answe~ of 173 1 + 7 , think: 
2 i 

(a) 1 is approximately 1 
8 

(b) 174 + 1 c 174 

The estimated answer of 26 1 • 5 = 
3 i --------

325 

*************************************** 
26 approximately 

Estimate the answers for these problems: 

(a) 12 ! + .!! = approx. 
5 12 

(b) 36 ~ + 1 = approx. 
8 9 

326 

*************************************** 
12 37 

When you arrive at this point• ask your teacher for directions for 327 
completing Panel S. . 
In the absence of specific directions. complete Panel S following the 
instructions on it carefully. The letter in the upper right of Panel 
5 is • 

**************************************** 
F 
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DECIMAL FIACTIONS 

(a) The Meaning of Decimals 

The calculating machines of modem business are not equippecl to banclle 328 
the fractions that we have .been just studying, known aa common"fractt.ons. 
They can, however, compute with 4fclma.l fractions, 
MOdern calculating machines can easily compute with fractions. 

*************************************** 
Decimal 

The clenominators of decimal fractions are ~ written, but unclerstoocl. 329 
For example: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Corzmcm Fraction 

s 
iO 
23 
roo 
L 
100 

Decimal Fraction 

= .s 

= ,23 

= .06 

The clenominatora of---- fractions are uncleratoocl. 

*************************************** 
Decimal 

The CCIIJIDOU fraction S ancl the clecimal fraction .s are both react 
S tenths, iO 

Observe: L = .s 
10 

1 zero 1 place to the 
right of the point 

The tenths in decimals are inclicatecl by (No,) place(s) to the right 
of the point. 

330 

*************************************** 
1 
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The common fractionl!_ and the decimal fra~tion .23 are both read 331 
23 hundredths • 100 

Observe: 23 = . • 23 .· 
100 

2 zeros 2 places to the 
right of the point 

The hundredths :l.n decimals are indicatecl by --~<N::.;:oo.:;.,_) place(s) to the 
right of the point. 

*************************************** 
2 

In .L = .s, there are as many zero• in the denomi.nator of the COiliDOU 332 
10 

fraction 1_ as there are places to the right of the decimal tn ~S. 
10 

There are (No.) zeros tn the denominator of l!_, and there _..-<a.;N~o;.::;;4) 
places to the right of the decimal in • 23, 100 

*************************************** 
2 2· 

For every zero 1n the denomiuator of the common fraction .!!t!.,. , there 333 
1000 

should be (the same/a different) number of places to the right of the 
clecimal in the equivalent decimal fraction. 

248 • (decimal fraction) 
'iiiOO -----

*************************************** 
Same .248 

Change these c0111110n fractions to decimal fractions: 334 

125 = -1000 
75 = 
100 
11897 
10,000 

*************************************** 
.125 ,75 .1897 
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The ectuivalent decimal fraction for J... f.s ,03. 
100 

The ectuivalent decimal fraction for 6 ia • . iOO -

335 

*************************************** 
.06 

When a whole number precedes a 4eciaa11 the peint is read aa "and,'' 336 
Therefore 2,4 ia read aa 2 . 4 tenths. 

*****-********************************** 
And-

.37 is read 37 • 

.165 ia read 16'~5------ • 
5.027 is reacl S _____ 27 ----•· 

337 

*************************************** 
Hundred the thousandths and thouaarulthl 

The wa7 f.n which ...!.. l8 interpreted in~catea how lt can be changed to 338 
a decimal, 100 · 

3 is read 3 ___ ancl . f.s witten ___ as a 4eclmal •. 
iOi 

*******************•******************* 
Hundredths ,03 

41 la read 41 ten ----• · vhlch means aa a decimal it baa 
10,000 
~=-=-~~(N_,o-=· ·~) places to the rlpt of the decimal. Aa a decimal 

41 is written • 
10,000 

339 

*************************************** 
Thouaancltba 4 .0041 
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(b) Converting Common Fractious to Decimals 

Convert these common fractions to decimals: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

578 
loOO 

35 
100o 

8 
lOoO 

= 

.. 

340 

*************************************** 
.578 .035 .008 

35 is equivalent to 3.5 341 ro 
483 = • (Decimal) 
ToO 

*************************************** 
4.83 

Common Fraction 

(a) 3 
to.ooo 

(b) 35 
10 

(c) 387 roo 

Dectmal Fraction 342 

= 

• 
.. 

*************************************** 
.0003 3.5 3.87 

To convert 1 to a decimal you must find a common fraction whose denomi• 343 
i 

nator is 10, 100, or 1000. Fractions whose denomitl4tors are 10, 100, or 
1000 can be immediately written as fractions. 

*************************************** 
Decimal 



To convert 1 to a decimal fraction. i ··. 
Follow these.two steps: 

1,25 
(a) 8)1,000 

{b) 1 a 125 • ___ (Decimal) 
8 'iOOo 

291 

Think! is bo" many thousandths. 344 
8 . 

*************************************** 
.125. 

Convert !_ to a clectmal. Follow these two steps: 
16 

(a) 16)100000 (Use as many zeros as necessary to divide evenly) 

(b) 1 • • ___ (Decimal) 
li 10000 

345 

*************************************** 
625 .0625 

To convert ! to a common fraction, think 1 • ~? '!""!""!" 
6 i 1,000 2 1661 

6)1000 

Aclclitional zeros in the denominator will yield repeating 6'a. 
want 3 decimal places • we stop with: 

2 
1 • 166 3 111 . (Decimal). 
6 iOOo 

346 

So, if we 

*************************************** 
2 

.166 3 

Convert 1 to a 3•plaee decimal: i . . 
(a)! c 

9 1,000 
(b) 9)).000 

(c) ! sc..;......;... • ___ (Decimal) 
9 ].000 

347 

*************************************** 
• 1 

,111 i 
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If ! = .111 ! as a decima.lt then 2 'tl.i.ll be tlo7icc as large, 
9 9 i 

2 = ____ (Decimal) 
9 

* * * * *'* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * "!t * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
2 

.222 i 

A short way to change Z to a decimal :l.s to divide 9 into 2 with as many 349 
9 

zeros as '~ want deetmal places after it. 

(a) 9)2,000 

(b) l = ~~-
9 1000 

= ___ (Decimal.) 

*************************************** 

222! 
9 

.222 ~ 
9 

The rule for converting any common fraction into a decimal is to 350 
divide the denominator :l.nto the numerator with ao many zeros as places 
wanted in the decimal. 

To convert ! to a 3-place decimal you would divide 2,000 by • 
3 

*************************************** 

3 

To convert ! to a 3-place decimal you complete: 
3 

3)2.000 = ,666 ! 
3 

A decimal :La placed eo that there are 3 4ecima.l places as shown here: 
• 6661 , which may be rounded to • 

351 

*****~********************************* 

.667 
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Convert l to a 3-plnce decimal. 
ls 66 2 

15)1000 3 
Because 3 decimal places are required, the decimal for 
__ .IIO(N .. o~·""'> place(s) to the left of 66 l as follows: 

2 3 
,066 3 , which may be rounded to _. 

66 l will be placed 
3 

352 

*************************************** 

One ,067 

.L converted to a 3-place decimal is ------· 
32 

353 

*************************************** 

.094 

As a common fraction, • 7 is written ___ ; and as a common fraction 354 
.70 is written • 

* * * * * * * * ,': * * * * * 'J: * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
L 
10 

70 
IOo 

Observe that 1!L1 = 7 m 10 
Therefore, we can say that .70 is (equal to/different from) .7 ______ • 

355 

*************************************** 

Egual to 

2 converted to a 3•place decimal is .oao, which is often immediately 
25 

356 

written as .oa. 
Is .oa (equal to/less than) ,080? ------· 

*************************************** 

Equal to 

3 converted to a 3•place decimal is ----· 
16 

357 

*************************************** 

,187 i or ,188 



Convert these common fractions to J .. place d.ecimals: 

(a) 1 = 
8 

(b) 3 = 
8 

(c) 5 = 
8 

(d) 1· = 
8 

358 

*************************************** 
.125 .375 .625 .875 

Convert these common fractions to 3-place decimals: 

(a) 1 • 
7 

(b) 3 .,. 
7 

{c) 126 = 
500 

359 

*************************************** 

.142! 
7 .429 .252 

2 co11verted to a 3•place decimal is -----· 
3So 

360 

*************************************** 

,005 ~ 
7 or ,006 
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(c) Converting Dectmala to Cammon Fractlona 

Decimal fractions are converted to ccanon fractions by writing them as 361 
common fractions and reducing the result • 

• s • S = ___ (Reduced fraction) ·ro 
*************************************** 
1 
I 

The COIIDOil fraction equivalent for .125 is l!L a --· (Reduced) 
1000 

362 

*************************************** 
1 
i 

The COIIIIlOD fraction equivalent for .179 is ---·• 363 

*************************************** 
179 
1000 

Detend.ne the cOI'IIDOD fraction equivalenta for: 

(a) .2 a 

(b) .s • 
(c) .25 • 

(4) .75 c 

364 

**************************************** 
1 
5 

4 
l 



TONS 

(Decimals) 

.875 

.soo 

.125 

.625 

.375 

TONS 

(Common rractioos) 

296 

365 

******************·********************* 
7 
i 

1 
2 

1 
8 

~ 
8 

l 
8 

We alreaay know that A 1e eC(Uivalent to !.. , 
4 12 

We can aleo change A back to !_ as follows: 

3 X 3 "" 
4X3 

4 12 

because 9 reduces to A • 
12 4 

366 

*************************************** 
9 
12 

MUltiplying the numerator and denominator of a common fraction by the 367 
same number produces a/an fraction. 

*************************************** 
lguiva1ent 

.43 3 is converted to a common fraction aa follows: 
;; l 1 

43 l = ~ 4 = 43 4 X 4 = ill 
• 4 100 100 X 4 400 

175 is then reduced; 175 = 7 
400 4oo'ii 
What cODIDOn fraction 1e .56 ! 'l ., ·· • 

4 

368 

*************************************** 
9 
'ii 
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Chapman owns .68 1 of 160 acres of land. In a common fraction what part 369 
4 

does he own? _"""!""' ____ • How many acres does he ow? -----

*************************************** 
ll 
16 110 acres 

Convert these decimals to common fractions: 

Decimals 
1 

.12 2 
1 

.87 2 

Common Fractions 

370 

*************************************** 
1 7 
8 8 

Bond gave .13 1 of his annual income to one daughter, .26 2 to his 
3 3 

371 

wife, 13 ! to churches, and .06 l to a college. In common fractions, 
3 3 

what part did he give each. Daughter -----• Wife , 
Churches , College • If his income was 
$15,000, how much did he have left? ------·• 

*************************************** 
2 
rs 

4 
rs 

2 
rs 

1 rs $6,000 
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(d) Adding, Subtracting, and Multiplying Decimals 

When adding and subtracting decimals, care should be taken to put the 372 
decimals one under another. Copy and add: 

1.5 + 17.25 + 16 + 18.75 + 6.25 + 1.7 = 

(Note that 16 has an understood decimal, 16.) 

*************************************** 
61.45 

Subtract the follo,d.ng: 373 

(a) 12.5 - 6.7s = ----

(b) 42 - 17.5 = 

(c) 28.12 - 5.4 = ----

*************************************** 
5.15 24.5 

Subtract the following: 

(a) 1.672.05 - 829.5 = 

(b) 1000 - 128.47 ~ 

(c) 621.55 • 149 = 

22.72 

374 

*************************************** 
842.55 

(a) 
1X~ 

871.53 472.55 

(b) 
.s X .5 

Should the answer be the same? (yes/no) __ _ 

375 

*************************************** 
Yes 
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(b). 
~s x .s·= .zs 

.376 

tit~ (equivalent tof~iferent ~om) .2~ .... · -----~ 

When multiplJi,Dg a number With,:l. clecim&J.'by anothel' numbel' with 1 ctecima1, 
you count o~f ·(No.) clec~~- pla~~e;ln t~e answer. 

* * *' * '* *· * '., * * * * '. * _'!'. *: * * *. *. ~ *· * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
E9ulvalent.to. .. . .. 2 .· . ·.• ' .. •. . ... 

.1 X .1 = .01 377 

L 1• (eq.&ivalent' to/different &•> ~01. 
100 -------

' ~- ' 

WJ:len· ~~t~'~ying a number with 1. decimal by another numbel' with 1 clecimal, 
you point off (No.) clectmal places in the anewer. . 

* * * .• ; • * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Equivalent to 

. ·,,· ·, 

2 

<a> (b) 
1 X.l. = l --- ........ ......__ 

100 ' 10 1000 ' 
.01 X .1 = .001 

__!_: is (eq~dvalent to/cliffel'ent fl'•) .001. 
1000 

378 

'When !DQ1t1plyins a mabel' vlth 2 cJec:lmale by another number with 1 ctecima11 
you ,Oiiit off (No.) decimal places in the answer •. 

' ' ' 
,' ·. ·.' 

********************·******************* 
Equivalent to 3 

The general rule for pointing off the decimal place in tbe product of 379 
two clecimale is to place a decimal in th8 proCluct by counting from right 
to left as many places as are in: the.· ~wo factors. 

When mul~iplying a number with' 3.' cl"imals by another. "'th a clec;iD.aals. you 
point off . (No.) decimals in the pcoduct. 

········•***~************************** 

s 
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If the produ~t of 15 and 135 is 2025, then the product of 1.5 and 1.35 is 380 

----· 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
2.025 

If the product of 1,007 and 121 is 121847, then the product of 1.007 381 
and 1.21 is • 

*************************************** 

1,21847 

Cost Department Computation 

1.031 tons of sulphite pulp at $122.50 per ton is equal to $ ---
(Actual answer) 

382 

*************************************** 

$862.03 
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(e) Bat:lmatina tbe fto4uc:t of Decimals 

The estimate of the product -of decimals is particu1uly helpful 1n . 383 
chec;king the dec:lmal point. Look at the· problem: 

10.261 X 1,036 • t 

Because 10.261111&Y be rouucled to 10 aucl ·1,.036 may be roua4ed to 1, 
then the estimated an$wer f.l · • 

*************************************** 
10 

When tbe factors are uot cloee to 10 and 1 as in the preblem, 10.261 384 
X 1,036 •, you may use the aame proceclul'e you would uae for the •ltf.plica-
tlon ·Of wllole numbers. When est:lmatina the answer for: the multiplication· 
of whole numbers, you obtaiaed an4 eatimates. 

*************************************** 
Low hlp 

Study this estimation proce~e: 

25.83 is between 20 and 30 
X 6.37 la between 6 an4 7 

164.5371 f.l between ---- and -----

The low estimate for 25.83 X 6.37 ia ----·· 
Tbe high eatt.ate 1a • 

385 

*************************************** 
120 and 210 120 210 

Suppose the product 16.45371 waa obtatned for the problem, 25.83 X 6.37. 386 
We know that the auawer is (cottect/iacorrect) ----

The answer should lie between ------ and -----·• 

*************************************** 
Incorrect 120 210 
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Suppose the product 1,645.371 W&IJ ob~lned for the problem, 25.83 X 387 
6,37 • • This auwer is (reasonable/unreasonable). __ _ 

It ah~ulct lie be~en ----- ~cl ----· . 

****************************~********** 

Unreasonable 120 210 
,. 

Another procedure for estimating the answer to the problem 25.83 X 6.37 388 
ie to rounct to the neareet whole numbers ancl then multiply. 

26 X 6 • 156 

Which of the following is closest to 150? 

(a) 
1,645.371 

(b) 
16.45371 

(c) 
164.5371 

********'j****************************** 
(c) 164.53'71 

Using the proce•ure for rounclina to the nearest whole numbers, obtain 389 
an estimate to the product 81 •. 04 X 3. 7 =. The estimate 1a • 
'lhe ezact product· 1a • 

***~*-********************************** .•· 

324 299.848 

Pl'oductiOD Department Computation 

romula A 

P01:1DUla B 

1.075 tons of B•196 at $269.50 a ton. 

11.386. tons of B-203 at $20.23 a ton. 

Estimate which f01'111Ula is the cheaper? 
Estimate the clollara of sarinp? ----

. . ' ' . ' ' 

390 

······················~··········****** 

B '' cb!aper bx about fso 
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Using the procedure for rounding to the nearest Whole numbers, obtain 391. 
the estimate for 62.5;X 7~09·=. The est:Lmateis • The exact 
product is • 

*************************************** 
441 443,125 

To estimate the product of decimals leas than 1, round to the nearest 392 
tenth, hundredth, thousandth, and so on, 

.21, · ,213, ,2134, and ,21346 all should be rounded to the nearest 
tenth, which would be • 

*************************************** 
.2 

Deternd.ne the value of these decimals to thO nearest hundredth, 393 

.os .048 .0483 .04838 

If all are rounded~ the nearest hundredth, they woulcl be----·· 

*************************************** 
.05 

An engineer made these three measurements: 394 

.0004523" .00045" .0005037" 

If they are each rounded to the nearest ten thou.sanclth, they would 
all round to • 

*************************************** 
.0005" 

(a) 
.05 

(b) 
,0036 

(c) 
.035 

(d) 
.00036 

The decimal that rouncls to .004 ia ---·• 

395 

*************************************** 
.0036 



(a) 
,06389 

(b) 
,070'1 

'I 

. ', ' 

(c).·. 
,00638 

304 

The decimal tbat rouncla to .06 .:1.8 _....__, 

(d) 
.05499 

*************************************** 

. I ' 

The eattmate for '626,743 X e0048 la foUnd as follows: 

· 626,743 rounds t:o· 
, X . ,oo48 rounds to 

627 
.oos '. 

3.135 estlmat~d product. 

Acc;ordlng to. the estimate. In. the exact procluct (with the point omitted) 
lol31664• where should the point be placed. ----

397 

• * * *. * * * * * *. * * * * * * * * •.• * * * * * •: * *'* * * * * * * * * 
3,0131,64. 

The estimate of leS00,21 X ,00014 la found as follows: 

1500,21 
X,00014 

rouncla to 1500 
rouncls to 10001 

.1500 estimated product 

AccorcU.ng to the eat:Lmatee in tbe exact procluct (wlth the point omitted) 
2100294• .where ahoul~ the point be 'laced~ -----

398 

*************************************** 
,21002?4 

72,374 
X ,0093 

rounded le 72 
rounded Ia ,01 

The estimated answer 1• ----· 

399 

• * * • * * .• * * • * * * * * * •. * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
.,72 



1,199.735 
X ,0008736 

rounds to 
rounds to 

1200 
X.OOl 

An estimate of the answer is • ----

305 

400 

*************************************** 

$15,301.50 
X .0075 

rounds to 
r9unds to 

The estimated answer is • ----
401 

*************************************** 
§15,000 .01 $150 

Estimating the product of two decimals is particularly helpful in 402 
verifying the position of the • 

*************************************** 
Decimal point 
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(f) Dividing Decimals 

If a dollar is divided intp parts, each equal to_!_ th of a dollar, 403 
there would be No. equal parts. 100 
If five dollars is divided into parts each equal to !_ tb of a dollar, 
there would be No. parts. 20 

*************************************** 
100 100 

The rule for diViding by a common fraction is to ___ the 404 
divisor and • 

*************************************** 
Invert multiply 

(A) $1 • _!_ = 405 
100 

(b) $5 • ...! = 
20 

*************************************** 
$1 X 100 .. 100 

T 
$5 X ,!!! = 100 

1 

Is 1 • _!_ equivalent to 1 • .01? 406 
100 

Is S • 1 equivalent to S • .OS? __ _ 
2o 

*************************************** 
Yes yes 

If 1 • 1 = , then 1 + .01 • • 
100 ------ -------

407 

If S + 1 a • then S + .05 a • 2o ---

*************************************** 
100 100 100 100 
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1 • 1 llll 100 
lo 'iOOO 

,1 • ,001 D 100 408 

These problems have answers (different from/equivalent to) one another, 

*************************************** 
Equivalent to 

ln the problem ,1 • ,001 • 100, if two zeros were annexed to the dividend 409 
,1, it would become which wou1c1 be reacl as 100 , 

*************************************** 
.100 thouaancltha 

ls ,100 • ,001 (equivalent to/different from) .1 • ,001? __ _ 410 

*************************************** 
Equivalent to 

,100 + .001 may be read: 100 thousandths divided by 1 , which 411 
equals , We can concluie there muat be at least as many clec-.1 
places in the dividend as there are in the , 

*************************************** 
Thousandth 100 divisor 

In order to complete the diviaien of clecimall, there must be at least 412 
as many decimals in the · as there are in the , 

*************************************** 
Diviclencl divisor 

2,S)i0 413 

The clivisor has No, decimal place(s), 

The dividend baa No, decimal place(a), 

Therefore No, decimal place(s) lllWJt be annexed to the divisor, 

*************************************** 
1 0 1 
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Problem So~utf.on 414 
2.5)60 

In the solution, a zero is annexed to 60 so that there will be at least as 
many decimal places in the as in the • Then the 
division is completed as if the· problem contained Whole • 

·~*************~*********************** 

Dividend divisor numbers 

When there are as many decimal places in the dividend as in the divisor, 415 
you can complete a clf.vislon problem as if it contained only • 

*************************************** 
Whole numbers 

Complete this problem by annezing 1 zero and dividing: .15)22.5 416 

* * * * * * * *, * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
1 so. 

tiS.> 22t!2 J 

Complete this probleuu 2.5)67.5 (Show the determination of 
the decimal point.) 

. 417 

*********************•**********.****** 
2 7. 

2,j)67t2, 

Complete these problems: .35)80.5 .35)8.05 418 

*************************************** 
23 o. 

3~)805~ 
70 
105 
105 
00 

.2..! 

2 30. 
~)80~ 

23. 
~)8~ 
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Examine this problem: 419 

When there are more decimal places tn the.dividend than divisor, locate 
the clecima.l in the answer as follows: 

The answer is ---· 

*************************************** 

Complete these pr~blema: 21)1.431 2.7).1431 27)14.31 420 

*************************************** 
.53 

27)14.31 
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(g) Estimating Answers to the Division of Decimale 

When dividing by decimals greater than 1, use the •ame procedure as you 421 
dlcl with n\llllbers to cletermine an estimated answer. 

*************************************** 
Whole 

37ffii rouncla to ) 

The estimated anewer is----· The same procedure is followed for 
the problem: 

26.4)175.32 r011Wls to 

The estimated answer 1s ----· 

422 

*************************************** 
___! 

40)160 

19.9.5)102.47 

6 

rounds to ) 423 

*************************************** 

---A 
20)100 

Obtain the estimate and. the actual answer fot: SO. 24 • 31.4 • 

Estimate Actual anewer 

424 

*************************************** 
1 1 6 

Cost Department Computation 

.. Hours 
13.1 

Estimated answer is $ ----· 

425 

Coat Per Hour 

·----Actual Cost 

*************************************** 
62.8 80 
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.176)16.5 rounds to 426 

The estimated answer is • -----
******************************~******** 

85 

.00987)267.437 rounds to • oi)267 427 

The estimated answer is ---• 

*************************************** 
26 700 

Study this problem: ---?> .176)16.59 

Obtain the correct answer to the nearest 2 decimal places: 

Here is the solution: 

The answer rounded to 
two decimals is __ • 

-----~ 

94.261 
.17~)16~?9.~ 000 
- - 15 84 

750 
704 
46 0 

35 2 
108o 
10 56 

240 
lli 

428 

*************************************** 
94.26 

In order to obtain a correct answer to 2 decimal places. it may be 429 
necessary to carry the division out to 3 places to determine whether the 
third place is No., or greater, which would increase the eecond• 
place digit by No •• 

*************************************** 
s 1 
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Estimate the answer: 1.74)26.437 430 

Obtain the actual answer correct to 
two decimal places. Answer __ _ 

************************************** * 
13 15.19 

Estimate the answer. __ _ 627.4)24.634 431 

Obtain the actual answer correct to two decimal places. 

*************************************** 
.04 

When you arrive at this point, ask your teacher for directions for 432 
completing Panel 6. In the absence of. specific directions, complete 
Panel 6 following the instructions on it carefu.lly. The letter in the 
upper right of Panel 6 is • 

*************************************** 
F 



ABSTRACT 

An experiment to adjust a programmed college business mathe

matics text to th0 level of comprehension suitable for high school 

students of low ability was prompted by the writer•o awareness of the 

need for a similar text for high school business :majors~ The writer 

was especially concerned with those students who lack ability to 

attend college, but who go into business offices seeking employment-

positions which invariably require a l~owledge of the fund~~entals 

of business mathematics .• 

The case study approach was used in conducting the experiment. 

The research involved a programmed text of 432 frames, entitled 

fundamentals of College Business Mat~ema.tics, by Dr. Harry Huffman. 

Two major objectives were established as a basis for this 

study. The first objective was to ad~iust Huffman 1 s prograra:med busi

ness mathematics text to a level of comprehension of students of below 

average ability, so that their completed work, without a teacher's help, 

would be approximately 95 :per cent accurate, 

The second objeoteve of the study was to determL~e whether 

students could re·hain the matel~iaJ. covered in the programmed unit. 

This objective was achieved by means of intermediate tests given to 

each student throughout the unit. 

Four revisions of Huffman 1 s original programmed text were 

necessary to accomplish the objectives of the study. Five panels of 

student-editors, each panel comprised of three students of below average 



ability, participated in the research. Revisions to the original pro

grammed text were made on the basis of incorrect responses by individual 

students working through the unit. Written and oral comments by these 

students were also taken into consideration in making revisions. 

Analysis of the data revealed the following results of the 

total experiment. A total of 104 new frames were added to the original 

program of 432 frames. This represented a 24.1 per cent increase of 

frames in the total unit which required an additional 208 responses. 

There was a total decrease in errors from Panel One to Panel 

Five of 5.20 per cent. The average score on the six intermediate tests 

increased 9.1 points from the beginning to the end of the experiment. 

Results of the experiment lead the writer to conclude thats 

1. ~e error rate of successive panels dro~ped from 8.03 to 

2.83 per cent. This represents a total decrease of 5•20 per cent from 

the begi11ning to the end of the exper~ment. Therefore, it was concluded 

that senior students, in high school, of below average ability can com

plete the adjusted programmed unit with an average error rate of less 

than 5 per cent. 

2. Test score average for the panels rose from 78.2 to 87.3, 

an increase of 9.1 points, from the beginning to the end of the 

experiment. Therefore, it was concluded that students of below 

average ability can successfully perform on the retention tests used 

to measure the result of the programmed unit on fundamentals of 

business mathematics. 
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